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SPACE
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CONFERENCE

Document No. 201-E
6 November, 1.963
Originali English

E. A. R. C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Chairman of the Conference
At the request of Mr. Eid, Head of the Delegation of the United
Arab Republic, I am circulating the attached copy of his letter to me. At
the same time, I believe all delegates are entitled to know all the facts
concerning the points raised by him.
The matter has already been discussed on his initiative at three
separate meetings of the Conference Steering Committee (Committee No. l)
which took a decision on the procedure to be followed, a decision which I had
hoped fully disposed of the matter.
The original Documents Nos. 22 and 23 he mentioned, produced at. the
headquarters of the Union and circulated to all members of the Union on
13 September 1963 (including the U.A.R.) were withdrawn by the SecretaryGeneral by circular-telegram 49/20 of 20 September 1963 for the reasons
given by the Secretary-General in his letter of 14 October 1963 addressed
to me (see Annex 2) the substance of which was communicated to the Steering
Committee,
There was no question of censorship involved, but merely a question
of following the decision of the Administrative Council as to the scope of
the Agenda.
The decision of the Administrative Council with respect to the
Agenda was later unanimously ratified in a referendum of the Members of the
Union.
Subsequently the I.P.R.B, itself modified the documents and
reintroduced in their place Documents Nos. 42, 43 and 44 not as proposals
but as I.F.R.B, reports on studies carried out.
The Steering Committee considered the matter and recommended the
circulation of new Documents Nos. 42 and 43 (the latter somewhat amended) and
decided on the non-circulation of Document No. 44. The contents of the
latter had of course been made known by the’previous general circulation to
all Members of-the Union of Document No. 23.
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I feel that it is my duty as Chairman of the Conference to direct
its proceedings as expeditiously and efficiently as possible and it is with
this in mind that these facts are set forth so that the Conference time may
not be spent in useless discussions of matters not on its agenda.

Gunnar PEDERSEN
Chairman

Annexes:
1)

Letter to Chairman of Conference from Mr, Eid

2)

Letter to Chairman of Conference from the Secretary-General
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X
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G©neva, 2 November, 1963

To Mr. G. Pedersen
Chairman of the Conference

Mr. Chairman,
The Delegation of the United Arab Republic would like to bring
to your attention the following:
1.
Towards the
end of September, my Administration received Circulartelegram No. 49/20 circulated by the Secretary-General of the I.T.U. The
telegram carried information to the effect that upon reconsideration, certain
documents were withdrawn on the ground that:
a)

they fall outside the Agenda of the Conference;

b)

the duration of the Conference is short.

These documents, namely, Nos. 22 and 23, were not received by my
Administration.
2.
Upon investigation of the matter, and acquiring the said documents
through Delegations who had received them prior to their withdrawal, I was
greatly surprised when I found that Document No. 22 was issued by the
I.F.R.B., and Document No. 23 was the joint work of both the General
Secretaris,^ and the I.F.R.B,
It is to be noted that the documents contain material that can be
described as highly technical and of great value to the work being under
taken by the Conference.
3.
This led the Delegation of the U.A.R. to consider serious
questions of principle i.e. the competence of the Secretary-General to stand
in the way of circulation of conference documents forwarded by any of the
permanent organs, Members, or Associate Members of the I.T.U. irrespective
of the material they contained.
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4.
Concerning the subject of the documents, it is stressed here that
the question being raised is that of the principle and not of the subject.
It is the firm belief of the Delegation of the U.A.R., that the
only competent authority to decide upon the subject is the Plenary Meeting,
where delegations can freely exchange their views on the matter prior to
final decision.
5.
As a result of the action taken by the Secretary-General,
circulation of Documents Nos. 42 and 43 (containing the material of the
original Document No. 22) took place about two weeks after the convening
of the Conference.
6.
For the above mentioned reasons, I feel that this matter must be
put on record and, henceforth transmitted to the competent authority i.e.
the Administrative Council, for consideration.
To conclude, the Delegation of the U.A.R. requests you, Sir,.to
circulate this letter as a formal conference document, and include it in the
Agenda of the Plenary Meeting of the Conference.

Yours sincerely,

(signed) A.B. EID
Head of the U.A.R. Delegation
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International Telecommunication Union
The Secret arjr-General

Geneva, 14 October 196b.

Mr. Gunnar Pedersen,
Chairman of the Space
Radiocommunic ati on Conf erenc e

Dear Mr. Pedersen,
In view of the fact that you have brought the question of I.F.R.B,
reports, tentatively submitted as.Documents Nos. 42, 43 and 44 for the
Conference, to the attention, of the Steering Committee, I..feel that it is
only fair that all members of the. Steering Committee should be informed as
to the circumstances'surrounding the withdrawal of Documents Nos. 22 and 23,
and the controversy connected with these two documents.
First of all, I
think it should be made clear that the matter has been brought to you by the
I.F.R.B. because that permanent body .of the I.T.U. was not in agreement with
the action of the Secretary-General' in withdrawing the two documents in
question, and consequently, they have appealed to you to overrule him, which,
of course, you, guided by the Steering Committee, have e^ery right to do.
Parenthetically, may I say that whatever your decision is, I shall not be
unhappy, because I think it is high time to shed a little light on the natter.
Under normal procedures, the Secretary-General is responsible for
the issuance of all documents to conferences, since such purely administra
tive matters as their preparation, their translation, their mimeographing
and their distribution involve the administrative and financial services of
the Union.
This logically flows from Article 10 of the Convention, paragraph
120, which places the responsibility on the Secretary-General "for all the
administrative and financial services of the Union". As indicated in
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circular telegram 49/20 of 20 September, 1963, the two documents in question
originally numbered 22 and 23 were withdrawn by me because they included
matters which are not on the agenda of this Conference.
It will be recalled that a long discussion took place at the
18th Session of the Administrative Council as to the precise terms of the
agenda, and while suggestions had been made that this agenda be widened to
include certain points covered in the documents originally submitted as
Documents Nos. 22 and 23, the Administrative Council ruled otherwise and
limited the agenda of this Conference to the specific terms with which we
are all familiar shown in Document No. 46.
Not only that, but this action in thus limiting the agenda was
unanimously ratified by the Members of the Union in a referendum.
In all of this discussion, I wish to make it clear that I am not
debating the merits of the proposals contained in the documents withdrawn.
Sooner or later it is clear that some of these points must be dealt with.
What I am saying and what I continue to feel is that at a Conference as
important as this one, and with a limited duration of only five weeks, there
is no time to take up items not on the agenda if the main work ofthe
Conference, i.e. frequency allocation, and their notification, recording and
use, is to be accomplished,
I trust that the work of the Conference can be carried out in an
effective and efficient way on the particular problems which are on the
agenda, so that the Conference may finish on time.
The matters covered by original Documents Nos. 22 and 23 obviously
involve important questions of policy which must, of course, be dealt with
sooner or later.
Sincerely yours,

(signed) Gerald C. GROSS
Secretary-General

P.S.
I intend to cover the substance of the above statement in the meeting
of the Steering Committee which is called for 0930 hours on Tuesday,
15 October.
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GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY MEETING

AGENDA
FOR THE 6th PLENARY MEETING
Wednesday 6 November, 1963, at 21.00 hours

1.

Any items outstanding from the 5th Plenary Meeting

2.

Seventh series of "blue” texts
(Document No. 187)

3.

Final Report by Committee 2

4.

Draft Recommendation-submitted by the Delegation of the State of Israel
(Document No. 166)

5.

International Technical Cooperation and Assistance in the field of Space
Radiocommunication (Document No. 192)

6.

Miscellaneous

2)

submitted by the Editorial Committee

- Credentials (Document No. 179)

Gunnar PEDERSEN
Chairman of the Conference

2)

Texts submitted by Committee 5 to Committee 7

y .L T
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GENEVA - 1963

COMMITTEE 5

AGENDA
TENTH MEETING OF COMMITTEE 5
(a l l o c a t i o n s )

Thursday, 7 November, 1963 (at a time to be announced) Room A

2.

Summary Record, Second

meeting

(Document N o . 153 (Rev. 2))

Summary Record, Third

meeting

(Document No. 142)

Summary Record, Fourth

meeting

(Document No. 140)

Summary Record, Fifth

meeting

(Document No.' 158 (Rev.))

Summary Record, Sixth

meeting

(Document No. 162 (Rev. 2))

Summary Record, Seventh meeting

(Document No. 182)

Summary Record, Eight

(Document No. 199)

meeting

Any other business

W. KLEIN
Chairman

SPACE
RADOOCOMMUNOCATION
CONFERENCE

Document. No. 204-E
6 November, 1963
Original : French

E. A. R. C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

GENEVA - 1963

C O M I T TEE 3

REPORT
BY THE -WORKING GROUP OF COMMITTEE 3

1.
The Working Group of Committee 3 (Budgetary Control) set up
at the first meeting of that Committee (Document No, 89), met on 31 October
and 6 November, 1963 to examine the budget of the Conference,
The following delegations took part in the work of the Group:
Belgium, United States, the Roumanian P.R., and the United Kingdom, The
Secretariat was represented by Mr, Prelaz, Head of Administrative Services
of the Conference and by Mr. Monti, Head of the Bureau of the I,F,R.B.
Mr, A. Caruso (Italy) acted as Chairman,
2,. .
The Group examined the expenditure>Of the Conference as at
24 October, 1963 and 4 November, 1963, and the. estimated expenditure up
to the closing of the Conference.
The expenses were examined section by section and item by item,
in the light.of information and explanations provided by the representatives
of the Secretariat.
3.
The Group felt that it might be useful to indicate the reasons
put forward to justify the amounts shown under various items in the budget
as overtime for conference staff. The reasons were :
a)

The assimilation of I.T.U, salaries into the United Nations
common system was automatically reflected in'the overtime rates.

b)

The need to keep a certain number of staff in the various sections
(pool - roneo - translation, etc.) throughout, the time when
delegates were present at the Conference Building, so as to be
certain of being able to cope at all times with urgent requests
from the Chairmen of Committees, Working Groups and Sub-Groups,
in connection with the preparation of documents.

c)

The decision of the Conference to work on Saturdays.
■ a S 'v s ?

* OA.%
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d)

The decision of the Conference to organize its work by radio
services rather than by frequency band, which entailed the
rearrangement and publication of all proposals concerning the
table of frequency allocation by services (see Document ho. 17).

4.
The Working Group considered that the presentation of the statement
of expenditure should be slightly amended by the addition of a new column
showing, for each item, the expenditure already incurred but not payable
until the end of the Conference.
5.
The Working Group, considering that certain miscellaneous expenses
such as the decoration of the front of the Conference building - and others
could not be correctly debited under budgetary sub-head 7*509, Unforeseen,
requested that the expenses concerned be transferred to the appropriate sub
head (7.505. Premises, furniture, machines).
6.
At the 1st Meeting of Committee 3, credit transfers from article
to article amounting to 58,000 Swiss francs had been approved. The Working
Group draws the attention of the Committee to the fact that, on the basis
of the estimate of expenditure at 4 November, 1963, credit transfers from
article to article amounting to only 31,000,. Swiss francs will be necessary.
7.
The Working Group requests Committee 3 to approve the budget of
the Extraordinary Administrative Conference on Space Radiocommunication
as set out in Annex 1 to the present report, showing a total expenditure of
1,070,000.- Swiss francs, which falls within the figure of 1,075,000.- Swiss
francs approved by the Administrative Council of the I.T.U.
8.
.
A list of the recognized private operating agencies, scientific or
industrial organizations, and international organizations taking part in
the Conference, together with the number of contributory units chosen,, is
contained in Annex 2 hereto.

A.
CARUSO
Chairman of the Working Group

Annexes
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ANNE X

1

STATEMENT OP EXPENDITURE FOR THE SPACE RADIQCQMMUNICATION CONFERENCE AT 4 NOVEMBER 1963

j

Articles and subheads

Budget
|
Total
Credit tr ansfers
]
approved
from sub from article j credits
to article j available
hy the C.A.
head to
subhead

• — --- ~k
Actual
Commitments
expenditure at 4.11.63
at 4. 11.63

Estimated
expenditure

t
Total .|
1
f
j estimated j
j expenditure
*•
I
j
j
I
f
i
1

| 73,135.30 j
!
1 ,634 .1 5 !
j 6 3 ,316 .90 |
i
2.913,65

1 Article I. Staff
1 7.501 Administration
j - Salaries
j ~ Travel
| - Overtime
| - Other expenses
|

|
1

45,769.25
1,059.05
34,316.90

18,846.05
475.10
1 2 ,000 .—
2 .000 .—

8,520.—
10 0 .—
1 7 ,000 .—
913.65

141,000.—

81,145-20

33,321.15

26,533.65 I 141,000.—
f
1
1

118,958.—
' 2,649.85
5,000.—
1.700.—

493,000.—

302,895.30
22,275.15
11,980.55
438.75
337,589.75

35,401.—

11
j
I
i
115,000.—

+ 26.000.--

7.502 Language se rvi ce
- Salaries
™ Travel
- Overtime
- Other expenses
5,

600,000.—

- 7 6 ;GOO.—

-31,000.—

! 7.503 Document Reproduce]Lon
| - Salaries
j - Travel
I
- Overtime
! - Other expenses
1
50,000.—

95,000.—

+ 45,000.—

|
1 7.504 Insurance
j - Accident insurance
j - Pension Fund/Sickness
i
insurance

1 426,560.30
I 25,068.— ,
| 26,980.55
1
9.391.15
| 488,000.—

12,666.—

9,396.—

57,463.—
36,824.55
712.45
95,000.—

21,824.55

5,000.—
300.—

10,000.—
412.45

57,225.55

17,966.—

19,808.45

3,000.—

4,000.—
j T O T A L , ARTICLE I

i

128,307.85

4,707.—
143.—
10,000.—
7.252.40
22 ,102.40

769,000.—
L

+

5,000.—
-31,000.—

3,000.—

1,879.90

3,868.30

251.80

6,000.—

9,000.—

1,879.90

6 ,868.30

251.80

9 ,000 .—

738,000.—

477,840.40

186,463.30

| 68 ,696.30

i

733,000.—
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Articles and Subheads

Budget
Credit t2-ansfers
approved from subhead rom article
by the C.A. to subhead to article

Article II. Premises and equipment
7.505 Premises, furniture, machines
- Renting of premises
- Lighting
- Installation
: - Hiring of furniture and machines
- M a c h i n e maintenance and repairs
— Transport
i - Miscellaneous
1
70,000.—
7.506 Document production
- Paper
s - Stencils
j - Ink
I - Offset workshop
! - Final documents
- Miscellaneous
75.000.—
7.507 Office supplies and overheads
- Office supplies
- Postage
- Telephone
- Telegrams
- Removal costs
- Guides, badges etc.
- Night taxis
- Miscellaneous
40,000.—
7.508 Simultaneous interpretation
and other technical equipmenl
- Hiring I.T.U. equipment
- Tapes
- Installation costs
- Removal costs
25.000.—
7.509 Unforseen
TOTAL, ARTICLE II

21,000.—
231,000.—

+23.000.-

— .—

Total
credits
available

93.000.—

Actual
Commit Estimated
Total
expenditure
ments
expen estimated
at 4.11.63 at 4.11.63
diture expenditure

507.70
824.—
_«
5,905.60
14.25
7,223.05
19,105.75
3,278.25
2,465.—
666.65

+ 1,000.—

- 8.000.—

90,000.—

2.330.—
27,845.65

““«l_T1_l_ir 32,000.—

14,001.45
1,258.45
72.70
150.05
471.50
7,493.40
542.35
- 163.40
23.681.10

+14,000.—

- 5.000.—

20.000.—

-11,000.—

10,000.—
+14,000.—

245,000.—

50,400.—
10,000.—
15,247.30
7,270.—

200.-83.117.30
4,200.—
400.—

50,400.—
10,000.—
15,755.—
8,094.—
2,000.—
6,005.60
745.40
93.000.—

8,500.—
1,000.—

31,805.75
4,678.25
2,465.—
5,666.65
40,000.—
5.384.35
90,000.—

2,000.—
3,OOo!—
"*• 1 40,000.—
260.—
2.794.35
6,860.— 55,294.35
250.—
2,500.—

90.—
500.—
875.—
4.215.—

13,000.—
_ ^r~i—.
• "—
48,40
5,000.—
105.—
153.40 18.000.—
2.225.95

_~"1•
• T"
_ # '"
rM
—^ 1
2,000.—
100.—
559.65
2.659.65

2.410.—

-4,500.—
4,000.—
500.—
1,000.—
1,000.—
500.—
1,603.90
4.103.90

9.751.45
5.258.45
2,927.30
1,150.05
1.471.50
7,583.40
1,542.35
2.315.50
32.000.—

846!60
1,846.60

13,000.—
1,000.—
5,048.40
951.60
20,000.—

5.364.05

10.000.—

1,000.—

61.129.15 114,602.30 69,268.55 245,000.—
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Budget
Credit transfers
1
approved hy the
from
. from
Articles and sub-heads
C.A.
; sub-headj article
i
to sub-J
to
;
head
; article
i
Article III* Preparatory work
7*510 I.F.R.B. preparatory work
- Staff
- Mission expenses
- Equipment
- Miscellaneous

j

2 ,626.60
1 3 ,929.65
1 ,000.75
247.50 i
18,000.—

. 1 5 ,1 77.9 0 f 2,626.60

74,000.—

26 ,320.85
72 1.5 0
8 .865.10
4 .19 7.10
300.45
1 0 ,1 74 .5 5
1 2 ,050.35
^ 7 0 ,629.90

+ 1 7 ,000 .—

92,000.—

85,807.80

75,000.—

TOTAL SECTION 7*5
SPACE CONFERENCE
i
i.
MARGIN IN RELATION TO
THE BUDGET

:

!

-22,000.— k-.
“'
!
7*511 Preparation and despatch of preparatory documents
- Staff expenses
•
Salaries
Travel
Overtime
Offset workshop
- Service taxi
- Supplies and equipment
- Despatch
+22,000.— +1 7 ,000 *—
i
35,000.—
TOTAL, ARTICLE III.

!
i

‘

j

40,000.—

!
I

!
...........-1— .... ... ™| ----| Commitments! Estimated
Total credits Actual
Total
available
expenditure;
at
|expenditure estimated
at 4.11.63 | 4*11.63 j
expenditure

1 ,0 75 ,000 .—

**t
0— »
195*50
195.50

16,556.25
1,000*75
247.50
195.50
18,000.— i
I

1,075,000.—

— ^«——

3,370.10
— #— —

3 ,3 70 .1 0
5 ,996.70

26,320.85 ;
721*50
8,865.10 i
"»
7,567.20
300.45
18,174.55
12,050.35
— *— —
74,000.—
■
• ---92,000.—
195,50
t— — -------— ■
—

!
624,777.351307,062.30 ! 138,160.35
-......... 1
....i

1 ,070 ,000 .—

5,000.—
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LIST OF RECOGNIZED PRIVATE OPERATING AGENCIES. SCIENTIFIC OR
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
TAKING PART IN THE CONFERENCE
No, of
contributory
units
1.

Recognized private
Companhia Portuguese Radio Marconi,,.................. • <,« •
Italcable
............ ................
uabxe unQ Wireless •• .• •»...... • *«>««• ••..••...••oo.e.oo...
American Cable and Radio Corp.
....... .
France Cables et Radio .
.........
»•
Compagnie generate de telegraphie sans fil
...... .

2,

jg unit
*)

1 unit
■g unit
*)
■§- unit

International organizations
United Nations
•••••«.
International Civil Aviation Organization
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization
........
World Meteorological Organization........ ........
International Air Transport Association ••••••••••••..... »
International Chamber of Shipping. . ,....... .............
International Radio-Maritime C o m m i t t e e
.... .
Inter-Union Committee for Frequency Allocations for
Radio Astronomy and Space S c i e n c e
.•
Committee on Space Research
..........
International Council of Scientific Unions
........ .
Federation international des editeurs de journaux et
........ .
publications
International Broadcasting and Television Organization . B,
European Broadcasting Union ............. ........... .
International Amateur Radio Union
International Scientific Radio U n i o n
.

-5B<-

-)UX-

*)

The Secretariat has not yet been informed of the choice of
contributory class.

#*)

Exempt from any contribution under the terms of Administrative
Council Resolution No. 22 (amended).

SPACE
RADIOCOMMUNICATION
CONFERENCE
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GENEVA - 1963

COMMITTEE 3

AGENDA
OF THE
SECOND MEETING OF COMMITTEE 3 (BUDGET CONTROL)
Thursday, 7 November 1963, at 9.30 a.m.

- Salle B

1,

Approval of the Summary Record of the 1st meeting (Document No. 89)

2.

Report by the Working Group (Document No. 204)

3.

Decision to be taken relative to the percentage of the composition
costs of the Final Acts to be debited’to the Conference account
(Administrative Council Resolution No. 83) '

4.

Any other business

B. IONITA
Chairman

*)

With regard to the publication of the Final Acts of conferences,
Administrative Council Resolution No. 83 lays down that :
"If a conference or meeting prints, for its own use, documents of
which typographical composition can subsequently be used, in whole or
in part, for the printing of the Final Acts, it must bear a percentage
of the composition costs and the whole of the printing costs of the
said document.
The percentage of the composition cost ... shall be decided by the
Plenary Assembly of the Conference or meeting"#

PINK PAGES

SPACE
RADIOCOM M UNICATION
CONFERENCE
GENEVA, 1963

Document No. 206-E
6 November, 1963

PLENARY M EETING

R.2

SECOND R EA D IN G

The Editorial Committee, submits the attached texts to the Plenary
Assembly for a second reading.

Art. 9A
N o. 695
Nos. 711 A, 71 IB '
’

Art. 19
Art. 20

Y. P lace
Chairman o f the Editorial
Committee

A n n ex : 20 pages

PINK PAGES

ANNEX 6 .

Addition of a new Article (Article 9A) to the Radio Regulations

The following new Article 9A shall be added to the
Radio Regulations after Article 9 :

ARTICLE 9A

Notification and Recording in the Master International Frequency
Register of Frequency Assignments to Stations in the Space
and Radio Astronomy Services
Section I. Notification of Frequency Assignments and Co-ordination
Procedure to be Applied in appropriate Cases

ADD

639AA § 1 (1) Any frequency assignment1 to an earth or space station
shall be notified to the International Frequency Registration Board:
a ) if the use of the frequency concerned is capable of
causing harmful interference to any service of another
administration; or
b) if the frequency is to be used for international radio
communication; or
c) if it is desired to obtain international recognition o f the
use o f the frequency.

ADD

639AA. 1 1 The expression frequency assignment, wherever it appears in this Article, shall'
be understood to refer either to a new frequency assignment or to a change in an
assignment already recorded in the Master International Frequency Register
(hereinafter called Master Register).
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ADD

639AB
(2) Similar notice shall be given for any frequency to be used
for the reception o f transmissions from earth or space stations by a
particular space or earth station in each case where one or more of
the conditions specified in N o. 639AA are applicable.

ADD

639AC
(3) Similar notice may be given for any frequency or frequency
band to be used for reception by a particular radio astronomy station,
if it is desired that such data should be included in the Master Register.

ADD

639AD § 2 (1) Before an administration notifies to the Board or brings
into use any frequency assignment to an earth station, whether for
transmitting or receiving, in a particular band allocated with equal
rights to the space service and the fixed or the mobile service in the
frequency spectrum between one and ten Gc/s, it shall effect co-ordina
tion o f the assignment with any other administration whose territory
lies wholly or partly within co-ordination distance 1, but only in
respect o f the fixed or the mobile service. For this purpose it shall send
to any other such administration a copy o f a diagram drawn to an
appropriate scale indicating the location o f the earth station and
showing the co-ordination distance from the earth station, for the
cases o f transmission and reception by the earth station, as a function
o f azimuth and the data on which it is based, including all pertinent
details o f the proposed frequency assignment, as listed in Appendix 1A,
and an indication o f the approximate date on which it is planned to
begin operations.

ADD

639AD.11 F or the purposes of this Article the expression “ co-ordination distance ” means
the distance from an earth station calculated along the lines of the procedures
shown in Recommendation No.
[Doc. 157] within which there is a possibility
of the use of a given transmitting frequency at this earth station causing harmful
interference to stations in the fixed or the mobile service in the'frequency spectrum
between one and ten Gc/s, sharing the same frequency band, or, as the case may
be, of the use of a given frequency for reception at this earth station receiving
harmful interference caused by such stations in the fixed or the mobile service.
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ADD

639AE
(2) An administration with which co-ordination is sought under
N o. 639AD shall acknowledge receipt of the co-ordination data within
.thirty days and shall promptly examine the matter to establish:
a ) in the case of a frequency assignment to be used for
' transmitting by the earth station, whether the use would
cause harmful interference to the service rendered by its
stations in the fixed or the mobile service operating in
accordance with the Convention and these Regulations,
of to be so operated within the next two years;
b ) in the case of . a frequency assignment to be used for
reception by the earth station, whether harmful inter
ference would be caused to reception at the earth station
by the service rendered by its stations in the fixed or the
mobile service operating in accordance with the Con
vention and these Regulations, or to be so operated
within the next two years; ‘
■■
and shall, within a further period of thirty days, notify the
administration requesting co-ordination of its agreement. If the
administration with which co-ordination is sought does not agree
it shall, within the same period, send to the administration seeking
co-ordination a copy of a diagram drawn to an appropriate scale
showing the location of its stations in the fixed or the mobile service
which are within the co-ordination distance o f the earth transmitting
or receiving station, as appropriate, together with all other relevant
basic characteristics, and make such suggestions as it may be able to
offer with a view to a satisfactory solution o f the problem. A copy of
these data shall be sent to the Board, as notification within the period
specified for such a case in N o. 491.

ADD

639AF
(3). N o co-ordination under N o. 639AD is required when an
administration proposes:
a ) to bring into use an earth station which is located in
relation to the territory o f any other country, outside the
co-ordination distance defined in 639A D .1;
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b ) to change characteristics o f an existing assignment in
such a way as not to increase the probability of harmful
interference to the stations in the fixed or the mobile
service o f other administrations;
c) to bring into use an earth station in the band 4 400
4 700 Mc/s or the band 8 100-8 400 M c/s; or
d ) to operate an earth station located on board a ship or
aircraft; however, in such a case the operation of this sta
tion in the band referred to in N o. 639AD, if the
ship or aircraft is within the co-ordination distance with
respect to the boundaries of another country, shall be
subject to prior agreement between the administrations
concerned, in order to avoid harmful interference to the
.
established fixed and mobile services o f that country.
ADD

639AG
(4) An administration seeking co-ordination may request the
Board to endeavour to effect co-ordination in those cases where: ~
a ) an administration with which co-ordination is sought
under N o. 639AD fails to reply within a period of
. ninety days;
b) there is a disagreement between the administration
seeking co-ordination and an administration with which
co-ordination is sought as to the probability o f harmful
interference; or
c ) co-ordination between administrations is not possible
for any other reason.
. In so doing, it shall furnish the Board with the necessary
information to enable it to effect such co-ordination.

ADD

639AH
(5) Either the administration seeking co-ordination or an
administration with which co-ordination is sought, or the Board, may
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ADD

request additional information which they may require to assess the
probability o f harmful interference to the services concerned. I
639AI
(6) Where the Board receives a request under N o. 639AG a ),
or where the Board receives no reply within ninety days to its request
for co-ordination in the case foreseen in N o. 639AG c ), it shall
immediately send a telegram to the administration with which co
ordination is sought. If no reply lia s been received from that admi
nistration within a period of sixty days from the date o f despatch of
the telegram, it shall be deemed that the administration with which
co-ordination was sought shall have undertaken that no complaint will
be made in respect o f any harmful interference which may be caused
by the earth station to the services rendered by its stations in the
fixed or the mobile service.

ADD

639A J
' (7) Where necessary, as part of the procedure under N o. 639AG,
the Board shall assess the probability of harmful interference. In any
case, the Board shall inform the administrations concerned of the
results obtained.

ADD

639AK § 3
For any notification under Nos. 639AA, 639AB, or 639AC,
an individual notice for each frequency assignment shall be drawn up
as prescribed in Appendix 1A, which specifies in Sections B, C, D, E
or F the basic characteristics to be furnished, according to the case.
It is recommended that the notifying administration should also supply
the additional data called for in Section A o f that Appendix, together
with such further data as it may consider appropriate,
,

ADD

639AL § 4 (1) For a frequency assignment to an earth or space station,
. each notice must reach the Board not earlier than two years before
the date on which the assignment is to be brought into use. It must
reach the Board in any case not later than one hundred and eighty
days before this date, except in the case o f assignments in the space
research service in bands allocated exclusively to this service or in
shared bands in which this service is the sole primary service. In the
case o f such an assignment in the space research service the notice
should, whenever practicable, reach the Board before the date on
. which the assignment is brought into use, but in any case must reach
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the Board not later than thirty days after the date it is actually brought
into use.
ADD

639AM
(2) ' Any frequency assignment to an earth or space station, the
notice o f which reaches the Board after the applicable period specified
in N o. 639AL, shall, where it is to be recorded, bear a remark in the
Master Register to indicate that it is not in conformity with
No. 639AL.
Section II. Procedure for the Examination of Notices and the Recording
of Frequency Assignments in the Master Register

ADD

639AN § 5
Any notice which does not contain at least those character
istics specified in Appendix 1A (Sections B, C, D , E, or F, as appro
priate) shall be returned by the Board immediately, by airmail, to the
notifying administration 'with the reasons therefor.

ADD

639AO § 6
Upon receipt o f a complete notice, the Board shall include
the particulars thereof, with the date o f receipt, in the weekly circular
referred to in N o. 497, which shall contain the particulars o f all such
notices received since the publication o f the previous circular.

ADD

639AP § 7
The circular shall constitute the acknowledgment to the
notifying administration o f the receipt o f a complete notice.

ADD

639AQ § 8
Complete notices shall be considered by the Board in the
order o f their receipt. The Board shall not postpone the formulation
of a finding unless it lacks sufficient data to render a decision in
connection therewith; moreover, the Board shall not act upon any
notice which has a technical bearing on an earlier notice still under
consideration by the Board, until it has reached a finding with respect
to such earlier notice.

ADD

639AR § 9

The Board shall examine each notice:

ADD

639AS

a) with respect to its conformity with the Convention, the
Table o f Frequency Allocations and the other provisions
of the Radio Regulations (with the exception o f those
R2— 06
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relating to the „co-ordination procedure and the pro
bability of harmful interference) ;
ADD

. 639AT

b) where appropriate, with respect to its conformity with the
provisions o f N o. 639AD relating to the co-ordination
of the use of the frequency assignment with the other
administrations concerned;

ADD

639AU

ADD

639AV § 10
Depending upon the'findings o f the Board subsequent to
the examination prescribed in Nos. 639AS, 639AT and 639AU
further action shall be as follows:

ADD

639AW § 11 (1) Finding favourable with respect to No. 639AS in cases
the provisions o f No. 639AT are not applicable.

ADD

639AX
(2) The assignment shall be recorded in the Master Register.
The date of, receipt by the Board o f the notice shall be entered in
Column 2d.

ADD

639AY § 12(1) Finding unfavourable with respect to No. 639AS.

ADD

639AZ
(2) Where the notice includes a specific reference to the fact
that the station will be operated in accordance with the provisions of
N o. 115, the assignment shall be recorded in the Master Register.
The date o f receipt by the Board of the notice shall be entered in
Column 2d.'

ADD

639BA
(3) Where the notice does not include a specific reference to *
the fact that the station will be operated in accordance with the
provi
sions o f N o. 115, it shall be returned immediately by airmail to the

c) where appropriate, with respect to the probability of
harmful interference to the’ service rendered by a station •
in the fixed or the mobile service for which a frequency
assignment already recorded in the Master Register is in *
conformity with the provisions o f N os. 501 or 570AC,
as appropriate, if this frequency assignment has not, in
fact, caused harmful interference to any frequency
assignment in conformity with N o. 639AS previously
recorded in the Master Register. ■
1
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notifying administration with the reasons of the Board for- this finding
and with such suggestions as the Board may be able to offer with a
view to the satisfactory solution of the problem.
ADD

639BB
(4) If the notifying administration resubmits the notice un
changed, it shall be treated in accordance with the provisions of
N o. 639BA. If it is resubmitted with a specific reference to the fact
that the station will be operated-in accordance with the provisions
o f N o. 115, or with modifications which, after re-examination, result
in a favourable finding by the Board with respect to N o. 639AS, and
the provisions o f N o. 639AT are not applicable, the assignment shall
be recorded in the Master Register. The date of receipt by the Board
o f the resubmitted notice shall be entered in 'Column 2d.

ADD

639BC § i3 (1) Finding favourable with respect to No. 639AS in cases where
' the provisions o f No. 639ATare applicable.

ADD

639BD
(2) Where the Board finds that the co-ordination procedure
mentioned in N o. 639AT has been successfully completed with all
administrations whose fixed or mobile services may be affected, the
■ assignment shall be recorded in the Master Register. The date of
receipt by the Board o f the notice shall be entered in Column 2d.

ADD

639BE
(3) Where .the Board .finds that the co-ordination procedure
mentioned in N o. 639AT has not been applied, and the notifying
administration requests the Board to effect the required co-ordination,
the Board shall take the appropriate action necessary and shall inform
the administrations concerned of the results obtained. If the Board’s
efforts are successful, the notice shall be treated in accordance with
N o. 639BD. If the Board’s efforts are unsuccessful, the notice
shall be examined by the Board with respect to the provisions of
N o. 639AU.

ADD

639BF
(4) Where the Board finds that the co-ordination procedure
mentioned in N o. 639AT has not been applied, and the notifying
administration does not request the Board to effect the required co
ordination, the notice shall be returned immediately by airmail to the
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notifying administration with the reasons o f the Board for this action
and with such suggestions as the Board may be able to offer with a
view to the satisfactory solution o f the problem.
ADD

639BG
(5) Where the notifying administration resubmits the notice
and the Board finds that the co-ordination procedure mentioned in
N o. 639AT has been successfully completed with all administrations
whose fixed or mobile services may be affected, the assignment shall
be recorded in the Master Register. The. date o f receipt by the Board
o f the original notice shall be entered.in Column 2d. The date of
receipt by the Board of the resubmitted notice shall be entered in the
Remarks Column.

ADD

639BH
(6) Where the notifying administration resubmits the notice
with a request that the Board effect the required co-ordination, it
shall be treated in accordance with the provisions of N o. 639BE.
However, in any subsequent recording o f the assignment, the date of
receipt by the Board of the resubmitted notice shall be entered in the
Remarks Column.

ADD

639BI

ADD

639BJ§ 14

ADD

639BK ’ (2) The assignment shall be recorded in the Master Register.
The date o f receipt by the Board o f the notice shall be entered in
Column 2d.

ADD

639BL§ 15 (1) F in d in g favourable with respect to No. 639AS but unfavour
able with respect to No. 639AU.

ADD

639BM
(2) The notice shall be returned immediately by airmail to the,
notifying administration with the reasons of the Board for this finding
and with such suggestions as the Board may be able to offer with a
' view to the satisfactory solution o f the problem.

(7) Where the notifying administration resubmits the notice
and states it has been unsuccessful in effecting the co-ordination, it
shall be examined by the Board with respect to the provisions of
N o. 639AU. However, in any subsequent recording o f tfcie assign
ment, the date o f receipt by the'Board o f the resubmitted notice shall
be entered in the Remarks Column.
(1) Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 639AS and 639AU.
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ADD

639BN . (3) Should the notifying administration resubmit the notice
with modifications which result, after re-examination, in a favourable
finding by the Board with respect to N o. 639AU, the assignment shall
be recorded in the Master Register. The date of receipt by the Board
o f the original notice shall be entered in Column 2d. The-date of
receipt by the Board of the resubmitted notice shall be indicated in
the Remarks Column.

ADD

639BO
(4) Should the notifying administration resubmit the notice,
either unchanged, or with modifications which decrease the probability .
o f harmful interference, but not sufficiently to permit the provisions
o f N o. 639BN to be applied, and should that administration insist
upon reconsideration of the notice, but should the Board’s finding
remain unchanged, the assignment shall be recorded in the Master,
Register. However, this entry shall be made only if the notifying
administration informs the Board that the assignment has been in use
for at least one hundred and twenty days without any complaint of
harmful interference having been received. The date o f receipt by the
Board o f the original notice shall be entered in Column 2d. The date'
o f receipt by the Board o f the advice that no complaint of harmful
interference has been received shall be indicated in the Remarks
Column.

ADD

(5) The period of one hundred and twenty days mentioned in
639BP
•
N o. 639BO shall count from:
■— the date when the assignment to the earth station which
received an unfavourable finding is brought into use, if
the assignment to the station in the fixed or the mobile
service is then in use;
— otherwise, from the date when the assignment to the'
station in the fixed or the mobile service is brought into
use.
.
But if the assignment to the fixed or mobile station has not
been brought into use by the notified date, the period o f one hundred
and twenty days shall be counted from this date. Allowance may be
made for the additional period mentioned in N o. 639BY.
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ADD

639BQ§16 (1)

Notices relating to radio astronomy stations.

ADD

639BR
(2) A notice relating to a radio astronomy station shall not be
examined by the Board with respect to N os. 639AT or 639AU.
Whatever the finding, the assignment shall be recorded in the Master
Register with a date in Column 2c. The date of receipt by the Board
o f the notice shall be recorded in the Remarks Column.

ADD

639BS § 17 (1) Change in the basic characteristics o f assignments already
recorded in the M aster Register.

ADD

639BT
(2) A notice of a change in the basic characteristics o f an
assignment already recorded, as specified in Appendix 1A (except the
call sign, the name of the station or the name of the locality in which
it is situated) shall be examined by the Board according to N o. 639AS,
and, where appropriate, Nos. 639AT or 639AU, and the provisions
of N os. 639AW to 639BR inclusive applied. Where the change should
be recorded, the assignment shall be amended according to the notice.

ADD

639BU
(3) However, in the case of a change in the characteristics of an
assignment which is in conformity with N o. 639AS, should the Board
reach a favourable finding with respect to N os. 639AT or 639AU,
where these provisions apply, or find that the change does not increase
the probability o f harmful interference to assignments already re
corded, the amended assignment shall retain the original date in
Column 2d. The date of receipt by the Board of the notice relating
to the change shall be entered in the Remarks Column.

ADD

639B V §18
In applying the provisions o f the whole o f this Section, any
resubmitted notice which is received by the Board more than two years
after the date of its return by the Board, shall be considered as a new
notice.
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ADD

639BW §19 (1) Recording o f Frequency Assignments notified before being
' brought into use.

ADD

639BX
(2) If a frequency assignment notified in advance o f bringing
into use has received a favourable-finding by the Board with respect
to N o. 639AS and, where appropriate., Nos. 639AT or 639A U , it shall
be entered provisionally in the Master Register with a special symbol
in the Remarks Column indicating the provisional nature o f that entry.

ADD

639BY
(3) If, within the period of thirty days after the projected date
o f bringing into use, the Board receives confirmation from the notify
ing administration o f the date of putting into use, the special symbol
shall be deleted from the Remarks Column. In the case where the
Board, in the light o f a request from the notifying administration
received before the end o f the thirty-day period, finds that exceptional
- circumstances warrant an extension of this period, the extension shall
in no case exceed one hundred and fifty days.
.

ADD

639BZ
(4) In the circumstances described in N o. 639BO, and as long
as an assignment which received an unfavourable finding cannot be
resubmitted as a consequence of the provisions of N o. 639BP, the
notifying administration may ask the Board to enter the assignment
provisionally in the Master Register, in which event a special symbol to
denote the provisional nature of the entry shall be entered in th e ,
Remarks Column. The Board shall delete this symbol when it receives
from the notifying administration, at the end of the period specified
in N o. 639BO, the information relating to the absence o f complaint
o f harmful interference.

ADD

639CA
(5) If the Board does not receive this confirmation within the
period referred to in N o. 639BY or at the end of the period referred to
in N o. 639BZ, as appropriate, the entry concerned shall be cancelled.
.

ADD

Section III. Recording of Findings in the Master Register

639CB § 20
In any case where a frequency assignment is recorded in the
Master Register, the finding reached by the Board shall be indicated
by a symbol in Column 13a. In addition, a remark indicating, the
reasons for any finding shall be inserted in the Remarks Column.
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Section IV. Categories of Frequency Assignments

ADD

639CC § 21 (1) The date in Column 2c shall be the date of putting into use
notified by the administration concerned. It is given for information
only.

ADD

639CD
(2) If harmful interference to the reception o f any station whose
assignment is in accordance with Nos. 501, 570AC or 639AS as ap
propriate, is actually caused by the use o f a frequency assignment
which is not in conformity with N o. 639AS, the station using the latter
frequency assignment must, upon receipt o f advice thereof-, im
mediately eliminate th'is harmful interference.
Section'V. Reviews of Findings

ADD

639CE § 22 (1) The review of a finding by the Board may be undertaken:
— at the request o f the notifying administration,
— at the request of any other administration interested in
the question, but only on.the grounds o f actual harmful
interference,
.
.
— on the initiative o f the Board itself when it considers
this is justified.

ADD

639CF
‘ (2) The Board, in the light of all the data at its disposal, shall
review the matter, taking into account N o. 639AS and Nos. 639AT
or 639AU, where these latter provisions apply, and shall render an
appropriate finding, informing the notifying administration prior
either to the promulgation of its finding or to any recording action.

ADD

639CG § 23 (1) After actual use for a reasonable period of an assignment
which has been entered in the Master Register on the insistance of the
notifying administration, following an unfavourable finding with
respect to N o. 639AU, this administration may request the Board to
review the finding. Thereupon the Board shall review the matter,
having first consulted the administrations concerned.
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ADD

639CH
(2) If the finding of the Board is then favourable, it shall
. enter in the Master Register the changes that are required so that the
entry shall appear in the future as if the original finding had been
favourable.

ADD

639CI

(3) If the finding with regard to the probability o f harmful
interference remains unfavourable, no change shall be made in the
original entry.

Section VI. Modification, Cancellation and Review
of Entries in the Master Register

ADD

639CJ § 24
In case o f permanent discontinuance of the use o f any
recorded frequency assignment, the notifying administration shall
inform the Board within ninety days of such discontinuance,
whereupon the entry shall be removed from the Master Register.

ADD

639CK § 25
Whenever it appears to the Board from the information
available that a recorded assignment has not been brought into regular
operation in accordance with the notified basic characteristics, or is
not being used in accordance with those basic characteristics, the
Board shall consult the notifying administration and, subject to its
agreement, shall either cancel or suitably modify the entry.

ADD

'

639CL § 26
If, in. connection with an enquiry by the Board under
N o. 639CK, the notifying administration has failed to supply the
Board within ninety days with the necessary or pertinent information,
the Board shall make suitable entries in the Remarks Column o f the
Master Register to indicate the situation.

Section VII. Studies and Recommendations

ADD

639CM § 27 (1) If it is requested by any administration, and if the cir
cumstances appear to warrant, the Board, using such -means at its
disposal as are appropriate in the circumstances, shall conduct a
study o f cases o f alleged contravention or non-observance of these
Regulations, or of harmful interference.
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ADD

639CN
(2) The Board shall thereupon prepare and forward to the
administration concerned a report containing its finding and recom
mendations for the solution of the problem.

ADD

639CO § 28
In a case where, as a result o f a study, the Board submits to,
one or more administrations suggestions or recommendations for the
solution o f a problem, and where no answer has been received from
one or more o f these administrations within a period o f ninety days,
the Board shall consider that the suggestions or recommendations
concerned are unacceptable to the administrations which did not
answer. If it was the requesting administration which failed to answer
within this period, the Board shall close the study.

Section VIII. Miscellaneous Provisions

ADD

6 3 9 C P § 2 9 ..
The technical standards o f the Board shall be based upon
the relevant provisions o f these Regulations and the Appendices
thereto, the decisions o f Administrative Conferences of the Union as
appropriate, and the Recommendations o f the C.C.I.R.

ADD

639CQ § 30
The Board shall promulgate to administrations -its findings
and reasons therefor, together with all changes made to the Master
Register, through the weekly circular referred to in N o. 497.

ADD

639CR§31
In c a se a Member or Associate Member o f the Union
avails itself o f the provisions o f Article 27 of the Convention, the
Board shall, upon request, make its records available for such pro
ceedings as are prescribed in the Convention for the settlement of
international disputes.
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ANNEX 7

Revision of Article 14 of the Radio Regulations
•

Article 14 o f the Radio Regulations shall be amended
as fo llo w s:

For Regulation No. 695 there shall be substituted the
following Regulation :
-

M OD

695

§3.

In order to 4avoid interference:
— locations of transmitting stations and, where the nature
o f the service permits, locations o f receiving stations
shall be selected with particular care;
•
— radiation in and reception from unnecessary directions
shall be minimized, where the nature of the service
permits, by taking the maximum practical advantage
o f the properties o f directional antennae ; '
.
— the choice and use o f transmitters and receivers shall
be in accordance with the provisions o f Article 12 ;
— space stations shall be fitted with appropriate devices
to quickly terminate their radio emissions whenever
required to do so under the provisions of these Regula
tions.
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ANNEX 8 .

Revision of Article 15 of the Radio Regulations

,

Article 15 o f the Radio Regulations shall be amended
as follows :
After Regulation No. 711, there shall, be inserted the
following new Regulations :■

ADD

711A § 8A.
When the service rendered by an earth station suffers inter
ference, the administration having jurisdiction of the receiving station
■experiencing the interference may also approach directly the adminis
tration having jurisdiction over the interfering station.

ADD

711B § 8B.
When cases of harmful interference occur as a result of
emissions from space stations, the administrations concerned shall,
upon request from the administration having jurisdiction over the
station experiencing the interference, furnish current ephemeral data
necessary to allow calculation of the positions of the space station.
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ANNEX 9

Revision of Article 19 of the Radio Regulations

Article 19 o f the Radio Regulations shall be amended
as fo llo w s:
For Regulation No. 735.1 there shall be substituted
the following Regulation :
M OD

-735.1

1.
In the present state of the technique, it is recognized-nevertheless that ,
the transmission of identifying signals for certain radio systems (e.g. radio
determination, radio relay systems and space systems) is not always possible.

After Regulation No. 737, there shall be inserted the
following new Regulation':
ADD

737A § 2A.
In the event that the transmission of identification signals
by a space station is not possible, that station shall be identified by
specifying the angle of inclination o f the orbit and the period o f the
object in space on the orbit and the altitude in kilometres of apogee
and perigee o f the orbit of the space station(s). In the case of a space
station on board a stationary satellite, the mean geographical longitude
of the projection of the satellite’s position on the surface o f the Earth
shall be specified. (See Appendix 1A.)

After Regulation No. 773, there shall be inserted the
following new Regulation':
ADD

ADD

Stations in the Space Service
773A §21A.
When call signs' for stations in the space service are em
ployed it is recommended that they consist of:
— two letters followed by two or three digits (other than
the digits 0 and 1 in cases where they immediately
follow a letter). (See also N o. 737A.)
.
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A N N E X 10

Revision of Article 20 of the Radio Regulations
Article 20 o f the Radio Regulations shall be amended
as fo llo w s:
For Regulation No. 808, there shall be substituted
the following Regulation:
M OD

808

(VII) L ist VII. Alphabetical L ist o f Call Signs Assigned
from the International Series to Stations Included in Lists I to VI
and VIIIA.

■
ADD

811A

After Regulation No. 811, there shall be inserted the
following new Regulation :

(VIIIA) List VIIIA. List o f Stations in the Space Service
and in the Radio Astronomy Service.
This list shall contain particulars o f earth and space
stations and o f radio astronomy stations. In this list, each class of
station shall occupy a special section.

For Regulation No. 815, there be substituted the
following Regulation :
,
MOD

815

§ 2. (1) The Secretary-General shall publish the amendments to be
made in the documents listed in Nos. 790 to 814 inclusive. Once a
month administrations shall inform him, in the form shown for the
lists themselves in Appendix 9, of the additions, modifications or
deletions to be made in Lists IV, V and VI using for this purpose
the appropriate symbols shown in Appendix 10. Furthermore, in
order to make the necessary additions, modifications and deletions
to Lists I, II, III and VIIIA, he shall use the data provided by the
International' Frequency Registration ^ Board, obtained from the
information received in application o f the provisions o f Articles 9,
9A and 10. He shall make the requisite amendments to List VII by
using the. data he has received for Lists I to VI-and VIIIA.
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After Regulation No. 829, there shall be inserted the
following new Regulation:
ADD

829A § 10A. The List o f Stations in the Space Service and in the Radio
Astronomy Service (List VIIIA) shall be republished at intervals to
be determined by the Secretary-General. Recapitulative supplementsshall be published every six months. ,

For Regulation No. 831, there shall be substituted the
following Regulation:
M OD

831

§12; (1) The forms in which the Lists I to V I inclusive, the Lists VIII
and VIIIA and the Radiocommunication Statistics are to be prepared
are given in Appendix 9. Information concerning the use o f these
documents shall be given in the Prefaces thereto. Each entry shall
include the appropriate symbol, as shown in Appendix 10, to
designate the category of station concerned. Additional symbols,
where necessary, may be selected by the Secretary-General, any
such new symbols being notified by the Secretary-General to admi
nistrations.
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SPACE
R ADIOCOM M UNICATION
CONFERENCE
GENEVA, 1963

C
Document No. 207
7 November, 1963

PLENARY MEETING
‘ SECOND REA D IN G

R.3

. The Editorial Committee, having examined the documents 181,
183, 185 and 186, submits the attached texts to the Plenary Meeting
for a second reading.
Agreement
Annex 1 (Article 1)
Annex 4 (Article 7)
Resolution
Recommendations

Y. P lace
Chairman o f the Editorial
Committee
Annex : 51 pages
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PARTIAL REVISION OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS,
GENEVA, 1959

Recommendation N o. 36 of the Ordinary Administrative Radio Con
ference, Geneva, 1959, recommended that the Administrative Council
o f the Union should consider the convening, in the latter part o f 1963, of
an Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference to allocate frequency
bands for Space Radiocommunication Purposes.
The Administrative Council considered this -question during its annual
session, in 1962, and, at its'session in 1963, adopted Resolution N o. 524,
which, with the prior concurrence of a majority o f the Members of the
Union, determined the Agenda o f the Conference and decided that it
should be convened in Geneva on 7th October 1963.
The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference accordingly
convened on the appointed date, and in accordance with the provisions of
N os. 60 and 61 o f the Convention, revised the relevant portions o f the
Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959. Particulars of these revisions are given
in the attached Annexes.
'
The revised provisions of the Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959, shall
form an integral part o f the Radio Regulations, which are annexed to the
International Telecommunication Convention. They shall come into
force on the first o f January, 1965, upon which date the provisions o f the
Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959, which are cancelled or modified by these
revisions, shall be abrogated.
The delegates signing this revision o f the Radio Regulations, Geneva,
1959, hereby. declare that should an administration make reservations
concerning the application of one or more of the revised provisions o f the
Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959, no other administration shall be obliged
to observe that provision or those provisions in its relations with that
particular administration.
In witness whereof the delegates of the Members and Associate Mem
ber o f the U nion represented at the Extraordinary Administrative Radio
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Conference, Geneva, 1963, have signed in the names of their respective
countries this revision o f the Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959, in a single
copy which will remain in the archives of the International Telecommuni
cation U nion and o f which a certified copy will be delivered to each Member
and Associate Members o f the Union.
Members and Associate Members o f the Union shall inform the SecretaryGeneral o f their approval of the revision of the Radio Regulations, Geneva,
1959, by the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,
1963. The Secretary-General will inform Members and Associate Members
o f the Union promptly regarding receipt of such notifications o f approval.'
Done at Geneva, the g£jj| of November, 1963.
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ANNEX 1

Revision of Article 1 of the Radio Regulations
Article 1 o f the Radio Regulations shall be amended as follow s:'
For Regulation Nos. 34 and 35, there shall besub- '
stiluted the following Regulations :
Section II. Radio Systems, Services and Stations’

M OD

34

Aeronautical Station
A land station in the aeronautical -mobile service. In certain
instances an aeronautical station may be placed on board a ship or
an earth satellite.

MOD

35

Aircraft Station

'

•

A mobile station in the aeronautical mobile service on board an
aircraft or an .air-space vehicle.
Regulation Nos. 70, 71, 72 and 73 shall be repealed.
.
ADD

75A

For Regulation No. 75, there shall be inserted the
following Regulation :

Radio Astronomy Station
A station in the radio astronomy service.
For Regulation No. 84, there shall be inserted the
following Regulations:

ADD

84AA Terrestrial Service
Any radio ’ service defined in these Regulations, other than a
space service dr the radio astronomy service.

ADD

84AB Terrestrial Station
A station in a terrestrial service.
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A D D Title
ADD

Section HA. Space Systems, Services and Stations
84 AC Space Service
A radiocommunication service:
— between earth stations and space stations,
— or between space stations,
— or between earth stations when the signals are re-transmitted
by space stations, or transmitted by reflection from objects
in space, excluding reflection or scattering by the ionosphere
or within the earth’s atmosphere.

ADD

84 AD Earth Station
A station in the space service located either on the earth’s surface,
including on board a ship, or on board an aircraft.

ADD

84AE Space Station
A station in the spade service located on an object which is beyond,
is intended to go beyond, or has been beyond, the major portion of
the earth’s atmosphere.

ADD

84AF Space System
Any group o f co-operating earth, and space stations, providing
a given space service and which, in certain cases, may use objects
in space for the reflection o f the radiocommunication signals.

ADD

84 AG Communication-Satellite Service
•

A space'service:
— between earth stations, when using active or passive satellites
for the exchange o f communications o f the fixed or m obile'
service, or
•
— between an earth' station and stations on active satellites for
the exchange of communications of the mobile service, with a
view to their retransmission to or from stations in the mobile
service.
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ADD

84A H Communication-Satellite Earth Station
' An earth station in the communication-satellite service.

ADD

84AI Communication-Satellite Space Station
A space station in the communication-satellite service, on an earth
satellite.

ADD

84 A J Active Satellite
An earth satellite carrying a station intended to' transmit or re
transmit radiocommunication signals. •

ADD

84 AK Passive Satellite
An earth satellite intended to transmit radiocommunication signals
by reflection.

ADD

84AL Satellite System
Any group o f co-operating stations providing a given space
service and including one or more active or passive satellites.

ADD

84AM Space Research Service
A space service in which spacecraft or other objects in space
are used for scientific or technological research purposes.

ADD

84 AN Space Research Earth Station
An earth station in the space research service.

ADD

84AO Space Research Space Station
A space station in the space research service.

ADD

84AP Broadcasting-Satellite Service
A space service in which signals transmitted or re-transmitted
by space stations, or transmitted by reflection from objects in orbit
around the earth, are intended for direct reception by the general
public.
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ADD

84AQ Radionavigation-Satellite Service
A service using space stations on earth satellites for the purpose
o f radionavigation, including, in certain cases, transmission or retrans
mission o f supplementary information necessary for the operation
o f the radionavigation system.

ADD

84 AR Radionavigation-Satellite Earth Station
An earth station in the radionavigation-satellite service.

ADD

84AS Radionavigation-Satellite Space Station
.

ADD

A space station in the radionavigation-satellite service, on an
earth satellite.

84AT M eteorological-Satellite Service
A space service in which the results o f meteorological obser
vations, made by instruments on earth satellites, are >transmitted
to earth stations by space stations on these satellites.

ADD

84 AU Meteorological-Satellite Earth Station
An earth station in the meteorological-satellite service.

ADD

84 AV Meteorological-Satellite Space Station
A space station in the meteorological-satellite service on an
earth satellite.
‘

ADD

84AW Space Telemetering
The use of telemetering for the-transmission from a space station
o f results o f measurements made in a spacecraft, including those
relating to the functioning o f the spacecraft.

ADD

84 AX Maintenance Space Telemetering
Space telemetering relating exclusively to the electrical and
mechanical condition o f a spacecraft and 'its- equipment together
with the condition o f the environment o f the spacecraft.
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ADD

84 AY Space Telecommand
The use o f radiocommunication for the transmission o f signals
to a space station to initiate, modify or terminate functions o f the
equipment on a space object, including the space station.

ADD

84 AZ Space Tracking
,

Determination o f the orbit, velocity or instantaneous position
o f an object in space by means o f radiodetermination, excluding
primary radar, for the purpose o f following the movement o f the
object.

A D D Title
ADD

Section IIB. Space, Orbits and Types o f Objects in Space

84BA Deep Space
Space at distances from the Earth equal to or greater than the
distance between the Earth and the Moon.

ADD

84BB Orbit
The path in space described by the centre of mass o f a satellite
or other object in space.

ADD

84BC Angle o f Inclination o f an Orbit
The acute angle between the plane containing an orbit and the
plane o f the'earth’s equator.

ADD

84 BD Period o f an Object in Space
The time elapsing between two consecutive passages o f an object
in space through the same point on its closed orbit.

ADD

84BE Altitude o f the Apogee
Altitude above the surface o f the Earth o f the point on a closed
orbit, where a satellite is at its maximum distance from the centre
o f the Earth.
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ADD

84BF Altitude o f the Perigee
Altitude above the surface o f the Earth o f the point on a closed
orbit, where a satellite is at its minimum distance from the centre of
the Earth.

ADD

84 BG Stationary Satellite .
A satellite, the circular orbit o f which lies in the plane o f the
earth’s equator and which turns about the polar axis o f the Earth
in the same direction and with the same period as that o f the earth’s
rotation.

ADD

84 BH Spacecraft
Any type o f space vehicle, including an earth satellite or a deep
space probe, whether manned or unmanned.
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ANNEX 4

Revision of Article 7 of the Radio Regulations
Article 7 o f the Radio Regulations shall be amended as follow s:

After Section VI, there shall be inserted the following
new Sections VII, VIII and I X :
ADD

Section VII. Terrestrial Services sharing Frequency Bands with
. Space Services between 1 Gc/s and 10 Gc/s
Choice o f Sites and Frequencies

ADD

470A § 18.
Sites and frequencies for terrestrial stations, operating in
frequency bands shared with equal rights between terrestrial and
space services, shall be selected having regard to the relevant recom
mendations o f the C.C.I.R. with respect to geographical separation
from earth stations.
Power Limits

ADD

470B § 19. (1) The maximum effective radiated power of the transmitter
and associated antenna, o f a station in the fixed or mobile service,
shall not exceed + 55 dbW.

ADD

470C

, (2) The power delivered by a transmitter to the antenna o f a
station in the fixed or mobile service shall not exceed + 13 dbW.

ADD

470D

(3) The limits given in 470B and 470C apply in the following
frequency bands allocated to reception by space stations in the
communication-satellite service, shared with equal rights with the
fixed or mobile service;
5850-5925
5925-6425
7900-7975
7975-8025
8025-8100

Mc/s (Regions 1 and 3)
Mc/s
Mc/s
Mc/s (for the countries mentioned in 392YY)
Mc/s
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Section VIII. Space Services sharing Frequency Bands with
Terrestrial Services between 1 Gc/s and 10 Gc/s

ADD

Choice o f Sites and Frequencies
ADD

470E § 20.
Sites and frequencies for earth stations, operating in
frequency bands shared with equal rights between terrestrial and
space services shall be selected having regard to the relevant recom
mendations o f the C.C.I.R. with respect to geographical separation
from terrestrial stations.
'
Power Lim its

ADD

470F § 21. (1) Earth Stations in the Communication-Satellite Service

ADD

470G

(2) The mean effective radiated power transmitted by an earth
station in any direction in the horizontal plane 1 shall not
exceed + 55 dbW in any 4 kc/s band, except that it may
be increased subject to the provisions o f 470H or 4701.
However, in no case shall it exceed a value o f -f 65 dbW
in any 4 kc/s band.

ADD

470H

(3) In any direction where the distance from an earth station
to the boundary o f the territory o f another administration
exceeds 400 km, the limit o f 4- 55 dbW in any 4 kc/s band
may be increased-in that direction by 2 db for each 100 km
in excess of 400 km.

ADD

4701

(4) The limit o f + 55 dbW in any 4 kc/s band may be exceeded
by agreement between the administrations concerned or
affected.

ADD

470J

(5) The limits given in 470G apply in the following frequency
bands allocated to transmission by earth stations in the

1 F or the purpose of this Regulation, the effective radiated power transmitted in the
horizontal plane shall be taken to mean the effective radiated power actually transmitted
towards the horizon, reduced by the site-shielding factor that may be applicable. The
value of this site-shielding factor shall be determined as indicated in Section 5 of the annex
to Recommendation S B [Document-No. 122 (Rev.)].
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communication-satellite service, shared with'equal rights
with the fixed or mobile service;
4400-4700
5850-5925
5925-6425
7250-7750

Mc/s
Mc/s (Regions 1 and 3)
Mc/s
.
' '
Mc/s (for earth stations transmitting to pas
'
sive satellites in conformity with 392D)
7900-7975 Mc/s
7975-8025 M c/s (for the countries mentioned in 392YY)
8025-8400 Mc/s
'
Minimum Angle o f Elevation
ADD

470K § 22. (1)

Earth Stations in the Communication-Satellite Service

ADD

470L

(2)

Earth station antennas shall not be employed for trans
mission at elevation angles less than 3 degrees, measured
from the horizontal plane to the central axis o f the main
lobe, except when agreed to by the administrations con
cerned or affected.

ADD

470M

- (3)

The limit given in 470L applies in the following frequency
bands allocated to transmission by earth stations in the
communication-satellite service, shared with equal rights
with the fixed or mobile service;
4400-4700
5850-5925
5925-6425
7250-7750
.
•7900-7975
7975-8025
8025-8400

Mc/s
'
Mc/s (Regions 1 and 2)
Mc/s
,
.
Mc/s (for earth stations transmitting to pas
sive satellites in conformity with 392D)
Mc/s
,
Mc/s (for countries mentioned in 392YY) .
Mc/s

Power Flux Density Limits
ADD

470N § 23. (1)

Communication-Satellite Space Stations

ADD

4700

a) The total power flux density at the earth’s surface, pro
duced by an emission from a communication-satellite
space station, or reflected from a passive communica
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tion satellite, where wide-deviation frequency (or
phase) modulation is used, shall in no case exceed
— 130 dbW/m2 for all ’angles o f arrival. In addition,
such signals shall if necessary be continuously modu
lated by a suitable waveform, so that the power flux
density shall in no case exceed —149 dbW/m2 in any
4 kc/s band for all angles o f arrival.
ADD

470P

b) The power flux density at the earth’s surface, produced
by an emission from’ a communication-satellite space
station, or reflected from a passive communication
satellite, where modulation other than wide-deviation
frequency (or phase) modulation is used, shall in no
case exceed —152 dbW/m2 in any 4 kc/s band for all
angles o f arrival.

ADD

470Q

■c) The limits given in 4 7 0 0 and 470P apply in the following
frequency bands allocated to transmission by space
stations in .the communication-satellite service, shared
with equal rights with the fixed or mobile services;
3400-3500
3500-3700
3700-4200
7250-7300
7300-7750

ADD

470R

ADD

470S

(2)

Mc/s (Region 1)
Mc/s (Regions 1 and 2)
Mc/s
Mc/s (for the countries mentioned in 392Y)
Mc/s

Meteorological-Satellite Space Stations 1
a ) The power flux density at the earth’s surface, produced
by an emission from a meteorological-satellite space
station, 'where wide-deviation frequency (or phase)
modulation is used, shall in no case exceed —130 dbW/
m2 for all angles o f arrival. In addition, such signals
shall if necessary be continuously modulated by a
suitable waveform, so that the power flux density shall
in no case exceed —149 dbW/ m2 in any 4 kc/s band for
all angles o f arrival.

1 In view of the absence of any C.C.I.R. Recommendations relative to sharing between
the meteorological-satellite service and other services, power flux density levels applicable
to communication-satellite space stations are extended to meteorological-satellite space
stations.
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ADD

470T

b) The power flux density at the earth’s surface, produced
by an emission from a meteorological-satellite space
station, where modulation other than wide-deviation
frequency (or phase) modulation is used, shall in no
case exceed —152 dbW/m2 in any 4 kc/s band for all
angles o f arrival.

ADD

470U

c j The limits given in 470S and 470T apply in the following
frequency bands allocated to transmissions by space sta
tions in the meteorological-satellite service, shared with
equal rights with the fixed or mobile service;
■
✓*
_
7200-7250 Mc/s ) under the conditions indicated in .
7300-7750 Mc/s j 392F

ADD

Section IX. Space Services

Cessation o f Emissions
ADD

470V § 24.
Space stations shall be made capable of. ceasing radio
emissions by the use o f appropriate devices1 that will ensure
definite cessation o f emissions.

1 Battery life, timing devices, ground command, etc.
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D R A FT RESOLUTION No.

Relating to Space Vehicles in Distress and Emergency

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,
1963,
considering
a)
that the number of flights by manned space vehicles or satellites
is likely to increase;
b)
that as a result the possibility o f such vehicles being forced down
in emergency anywhere on the earth’s surface cannot be ignored;
c)
that in such circumstances the search for and rescue o f the
occupants and recovery o f the vehicles present problems very similar to
those encountered by aircraft and ships in distress and emergency;
d)
that the frequency o f 20,007 kc/s has been selected by the Con
ference for search and rescue to augment those already designated in the
Radio Regulations for distress, emergency and survival craft;
notes
that although the relevant Radio Regulations for the mobile
services concerning distress and emergency contain no specific reference to
space vehicles or their occupants;
resolves
that until such time as the Radio Regulations may be revised,,
the appropriate provisions of Chapter VII and VIII concerning distress
and emergency be construed to apply equally to spacemen , and space
vehicles in the circumstances described herein.
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RECOM M ENDATION No. Q
To the C.C.I.R. relating to the Broadcasting-Satellite Service

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference >(Geneva,
1963),
considering
a)
that the use of satellite transmissions for direct reception by the
general public o f sound and television broadcasts may be possible in the
future;
b)
that the C.C.I.R. is studying the technical feasibility of sound
and television broadcasting via satellites, the technically suitable frequency
bands for such a service including the possibility of sharing with terrestrial
services;
'
recommends
that the C.C.I.R., expedite its studies and make early recommen
dations on Question 241 (IV), Geneva, 1963, in particular, regarding those
parts o f the question relating to the technical feasibility o f broadcasting
from satellites, the optimum technical characteristics o f the systems to be
used, what bands would be technically suitable and whether and under what
conditions those bands could-be shared between the broadcasting-satellite
and terrestrial services.
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RECOM M ENDATION N o. §§§
The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963,
considering
a)
that man is progressing rapidly in the .conquest o f outer space,
that all nations will benefit, and that this progress depends upon efficient
and orderly space communications;
b)
that this Conference, has taken the first steps in the field o f
development o f space .radiocommunications in having allocated frequency
bands for space radiocommunications and having established technical
criteria and frequency registration and notification procedures designed to
facilitate the further development of space radiocommunication;
recognizing

.

a)
that the development o f space services will go on in parellel with
the development o f terrestrial communication system's;
b)
that all members of the Union have an interest in the rational
use o f frequency bands allocated for space communication services, in the
avoidance o f harmful interference to space and other services, and in the
international regulation o f the use of these frequency bands;
c)
that the decisions of the Conference may be subject to increasing
refinement and improvement by future Conferences of the Union;
d)
that there will be available additional data relating to space
radiocommunications resulting from further experimental and operational
experience;‘ ■
believing
that such refinement and improvement is in the best interests o f
all Members and Associate Members of the Union if the full benefits of
. new technology are to be realised;
recommends
1)
that Members and Associate Members of the Union make
available, to the appropriate permanent organs of the Union, pertinent
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data resulting from experimental and operational experience relating to
space radiocommunications, as well as their proposals concerning space
radiocommunications;
2)'
that the Administrative Council of the Union should review
annually the progress in space radiocommunications made by Administra
tions, and the available reports and recommendations of the permanent
organs of the Union with respect thereto;

and further recommends
3)
that until revised by a future conference, including the con
ference mentioned in 4) below, notification and registration of frequency
assignments to space services shall be effected in accordance with the
procedures adopted by this present Conference;
4)
that the Administrative Council o f the Union should, in the light
o f its annual review, and at a date which it will determine, recommend to
Administrations the convening o f an Extraordinary Administrative Con
ference to work out further agreements for the international regulation, o f
the use o f radio frequency bands allocated for space radiocommunications
by this present Conference.
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RECOM M ENDATION N o. g g j
Calculation of Co-ordination Distance for Earth Stations
The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963,
considering
a )that Article 9 A requires frequency assignments for earth stations
in certain shared frequency bands to be co-ordinated with fixed or mobile
services, in order to avoid mutual harmful interference;
b)
that, in any direction from an earth station there is a distance
beyond which the possibility that the use of a given transmitting, frequency
at that earth station will cause harmful interference to reception to a station
in the fixed or mobile services may be regarded as negligible: this is the co
ordination distance in that direction ;
c)
that, in any direction from an earth station there is a distance
beyond which the possibility that the use of a given transmitting frequency
at a fixed or mobile station will cause harmful interference to reception at
that earth station may be regarded as negligible: this is the co-ordination
distance in that direction;
d)
that a simple procedure is required to'enable administrations to
calculate the co-ordination distance from an earth station according to
its location and characteristics;
noting
■
that the Recommendations and Reports o f the C.C.I.R. Xth Plen
ary Assembly provide a technical basis for the calculation o f co-ordination
distance which is provisional and subject to further study by the C.C.I.R.;
recommmends
that the procedure set out in the Annex to this Recommendation
should be used to determine co-ordination distances until such time as the
C.C.I.R. may recommend a procedure to be used for this purpose;
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and invites the C.C.I. R.
to study the question o f co-ordination distance and as soon as
improved calculation methods and more accurate propagation data become
available to make suitable Recommendations to replace the procedure set
out in the Annex to this Recommendation.
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A N N E X TO RECOM M ENDATION N o. .. ..

Procedure for Calculating Co-ordination Distance between
Earth Stations and Terrestrial Stations sharing
the Same Frequency Band in the Range 1-10 Gc/s

1. Objectives ■
Co-ordination is required when earth stations .and terrestrial
stations operate in shared frequency bands with equal rights. In specific
circumstances, co-ordination may involve more than two administrations
depending upon the siting of the'stations and the co-ordination distances
involved. The co-ordination area around an earth station is-arrived at by
ascertaining the co-ordination distance measured in the various azimuths
from that station.
For the calculation o f co-ordination distance three separate cases
must be considered:
a ) interference from an earth station transmitter to terrestrial
station receivers ;
b ) interference from terrestrial station. transmitters to a com
munication-satellite or meteorological-satellite earth station receiver;
'
c) interference from terrestrial station transmitters to a space
research earth station receiver.
In the case o f a) it has been assumed, for the purpose o f calculation,
that the terrestrial receiving station is a line-of-sight radio-relay station
designed according to C.C.I.R. Recommendations. In the case of b) it has
been assumed, for both applications, that the earth station forms a part
o f a communication-satellite system. Further, in order to ensure that a safe
value o f co-ordination distance shall be obtained, it has been assumed that
in all cases the receiving station antenna is o f typically high gain. For the
same reason, in all cases, appropriately low-noise sensitive receivers are
assumed.'
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2. Minimum Permissible Basic Transmission Loss (L b)

The general formula for calculating the required minimum
permissible basic transmission loss is :
U = (P t + G t)-F s-(P r -G ;)

(1)

where Pt is the power in dbW supplied by the interfering transmitter to the
transmission line input,

,

G t is the isotropic gain in db o f the transmitting antenna o f the
interfering station effective in the direction of the receiving station
liable to interference, including the effect of all feeder losses, and
losses due to any artificial screens,
F s is the earth station site-shielding factor in db, (see Section 5),
Pr is the maximum permissible interference level in dbW at the

receiver input o f the receiving station,
Gr is the isotropic gain in db o f the antenna of the receiving station

effective in the direction o f the interfering transmitter, less feeder
loss and polarization discrimination if applicable.

When considering interference to telephone transmission systems,'
particularly in the case o f systems using frequency modulation, it is con
venient to operate in terms of the power densities in any 4 kc/s bandwidth.
Therefore, in the case o f interference from an earth station transmitter ,to
terrestrial radio-relay systems, Pt is taken as the maximum power density
in any 4 kc/s bandwidth supplied by the earth station transmitter to the
transmission line input, and similarly P r ‘is the maximum permissible power •
density for any 4 kc/s bandwidth at the receiver input.
When considering interference from a terrestrial transmitter to
an earth station receiver, it is more convenient to consider P t and P r of ( 1)
as total powers rather than power densities.
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It is assumed in calculating co-ordination distances for cases a)
and 6,) o f Section 1 that the communication-satellite system is employing
carrier energy dispersal techniques when lightly loaded.

3. Calculation o f Minimum Permissible Basic Transmission Loss

.

In any direction from the transmitting station, the required
minimum value o f permissible basic transmission loss (Lb) is obtained from
the following Tables 1, 2 and 3.
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TABLE 1
Interference from a Communication-Satellite Earth Station Transmitter
to a Terrestrial Line-of-Sight Radio-Relay System

Percentage
of time

Values to be
assumed for
co-ordination

Permissible total interference in any telephone
channel

0.01%

—40 dbmO

Permissible interference from one earth station to
one radio-relay system receiver, assuming four
such non-simultaneous interference entries

0.0025 %

—40 dbmO

,

Receiver transfer characteristic assumihg carrier
energy dispersion to distribute interference uni
formly over at least 300 kc/s bandwidth

1 db*
(light loading
worst case)

Hence, maximum value of unwanted-to-wanted
signal ratio at the receiver input
■

0.0025%

Minimum level of wanted signal at receiver input

Factor for conversion of interference bandwidth
to 4 kc/s from 300 kc/s

- 7 4 dbW *

' —

Hence, permissible level of unwanted signal at
receiver input, assuming carrier energy disper
sion as above

0.0025%

.

- 3 9 db

—

-1 1 3 dbW

- 1 9 db

Hence, permissible level of unwanted signal at
receiver input in any 4 kc/s bandwidth

0.0025 %

Isotropic gain of radio-relay station antenna less
feeder losses (Note 1)

_

*

- 1 3 2 dbW
(per 4 kc/s)

42 db

* These figures are taken from an example of a 960-channel line-of-sight radio-relay
system but the maximum permissible unwanted signal level of —113 dbW is almost
independent o f the number of channels carried.
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Percentage
of time

Isotropic gain of earth station antenna effective in
the horizontal plane less feeder and polarization
losses (Note 2)

2.5%

Power supplied by earth station transmitter to the
transmission line input per 4 kc/s bandwidth

—

'E a rth station site-shielding factor if applicable'

Minimum permissible basic transmission loss, Lt,
(in decibels)

—

0.1%

Values to be
assumed for
co-ordination

G ea r th

P e a r th

db

dbW

F s db

P e a r th +
G ea rth

- F s + 174

Note 1 The value of 42 db, given in Table 1, should be used unless it is known that the
terrestrial station receiving antenna gain .is greater than 42 db, in which.case the
, ' higher value may be used.
,
Note 2 F or simplicity, the appropriate value of G e a r t h to be used shall be the maximum
value obtained in the horizontal plane in the pertinent azimuthal direction rather
than the value exceeded for 2.5% of the time. However, when site-shielding is
allowed, the value to be used shall be that maximum value obtaining at the
angle of elevation of the screening obstacle.
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T A B L E

2

Interference from a Terrestrial Line-of-Sight Radio-Relay
Transmitter to a Communication-Satellite Earth Station Receiver

-

Percentage
of. time

Values to be
assumed for
co-ordination

Permissible total interference, in any telephone
channel

0.02%

—38 dbmO

Permissible interference from one terrestrial sta
tion to one earth station, assuming four such
non-simultaneous interference entries

0.005%

- 3 8 dbmO

Receiver transfer characteristic assuming carrier
energy dispersion of the wanted signal

—

10 d b *

Hence, maximum value of unwanted-to-wanted
signal ratio at the receiver input

0.005%

Minimum level of wanted signal at receiver input

—

Hence,, permissible level of unwanted signal at
receiver input

0.005%

Isotropic gain of earth station antenna effective in
the horizontal plane (Note 1)

5%

G ea rth

db

—

G te r r .

db

Isotropic gain of radio-relay station antenna less
feeder lo ss. ■
'
,

I

.

Earth station site-shielding factor if applicable

—

Power supplied by terrestrial station transmitter
to the transmission line input

—

*

’

- 2 8 db

•

-1 1 7 dbW *
-1 4 5 dbW

.

Fs db

P te rr .

dbW

'

Minimum permissible basic transmission loss,
.
Lb, (in decibels) (Note 2)

0.1%

P t e r r .+ G t e r r .

-F s
+ G e a r t h +145

* These figures are taken from an example of a 1200-channel communication-satellite
system but the maximum permissible unwanted signal level of —145 dbW is almost
independent of the number of channels carried.
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Note 1 F or simplicity, the appropriate value of G e a r t h to be used shall be that maximum
value obtained in the horizontal plane in the pertinent azimuthal direction rather
than the value exceeded for 5 % of the time. However, when site-shielding is
allowed, the value to be used shall be that maximum value obtaining at the
angle o f elevation o f the screening obstacle.
Note 2 The application of co-ordination procedures f o r ' frequency sharing of this
type involves the preparation, by th e . administration desiring to set up an
earth station, o f equal-power contours of co-ordination distance in the various
, azimuthal directions for several discrete levels of radiated power from the ter
restrial station.
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TABLE 3
Interference from a Terrestrial Transmitter to a
Space Research Earth Station Receiver

'

Percentage
of tim e '

Values to be
. assumed for
co-ordination

Permissible interference in any bandwidth of 1 c/s
at receiver input (Note 1)
'
,

0.1%

- 2 2 0 dbW

• Permissible interference in any bandwidth of
- 10 kc/s at receiver input (Note 2)

0.1%

- 1 8 0 dbW

Isotropic gain of earth station antenna effective in
the horizontal plane in the pertinent direction
(Note 3)

10%

Gearth

db

Isotropic gain of radio-relay station antenna less
feeder losses

,—

G terr.

db _

Fs db

Earth station site-shielding-factor if applicable
Power supplied by terrestrial station transmitter
to the transmission line input
'

—

Minimum permissible basic transmission loss,
t Lb, in decibels

1.0%

Pterr.

dbW

Pterr. + Gterr.
— Fs + Gearth

+ 180
Factor to convert from use of 1.0% to 0.1%
' transmission loss curves (Note 4)

Minimum permissible basic transmission loss,
Lb, in decibels

—

;

15 db

Pterr. + Gterr.
—Fs + Gearth

0.1% ■
.

'

+165
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Note 1 A comparison of the C .C .I .R . criteria for near-earth, deep space and manned
space research indicates that the permissible levels of interference at the receiver
,
input are substantially the same.
N o te,2 Measurements on terrestrial station emissions indicate that the minimum occupied
bandwidth under no-load conditions is o f the order o f at least 10 kc/s.
Note 3 In order to meet the 0.1 % time criteria for which the —220 dbW per cycle per
second is permitted, the combination of earth station antenna gain, Gearth, in
the horizontal plane and pertinent azimuthal direction, exceeded for 10% of the
time and the basic transmission loss, Lb, exceeded for 1.0% of the time, is taken
as an appropriate combination.
■
:
Note 4 From available propagation curves it is noted that Lt>(l %)—L b(0.1 %) over a
range of typical co-ordination distances is about 10 db overland (Zone A) and
15 db oversea (Zones B and C ). The conversion ratio o f 15 db was selected to
permit the use of the 0.1 % transmission loss curves employed in connection with
Tables 1 and 2.
■
'

•4. Summary

■
The formulae giving the required basic transmission loss in
db (Lt.) not to be exceeded for 0.1 % o f the time are summarised below:
(1)

For co-ordination between an earth transmitting station and
terrestrial receiving stations:
Lb = Pearth T"Gearth1 —FsT'174

(2)

F.or co-ordination between terrestrial transmitting stations and
a communication-satellite or meteorological-satellite earth receiv
ing station:
Lb = Pterr. ~f~Gterr.—F s“f~Gearth3 -j-145

(3)

For co-ordination between terrestrial transmitting stations and
a space research earth receiving station:
Lb=Pterr. "j-Gterr. —F s-}- Gearth3“I- 165

1 See N ote 2 of Table 1.
2 See N ote 1 of Table 2.
8 See Note 3 o f Table 3.
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5. Site-Shielding Factor
In cases where earth stations are sited below the level o f surround
ing or nearby terrain it is necessary to adopt the following procedure. Thus,
if, in a given azimuthal direction, an obstacle provides an angle o f elevation,
6, to the earth station then—for that azimuthal direction—it fs necessary,
in calculating co-ordination distance, to employ the maximum earth station
antenna gain at the angle o f elevation, 0, rather than the maximum gain
along' the horizontal. :
,As previously discussed, where site-shielding applies, the value
o f required basic transmission loss, Lb, may be reduced by a site-shielding
factor, F s, expressed in decibels. The following values o f site-shielding
factor shall apply when the obstacle limiting the angle of elevation is situated
more than 5 kilometres away from the earth station.

Minimum angle of
elevation, 6, of
obstacle, as seen
from earth station
below 1°

‘

Allowable value of
site-shielding factor,
F s, in decibels

0

between 1° and 2°

5

between 2° and 3°

8

between 3° and 4°

11

between 4° and 5°

13

M ore than 5°

15

In the case o f nearer obstacles the values o f site-shielding factor
which apply may be obtained by multiplying the tabulated values by the
fraction d /5, where d is the distance from the earth station to the obstacle
in kilometres.
The values o f site-shielding factor quoted here shall be used
with caution where terrestrial stations may be located, within co-ordination
distance, at sites which are substantially above the horizontal plane passing
through the earth station.
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6. Equivalent Basic Transmission Loss at 4 Gc/s (Lb')

The propagation data considered in the next paragraph relates
to the frequency o f 4 Gc/s and it is therefore in general necessary to convert
the minimum permissible basic,transmission loss (Lb) into an equivalent
loss at 4 G c/s (Lb') before using these data to find the co-ordination distance.
The equivalent loss in decibels at 4 Gc/s is given by:
Lb' = Lb + 13 —21.6 log10 f

where f isvthe assigned frequency in Gc/s. This relationship is shown in
Fig. 1.
7. World Radio-Climatic Conditions and Propagation Data
The propagation curves o f Figure 2 are labelled Zone* A, Zone B,
and Zone C, and correspond to the various basic radio-climatic regions of
the world as follows:—
Zone A :

Land •

Zone B :

Sea, at latitudes greater than
23.5° N and 23.5° S.

Zone C:

Sea, at latitudes between
23.5° N and 23.5° S inclusive.

.

In any direction from the earth station the required co-ordination
distance is found as follows :
a ) if the equivalent basic transmission loss Lb' is such that the
co-ordination distance in the given direction lies wholly
within one o f the zones, the co-ordination distance may be
obtained directly from Figure 2 using the appropriate curve;
b) if the co-ordination distance lies partly in one zone and partly
in another, the curves for mixed paths, Figures 3,. 4 and 5
should be used. These curves show the loss Lb' as a function
■ o f the path length in each o f the two zones separately. Thus,
if the path length in one zone and the required loss are known,
the path length in the other zone can be determined. The
path length in the first zone is the known distance from the
earth station to the zone boundary in the direction concerned,
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hence the further length in the second zone can be found.
The total path length, or co-ordination distance, is the sum
o f these two paths lengths.. Figures 3, 4 and 5 cover all cases
o f mixed paths in two zones as follow s:
Fig. 3:
Fig. 4:
Fig: 5:

-Zones A and B,
Zones A and C,
Zones B and C.

An example of the co-ordination distance calculation for a
. mixed path is worked out in the Appendix
c) In certain geographical areas where propagation losses are
known to be less than the values given by the pertinent zonal
propagation curves, co-ordination distances should be cal
culated on the basis o f the known propagation data.
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APPEND IX

Example of Co-ordination Distance Calculation for a Mixed Path

The procedure to be followed in the case o f a mixed path is
illustrated by the following example, in which it is assumed that a basic
transmission loss o f 190 db is required to avoid interference from an earth
station to terrestrial services in a given direction.
As shown in pig. 6A, the earth station is situated 50 km from the
coast and there is an oversea path o f 150 km before the coastline of a
neighbouring country is reached. It is required to find the co-ordination
distance from the earth station in the given direction using the mixed paths
propagation chart represented by Fig. 6B. The procedure is as follow s:
1.
Starting from the origin, the distance o f 50 km from the earth
station to the coastline is set off along the A axis of the chart as indicated
by the point A x.
2.
The oversea path length o f 150 km is then set off parallel to the
B axis o f the chart as indicated by the point B^
3.
The further overland distance required is then measured parallel
to the A axis from the point Bx to the point o f intersection with the 190 db
curve, as indicated by X.. This distance is found to be 90 km.
4.
The co-ordination distance is the sum o f the A and B co-ordinates
o f the point X and is equal to 5 0 + 1 5 0 + 9 0 = 2 9 0 km.
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FIG. 1

FACTEUR D E CORRECTION A AJOUTER A L 'AFFAIBLISSEMENT DE TRANSMISSION REQUIS 3+ A LA
FREQUENCE f POUR QBTENIR L *AFFAIBLISSEMENT EQUIVALENT LA A LA FREQUENCE 4 GHz
CORRECTION FACTOR TO BE ADDED TO THE REQUIRED LOSS L~h AT FREQUENCY f TO OBTAIN THE
!
:
~~
'
EQUIVALENT LOSS
AT 4 Gc/s"
:
FACTOR DE CORRECCION QUE HA DE ANADIRSE A LA PERL IRA REQUERIDA L~h EN LA FRECUENCIA :
PARA OBTENER LA PERUIDA EQUIVALENTE L^ EN 4 Gc/s
'
L-^=Ir^+ faoteur de correction. Lis‘Lb+ correction factor. L^)=L‘b+ factor de correcci6n
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F IG . 2

COURBES DE PROPAGATION TROPOSPHERIQUE SIMPLIFIEES POUR LE CALCUL DE LA DISTANCE ■
DE COORDINATION. AFFAIBLISSEMENT DE TRANSMISSION DE REFERENCE NON DEPASSE PENDANT
„
0.1 °/q DU TEMPS. A LA FREQUENCE 4 GHz
.
'■'
SIMPLIFIED TROPOSPHERIC PROPAGATION CURVES FOR CALCULATION OF CO-ORDINATION DISTANCE.
BASIC TRANSMISSION LOSS NOT EXCEEDED FOR 0.1 jo OF TEE TIME AT 4 Gc/s
CURVAS SIMPLIFICADAS DE PR0PAGACi6n TROPOSF&RICA PARA EL CALCULO DE LA DISTANCIA DE
C00RDINACI6N.
P&RDIDA DE TRANSMISlflN DE REFERENCIA NO EXCEDIDA DURANTE EL 0,1 jo
DEL TIEMPO EN 4 Gc/s
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FIG .- 3

DIAGRAMME POUR LE CALCUL DE LA DISTANCE DE COORDINATION - TRAJETS MIXTES (ZONES A ST B)
CHART FOR CO-ORDINATION DISTANCE CALCULATIONS - MIXED PATHS IN ZONES A & B
GRAFICO PARA CALCULAR LA DISTANCIA DE COORDINACION - TRAYECTQS MIXTOS EH LAS ZONAS A Y E
Affaiblissement de transmission de reference non depasse pendant 0,1 $ du temps
a la frequence 4 GHz,, L^' (db) -

Basic transmission loss not exceded for 0,1 $ of the time at 4 Gc/s L^' (db)

P^rdida de transmisibri de referencia no excedida durante. 0,1 fo del tiempo
para 4 Gc/s, L^' (db)
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F IG . 4

DIAGRAMME POUR LE CALCUL DE LA DISTANCE DB COORDINATION
~
TRAJETS M.IXTES (ZONES A ET C)
CHART FOR CO-ORDINATION DISTANCE CALCULATIONS
MIXED PATHS- IN ZONES A & C
■ GRAFICO PARA CALCULAR LA DISTANCIA DE COORDINACIflN,,
TRAYECTOS MIXTOS EN LAS ZONAS A Y C

.

Affaiblissement de transmission de reference non depasse pendant, 0,1 $ du temps
a la frequence 4 GHz, L^ (db)
Basic transmission loss not exceded for 0,1 $ of the time at 4 Gc/s L-^ (db)
P6rdida de transmisibn de referencia no excedida durante 0,1 fo del tiempo
*'
para 4 Gc/s, ItJ (<H>)
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FIG. 5
DIAGRAMME PQUR LE CALCUL DE LA DISTANCE DE COORDINATION
~
TRAJETS MIXTES (ZONES B ET C)
CHART FOR CO-ORDINATION DISTANCE CALCULATIONS
MIXED PATHS IN.ZONES B & C
1
GRAFICO PARA CALCULAR LA DISTANCIA DE COORDINACION
TRAYECTOS MIXTOS EN LAS ZONAS B Y C
Affaiblissement de transmission de reference non depasse pendant 0,1 $ du temps
a la frequence 4 GHz, L^1(db)
Basic transmission loss not exceded

.

for 0,1 $ of the time at 4 Gc/s L)J (db)
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FIG. 6
EXEMPLE' DE CALCUL DE LA DISTANCE DE COORDINATION DANS LE CAS D»UN TRAJET MIXTE '
EXAMPLE OF CO-ORDINATION DISTANCE

CALCULATION FOR MIXED PATHS

EJEMPLO .DE CALCULO DE LA DISTANCIA DE COQRDINACION PARA TRAYECTOS MIXTOS
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RECOM M ENDATION N o gg
Calculation of Probability of Interference between Stations
within Co-ordination Distance
The Extraordinary Administrative Radiocommunication Con
ference, Geneva, 1963,
considering
a)
that the technical basis for sharing the frequency bands between
terrestrial services and space services, is based inter alia on geographical
separation between the stations o f these two types o f services;
b)
that the Final Acts of this Conference refer to the process of
co-ordination between administrations, the later stages o f which will
involve the calculation o f the probability o f interference, between stations
o f the two services;
c)
that such calculations will require a knowledge of the system
parameters o f the terrestrial and space services involved and a knowledge
o f the propagation characteristics in the appropriate geographical areas;
d)
that a concise presentation in readily usable form o f the appro
priate values o f the factors governing interference between a variety of
typical systems in the terrestrial and space services would be helpful in
the implementation o f the co-ordination procedures laid down in the Final
Acts o f this Conference;
noting
(i)
that C.C.I.R., through its various Study Groups, particularly
Study Groups N os. IV, V and IX, is engaged in the active study o f the
various parameters which influence the sharing .of frequency bands by the
terrestrial services and the space services;
(ii)
that, nevertheless, the data available at present from the C.C.I.R.
does not make it possible for this Conference to lay down sufficiently precise
and detailed methods for calculating in all cases the probability o f harmful
interference between stations o f the two services;
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invites administrations
during the period preceding the X lth Plenary Assembly o f the
C.C.I.R to submit contributions concerning:
1.
the essential steps to be taken in the calculation o f the proba
bility o f interference between stations o f the two services;
2.
’ the values of those factors which, govern interference between
the stations o f typical terrestrial and space systems;
and invites\ the C.C.I.R.
during the X lth Plenary Assembly, and in the light of contri
butions submitted under 1 and 2 to decide the most appropriate form, for
example a separate manual, in which the material adopted should be
published.
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RECOM M ENDATION N o. |g g
Relating to frequency bands shared between Space and Terrestrial Services

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,
1963,

’

recognizing ,
a)
the value to the Conference o f the material contained in D ocu
ment N o. 1 (results o f C.C.I.R. studies relating to space telecommunications
. concluded at its Xth Plenary Assembly);
.
b)
that further studies on a wide range of problems dealing with
space communications form the subject o f C.C.I.R. Questions and Study
Programmes approved by the. Xth Plenary Assembly;
considering however
a)
that certain o f the C.C.I.R. Recommendations, listed below, are
provisional and call for further work and study before they can become
definite:
Recommendation 355

“ A c tiv e

C o m m u n i c a t i o n - S a t e l l i t e S y s te m s

— Feasibility o f sharing frequency bands with
terrestrial radio services.”
.
Recommendation 356

“ C o m m u n i c a t i o n - S a t e l l i t e S y s te m s s h a r i n g
t h e sa m e F r e q u e n c y B a n d s a s L i n e - o f - S i g h t
R a d i o - R e l a y S y s te m s — Maximum allowable
values of interference in a telephone channel
o f a communication-satellite system.”

Recommendation 357

“ C o m m u n ic a t io n - S a t e llit e S y stem s s h a r in g
F r e q u e n c y B a n d s w i t h L in e - o f - S ig h t R a d io 
R e la y

S y s te m s — Maximum

allowable'values
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of interference in a telephone channel o f a-radio
relay system.”
Recommendation 358

“ C o m m u n i c a t i o n - S a t e l l i t e S y s te m s s h a r i n g
th e

sa m e

F requ en cy

B ands

as

L in e - o f -

S i g h t R a d i o - R e l a y S y s te m s — Maximum

al
lowable values o f power flux density at the
surface o f the Earth produced by communica
tion satellites.”
Recommendation 406

“ L i n e - o f - S i g h t R a d i o - R e l a y S y s te m s s h a r 
in g

th e

sam e

F requ en cy

Bands

as

th e

S a t e l l i t e r e c e iv e r s o f a c t iv e E a r t h - S a t e l
C o m m u n ic a t io n
S y s t e m s — Maximum
effective radiated powers of line-of-sight radio
relay system transmitters.”
lite

b)
that as a result of the deliberations o f this Conference, par
ticularly in relation to the provisions o f Article 7, Sections VII, VIII and IX,
and to the Annex to Recommendation [Document No. 157], further informa
tion is required in reply to the following Questions and Study Programmes
already set for study by the C .C .I.R .:
Question 235 (IV )

“ T e c h n ic a l

C h a r a c te r is tic s

n ic a t io n -S a t e l l it e

under Decides 4:

of

C om m u 

S y stem s ”

Particularly,
a) the need for, and application of, maximum
limits o f power to earth stations and ter
restrial stations in shared bands (cf. Regu
lations 470B and 470G),
b) the need for, and application of, escalation
clauses on such power limits to permit the use
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of higher powers in certain cases, when stations
are situated at substantial distances from the
boundary o f neighbouring administrations
(cf. Regulation 470H);
under Decides 5:

Particularly, as it may affect the co-ordination
o f frequency assignments for earth stations
(cf. Articles 9 and 9A );

Study Programme 235A (IV ) “ F e a s i b i l i t y o f f r e q u e n c y s h a r i n g b e t w e e n
C o m m u n ic a t io n -S a t e l l it e S y st em s
r e st r ia l

under Decides 1

and

T er

R a d io S e r v ic e s ”

Particularly, the values which
allowed for site-shielding factors,

should

be

a) in the application o f power limits (cf. Re
gulation 470G, footnote 1),
b) in the calculation o f co-ordination distance
(cf. Recommendation
[Document
N o. 157]);
under Decides 3:

Particularly, the minimum angle o f elevation
which should be employed by earth station
antennas, taking account o f tropospheric
effects (cf. Regulation 470L);

under Decides 5:

Power flux density limits for communicationsatellite space stations in bands shared with
terrestrial services (cf. Regulations 470 O,
470P);

under Decides 6 :

Particularly, as it concerns the selection of
sites and frequencies for terrestrial stations
and earth stations operating in shared fre
quency bands (cf. Regulations 470A and 470E);
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Question 236 (IV )

“ S h a r in g

of

r a d io

frequency

bands

by

LINKS BETWEEN EARTH STATION AND SPACE
CRAFT ”

under Decides 2:

(a ) Particularly, sharing between space services
and line-of-sight radio-relay systems and
(b ) power flux density limits for space
stations o f the meteorological-satellite service,
the radionavigation-satellite service and the
space research service, in bands shared with
terrestrial services (cf. Regulations 470S and
470T);

New aspect:

Question 237 (IV )

Feasibility o f sharing frequency bands, and
the necessary sharing criteria, in bands below
1 Gc/s and above 10 Gc/s;
“ T e c h n ic a l
tw een

c h a r a c t e r is t ic s

of

l in k s

be

EARTH STATIONS AND SPACECRAFT ”

under Decides 1, 2, 3 and 4: Particularly the sharing o f frequency bands
between telecommand, telemetry, tracking or
. data transmissions of the space services and
terrestrial services;
Question 242 (IV )

“ T e c h n ic a l

c h a r a c t e r is t ic s o f r a d i o n a v i 

GATION-SATELLITE SYSTEMS ”

under Decides 3:

Feasibility o f sharing frequency bands with
other services, and relevant sharing criteria;

S tu dy Programme 243A (IV ) “ R a d io - c o m m u n ic a t i o n a s p e c t s o f m e te o 
ROLOGICAL-SATELLITE SYSTEMS ”

under Decides 3:

Particularly, feasibility o f sharing frequency
bands with other services, and relevant sharing
criteria;
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Question 244 (IV )

“ R a d io a s t r o n o m y ”

under Decides 2.1:

Acceptable levels o f harmful interference;

Study, Programme 188 (V )

“ I n f lu e n c e o f ir r e g u la r t e r r a in o n tr o p o 
s p h e r ic

PROPAGATION ”

Particularly the application o f site-shielding
factors (cf. Regulation 470G, footnote 1,
and
Recommendation .
[Document
No. 157]);
Study Programme 190 (V )
(See also Study
Programmes 185A (V )
and 185B (V ))

“ T r o p o s p h e r ic

p r o p a g a tio n

fa c to r s

a f-

f e c t in g t h e sh a r in g o f t h e r a d io -fr e q u e n c y
s p e c t r u m b e t w e e n r a d i o - r e l a y s y s te m s , in c lu d in g

sp ace

and

m u n ic a t io n s system s

te r r e s tr ia l

te le c o m 

” .

under Decides 3:

Particularly, the provision o f more precise
data on the minimum values o f transmission
loss occurring, under various climatic condi
tions, for very short periods of time (e.g. 1 %,
0.1 %), for overland, oversea, and mixed land/
sea paths;
•

under Decides 5:

Particularly, the effects o f reflections from
rain, hail, cloud and aircraft in producing
interference at long distances especially when
using antennas with extremely narrow beamwidths;

recommends
a)
that all administrations and private operating agencies, through
their participation in the work o f the C.C.I.R., consider, as a matter o f
priority, the submission o f contributions on these subjects, so that definite
Recommendations can be prepared at the Interim Meetings o f the relevant
Study Group for adoption by the X lth Plenary Assembly o f the C.C.I.R.;
‘

b)

that the C.C.I.R. should study:'
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1.
the permissible interference criteria for the various space and
terrestrial services sharing the frequency bands allocated by-the E.A .R .C .,
Geneva, 1963 in order to permit the determination of,
1.1

the co-ordination distance and the probability o f interference
between stations within that distance; .

1.2

the necessary limits o f power flux density set up at the earth’s
surface by space stations;
"

2.
the necessary limitation o f spurious emissions and the frequency
tolerances to be observed in both the terrestrial and space services in so far
as they may affect sharing of frequency bands.
‘
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RECOM M ENDATION N o. g
Study of Modulation Methods for Radio-Relay Systems
in Relation to sharing with Communication-Satellite Systems

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963
considering
a)
, that Article 5 o f the Radio Regulations permits the sharing of
certain frequency bands by the communication-satellite service and the
fixed service;
'
b)
that the sharing criteria to avoid mutual interference between the
stations in these two services have been established in Article 7;

c)
that among many factors o f over-all efficiency o f utilization of
frequency bands it seems that the reduction of interference between two
services is m ost important';
noting
i)
'
that the over-all efficiency o f utilization o f the frequency bands
shared by the two services depends on the methods o f modulation used by
the systems concerned;
ii)
that studies o f the preferred modulation characteristics for com
munication-satellite systems are to be carried out under Study Programme
235D (IV) o f the C.C.I.R.;
recommends
that the C.C.I.R. should study especially, under the general
framework o f Question 236, modulation methods (such as pulse-code
modulation using phase or frequency modulation) in particular for lineof-sight radio-relay systems in relation to sharing with communicationsatellite systems.
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RECOM M ENDATION N o. | § |
Relating to the Introduction of the Radionavigation-Satellite Service
in the Bands 149 9-150 05 M c/s and 399 9-400 05 M c/s

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,
1963,
considering■

:

a)
that the frequency bands 149-9-150 05 Mc/s and 399-9-400-05 Mc/s
have been allocated to the radionavigation-satellite service on an exclusive
world-wide basis;
b)
' that many administrations require an extended period of time
to re-accomodate existing fixed and mobile operations in other appro
priately allocated bands;
c)
that early implementation o f the radionavigation-satellite service
will be o f benefit to all administrations, and particularly in its application
to marine navigation;
d)
that interference to users o f the radionavigation-satellite service
could constitute a hazard to the safety of life and property; and
e)
that the C.C.I.R. is studying the feasibility o f sharing frequency
bands between the radionavigation-satellite service and terrestrial services
but has not yet been able to reach a conclusion in this regard;
recommends
1.
that, pending an affirmative determination by the C.C.I.R. that
sharing is possible and practicable between stations o f the radionavigationsatellite service and the fixed and mobile services; administrations take all
possible steps to protect from harmful interference the operations of mobile
earth stations using the radionavigation-satellite service;
2.
that, in the light of 1) above, administrations be urged to cease
operation of their fixed and mobile stations in the bands 149-9-150-05 Mc/s
and 399-9-400-05 Mc/s as soon as practicable, with particular emphasis on
those stations located in coastal areas.
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D R A FT RESOLUTION N o. g g
The category of the Fixed and Mobile Services
in the band 1525-1540 Mc/s

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963,
considering

.

a)
that the Table of Frequency Allocations, Geneva, 1959, made
certain provisions for the fixed and mobile services in the sub-bands
1525-1535 M c/s and 1535-1540 M c/s;
b)
that a number o f administrations have fixed and mobile services
operating in accordance with these provisions;
c)
that the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference,
Geneva, 1963, has agreed that the space (telemetering) service shall be
allocated on a primary basis in the band 1525-1540 Mc/s, and that continuing
provision shall be made for fixed and mobile services now operating in
this band;
d)
the economic consequences of an early down-grading of the
category o f the fixed and mobile services are not at present acceptable to
the administrations concerned;
resolves
that nevertheless, it is highly desirable that reception o f the very
weak signals o f the space (telemetering) service shall be afforded protection
against interference from stations in the fixed and mobile services;
invites
/
•
those administrations operating stations in the fixed and mobile
services on a primary basis in the band' 1525-1540 Mc/s, to consider the
possibility o f agreeing to modify the category o f these services from
“ primary ” to “ secondary ” at’ the earliest possible date.
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RECOM M ENDATION No. H B

Frequency requirements in the HF bands exclusively
allocated to the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963,

.

considering,

a) .
that for the safety of all aircraft it is essential to provide com 
munications for routine flight o f transport aero-space vehicles intended to
fly between points on the earth’s surface both within and beyond the major
part o f the atmosphere,
b)
that frequencies in the H F bands (between 2 850 and 22 000 kc/s)
are technically suitable for such communications as well as1those frequencies
above 100 M c/s now available to the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service,

recommends
■ that at the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference to ,
be called to revise Appendix 26 in accordance with Resolution N o. 13,
Geneva, 1959, the necessary measures be taken to provide the high fre
quency channels required for this purpose.
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RECOM M ENDATION N o. g g
Relating to the use of the Band 136-137 Mc/s
by the Fixed and Mobile Services
The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963,
considering
a)
that the Table o f Frequency Allocations, Geneva, 1959, made
provisions for the fixed and mobile services together with space services in
the band 136-137 Mc/s;
b)
that a number o f administrations have fixed and mobile services
operating in accordance with these provisions;
c)
that the modified Table o f Frequency Allocations, Geneva, 1963,
makes provision for the space research service on a primary basis in the
band 136-137 Mc/s, and makes provision for the continued operation of
the fixed and mobile services on a primary basis in this band;
d)
the great importance of affording the space research service
protection against interference from stations in the fixed and mobile services,
taking into account the very weak signals which may be used in the space
research service;
recommends
1.
that administrations of all Regions operating, or intending to
operate, stations in the fixed and mobile services in the band 136-137 Mc/s
' take all possible steps to give the required protection to the space research
service and to cease the operation o f stations o f the fixed and mobile
services as soon as possible;
'
' 2.
that administrations notify the International Frequency Registra
tion Board, preferably in advance, of the date when these stations will
have ceased operations, and that specific reference should be made to this
Recommendation;
.
•
and requests the International Frequency Registration Board

,

to publish this information every six months.
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Original: English

E.A.R.C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

-

GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY MEETING
STATEMENT BY THE DELEGATION OP THE
REPUBLIC OP INDONESIA

FINAL PROTOCOL

In the opinion of the Delegation of the Republic of Indonesia
to the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference to allocate frequency
bands for Space Radiocommunications, a country must first accede to the
I.T.U. Convention before it has the right to participate in the I.T.U.
Conferences. The Indonesian Delegation refers to the representation of
Malaysia in -which case the Indonesian Delegation could not have any other
opinion than that it should be considered as a new country which is assumed
to comprise the Member country Malaya (Federation of) and the AssociateMember Singapore-British North Borneo, and to which Article 18 of the
Convention applies. As up to the Plenary Session of this Conference on
6 November, 1963, a notification by the Secretary-General concerning the
accession of the above-mentioned new country has not been received by the
Indonesian Administration, the Delegation of the Republic of Indonesia
would like to reserve the right of its Government not to recognize the
representation of Malaysia in the Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference to allocate frequency bands for Space Radiocommunications, as
such recognition would bo in contradiction with the said Article 18 of the
Convention.

GENEVA, 6 November, 1963.
PRATOMO
Head
of the Delegation of the Republic
of Indonesia

s
u .a
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RADIOCOMMUNICATION
CONFERENCE

Document No. 20Q~E.
6 November, 1963
O r ig in a l t E n g lish

TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES'

GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY MEETING

A G E N D A
FCE THE

7th PLENARY MEETING
Thursday, 7 November, at 14.30 hours

1.

First series of "pink” texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 196)

2.

Second series of "pink” texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 206)

3.

Draft Recommendation submitted by the Delegation of the State of
Israel (Document No. 166)

4.

International Technical Cooperation and Assistance in the field
of Space Radiocommunication (Document No. 192)

5.

Third series of "pink'* texts submitted by the Editorial
(Document No. 207)

6.

Miscellaneous

Gunnar PEDERSEN
Chairman of the Conference

Committee

SPACE
RADOOCOMMUNICATION
CONFERENCE

Document No. 210-E (R ev.)
7 Novembe r , 196 3
O r ig in a l; E n g lish

E.A.R.C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY MEETING

NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT

Document No. 210 is \fithdravm, the text having been included
in the Minutes of the 4th Plenary Meeting.

C. STEAD
Secretary of the Conference

U.I.T.

SPACE
RADIOCOMMUNICATION
CONFERENCE

Document No. 210-E
7 November 1963
O r ig in a l : R ussian

E.A.R.C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY MEETING

STATEMENT BY THE U.S.S.R. DELEGATION
FOR INCLUSION IN THE MINUTES OF THE
FOURTH PLENARY MEETING
(in connection with the examination of Document No. 176
with reference to Article 9A)

In its Document No, 32 the Telecommunication Administration of the
U.S,S.R. pointed out the desirability of adopting an interim procedure for
the notification, registration and utilization of frequencies allocated to
space communication, bearing in mind that such a procedure could be reviewed
and elucidated at the Extraordinary (Special) Conference in the light of
experience acquired in the course of space communication operation.
Since the arguments set out in Document No. 180 reflect these
views of the Telecommunication Administration of the U.S.S.R,, the Soviet
Delegation does not insist on having the procedure described in Article 9k
designated as an "interim” procedure.

A. BADALOV

SPACE

RADOOCOMMUNICATOON
CONFERENCE

Document No. 211-E
6 November, 1963
O r ig in a l * E n g lish

E.A.R.C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY M E T I N G

PROPOSAL BY THE DELEGATIONS OF AUSTRALIA, BELGIUM, CANADA, U.S.A.,
FRANCE, LUXEMBOURG, NETHERLANDS, UNITED KINGDOM, AND SWEDEN
RELATING TO RADIO ASTRONOMY.

REC OMMBNDATI ON

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963?
considering that
a)
by definitions 74? 75 and 75A in Article 1 of the Radio
Regulations, 1959? Radio Astronomy is a service using reception only;
b)
research in Radio Astronomy is conducted with the use of
receiving equipment of the highest attainable sensitivity;
c)
at the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference being held
in Geneva (October-November 1963)? considerable recognition has been given
to the needs of the Radio Astronomy service;
d)
in addition to one exclusive allocation on a world wide basis?
some Administrations have been able to provide exclusive frequency
allocations for Radio Astronomy in some other bands;
e)
the greatest practicable protection from interference is essential
to the advancement of the science of Radio Astronomy;
recommends that:
i)
the next Ordinary Administrative Radio Conference should give
further consideration to the provision of improved frequency allocations
for Radio Astronomy;
and
ii)
in the meantime, administrations should afford all practicable
protection to the frequencies now allocated to Radio Astronomy on.' a shared
-b as rs~ wi th”01 he r “rad i'o~servic e s.

£ c h / i^ n
* U.I.T.
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SPACE
RADIOCOM M UNICATION
CONFERENCE
GENEVA, 1963

C
Document No. 212
7 November, 1963

PLENAR Y MEETING
FIRST R EADING

R. 4

The Editorial Committee, having examined the documents 167,
172, 175, 177 and 187, submits the attached text to the Plenary Assem
bly for a first reading.
’
•
Art. 5

Y. P l a c e
Chairman o f the Editorial
Committee
A n n ex : 47 pages
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ANNEX 3

•

Revision of Article 5 of the Radio Regulations
Article 5 o f the Radio Regulations shall, be amended
as follows :
In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
9 995-10 005 kc/s there shall be substituted the following:
kc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 2

Region 1,

Region 3

,

9 995—10 005
Standard F requency
204

NOC

204

M OD

215

214

215

214
The band 10 003-10 005 kc/s is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the
space research service.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
15 450-16 460 kc/s there' shall be substituted the
follow in g:
k c/s
.

Allocation to Services
Region 1 ,

r

.

Region 2

'
Region 3

15450—15762
F ixed

15762—15 768
F ixed

Space Research

215A

15768—16460
F ixed

215A

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the space research service is a primary service in the bands 15 762
15 768 kc/s and 18 030-18 036 kc/s.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
18 030-20 010 kc/s there shall be substituted the
follow in g:

kc/s
Allocation to Services _

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

'

18 030—18036
F ixed
Space Research

215A

18036-^-19990.
Fixed
19990—20010
Standard F requency
204

220

221

221A

’

NOC

220

M OD

221

The band 19 990-20 010 kc/s is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the
space research service.

ADD

221A

The frequency 20 007 kc/s may also be used, in emergency, in the search for,
and rescue of, astronauts and space vehicles. Emissions must be confined in a
band of ± 3 kc/s about this frequency.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
29-7-41 M cjs there shall be substituted the following :

Mc/s
'

•

Allocation to Services.

1
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

•

29-7—30-005
Fixed 228 229 231 232
M obile
233
30-005—30 010

.
Fixed 228 229 231
Mobile
Space Research

•

Space (Satellite identification)
233

.

•

30-010—37-750
F ixed 228 229 230 231
M obile
233
F ixed 228 229 231 *

37-75—38-25

'

M obile
Radio Astronomy
233

'

3 8-25-41
F ixed
M obile
233

NOC

228

SUP

234

M OD

235

229

230

231

232

233

235

228

229

230

231

'

.
236

.

.

236
.

The band 39;986-40-002 Mc/s is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the
space research service.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r Region 2
and fo r the band 68-74-6. Mc/s there shall be substituted
the follow in g:
'

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 2

Region 1
68—74-8

68—73

' Region 3
68—70

F ixed
M obile
Broadcasting

73—74-6

70—74-6

R adio A stronomy
253A 253B

SUP

253

ADD

253A

. In Region 2, fixed, mobile and broadcasting service operations previously
authorized in the band 73-74-6 Mc/s may continue to operate on a non-interference
basis to the radio astronomy service. '

ADD

253B

In Cuba, the band 73-74-6 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed, mobile and
broadcasting services.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
117-975-144 M e/s there shall be substituted the follow 
ing :

'

Mc/s '

.
.

Allocation to Services
Region 1

Region 2

117*975—132

Region 3

A eronautical mobile (r)
■

273

132—136

.

273A

132— 136
F ixed

A eronautical mobile (r)

Mobile 273A
273A 274

275

278

136—137
F ixed

.

M obile
Space R esearch
(Telemetering and
tracking).

277

279

136—137

136—137

Space R esearch
(Telemetering and
tracking)

F ixed

'

M obile
Space Research
(Telemetering and
tracking)

'

281A

281A

137—138

276

281A

281B ‘

'

'
M eteorological-Satellite
Space R esearch (Telemetering and tracking)
Space ( Telemetering and tracking)
275A

279A

.

138—143-6

A eronautical mobile (or)

275

282

283

281C

281D

281E

’
281F

138—143*6

138—143*6

F ixed

F ixed

Mobile
Radiolocation

Mobile
278

279A

’

284
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Mc/s
' Allocation to Services
Region 1
143*6—143*65

Region 2
,

143*6—143*65

A eronautical mobile (or) F ixed

Region 3
143*6— 143*65
Fixed

M obile

Mobile

Space R esearch
(Telemetering and
tracking)

Space R esearch
(Telemetering and
tracking)

Space R esearch (Telemetering and
tracking)

275

Radiolocation

278

143*65—144

143*65—144

143*65—144

A eronautical mobile (or)

Fixed

F ixed

M obile

M obile

Radiolocation

278

275

282

282

283

283

279A

279A

284

*
284

NO C

273

ADD

273A

NOC

274

M OD

275

ADD

275A ■ In Burundi, the Congo (Leopoldville), Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Gambia, Portu
guese Oversea Provinces in Region 1 south of the equator, Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and Rwanda, the band 137-138 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services.

In the band 117-975-132 Mc/s and in the band 132-136 Mc/s where the aero
nautical mobile (R) service is authorized, the use and development, for this
service, of systems using space communication techniques may be authorized but
limited initially to satellite relay stations of the aeronautical mobile (R) service.
Such use and development shall be subject to co-ordination between administra
tions concerned and those having services operating in accordance with the
Table, which may be affected.
•

In Burundi, the Congo (Leopoldville), Ethiopia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Gambia,
Portuguese Oversea Provinces in Region 1 south of the equator, Rhodesia and
Nyasaland', Rwanda and the R. of South Africa and Territory of South West
Africa, the bands 132-136 Mc/s and 138-144 Mc/s are allocated to the fixed and
mobile services.
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NO C

276

277

M OD

278

In New Zealand, the bands 132-136 M c/s.and 138-144 Mc/s are allocated to the
aeronautical mobile (OR) service.

M OD

279

In Australia, the band 132-136 Mc/s is allocated to the aeronautical mobile
service.

ADD

279A

In Australia, the band 137-144 Mc/s is also allocated to the broadcasting
service for television.
'

SUP

280

SUP

281

ADD

281A

ADD

281B

- In Region 2, the band 136-137 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services until 1- January, 1969. Thereafter, in Cuba, the band will continue to be
allocated also to the fixed and mobile services.
-

ADD

281C

' In Algeria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Poland, the
U nited Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R.,
the band 137-138 Mc/s is also allocated to the aeronautical mobile (OR) service. ■
In the remaining countries of Region l,.th e band 137-138 Mc/s is also allocated
to the aeronautical mobile (OR) service until 1 January, 1969.

ADD

281D

In Norway, Switzerland and Turkey, the band 137-138 Mc/s is also allocated
to the fixed service and mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service until 1 January,
1969.

ADD

281E

In Regions 2 and 3, the band 137-138 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and
mobile services until 1 January, 1969. Thereafter, in Cuba, Malaysia, Pakistan
and the Philippines, the band 137-138 Mc/s will continue to b e allocated also to
the fixed and mobile services.

ADD

281F

The band 137-138 Mc/s will be used mainly for research concerning the establish
ment, technical improvement, and maintenance of operational space systems.

M OD

282

In Austria, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, the band 138-144 Mc/s
will, at some future date, be allocated to the fixed service and mobile, except
aeronautical mobile, service.
'

M OD

283

In Denmark, Greece, Norway, Portugal, F.R. of Germany, Sweden, Switzerland
and Turkey, the band 138-144 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed service and mobile,
except aeronautical mobile (R), service.
-

M OD

284

In China, the band 138-144 Mc/s is also allocated to the radiolocation service.

F or the use of the band 136-137 Mc/s, see Recommendation No. BS9
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
144-150 05 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow in g:

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 3 .

Region 2

- Region 1
144—146

A mateur
284A
146—149-9

.

146—148
A mateur

F ixed
M obile except
aeronautical mobile (r)

289

.

.

148—149*9
F ixed '
M obile
285A 290

274 285 -285A
149-9—150*05

R adionavigation-S atellite
285B

'

ADD

284A ,

In the band 144-146 Mc/s, space satellites may be used by the am ateur service.

MOD

285

In Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and the R. of South Africa and Territory of South
West Africa, the bands 146-149-9 Mc/s and 150-05-174 Mc/s are also allocated
to the aeronautical mobile service.

ADD

285A

The frequencies 148:25 Mc/s ± 15 kc/s and 154-2 M c/s± 15 kc/s may be used
for space telecommand, subject to agreement among the administrations concerned
and those having services operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected.

ADD

285B

Stations operating in ,the fixed and mobile services may continue to use this
band until 1 January, 1969. This cessation date shall not apply in Austria,
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Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Iran, Kuwait, Morocco, Pakistan, the Netherlands,
. Poland, the U nited A rab Republic, Yugoslavia and Roumania where the fixed and
mobile services will continue to have equal primary status with the radionavigationsatellite service. (See Recommendation No. 3SB)

NOC

289

M OD

290

In New Zealand, the bands 148-149-9 Mc/s and 150-05-156 Mc/s are allocated
to the aeronautical mobile (OR) service. .
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
150-05-174 M c/s there shall be substituted the following :

M c/s
Allocation to Services
Region 2

Region 1
15005—151

150*05—174

F ixed

F ixed

M obile except
aeronautical mobile (r )
274 285 286 286A

Region 3

"

150-05—170
.F ixed
Mobile

M obile
.

.

151—154
F ixed
M obile except
aeronautical mobile (r)
Meteorological aids .

.

285 286 286A

■

.

154—156
F ixed
M obile except
aeronautical mobile (r)
285 28.5A

285A

'

156—174

290

170—174

F ixed

F ixed
M obile
Broadcasting

M obile except
aeronautical mobile
285 287 288

287

-

■

285A

287

'
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MOD

285

MOD

286

In Region 1, the band 150-05-153 Mc/s is also allocated to the radio astronomy
service. In making assignments to new stations of other services to which this
band is allocated, administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect
radio astronomy observations from harm ful interference.

ADD

286A

In the United Kingdom, the band 150-05-151 Mc/s is allocated to radio astro
nomy, and the band 151-153 Mc/s is allocated to radio astronomy on a primary
basis and to meteorological aids on a secondary basis ; however, in this band the
provisions of No. 274 apply.

NOC

287

NOC

288

MOD

290

R4— 12
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
174-216 M c/s there shall be substituted the following :

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 1

Region 3

Region 2
174—216

174—216

F ixed

Broadcasting

M obile
Broadcasting

291

NOC

291

M OD

294

292 ,293

292

293

294

294

295

295

296

296

The band 183T-184T Mc/s is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the space
research service.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
235-328-6 M c/s there shall be.substituted the follow in g:

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
' Region 1

.

Region 3

Region 2

235—267
F ix e d .
M o b ile

305

309

267—272
■F i x e d
M

o b il e

Space (Telemetering)

309A

309B

272—273
F ix e d
M o b ile
Space

.

(Telemetering)

'

309A

273—328-6
F ix e d
M

o b il e

310

NOC

305

309

310

ADD

309A
Space stations employing frequencies in the band 267-273 Mc/s for telemetering
.
purposes may also transm it tracking signals in the band.

ADD

309B

In the band 267-272 Mc/s individual administrations may use space telemetering
in their countries on a primary basis, subject to the agreement of the administra
tions concerned and those having services operating in accordance with the Table,
which may be affected.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
335 4-401 M cjs there shall be substituted the following : ■

Mc/s
'

Allocation to Services
,

Region 1

.

Region 2

.

Region 3

335-4—399-9
F ix e d
M

o b il e

399-9—400-05
R a d i o n a v i g a t i o n -S a t e l l i t e

311A
400-05—401
M

e t e o r o l o g ic a l

A

id s

M e te o r o lo g ic a l-S a te llite

telemetering)
Space R esea rch

312A

ADD

311A

SUP
ADD

312

313

(Maintenance

•
(Telemetering and tracking)

314

Stations operating in the fixed and mobile services may continue to use this
band until 1 January, 1969. This cessation date shall not apply in Bulgaria, Cuba,
Greece, Hungary, Iran, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, the United A rab.Republic
and Yugoslavia, where the fixed and mobile services will continue to have equal •
status with the radionavigation-satellite service. (See Recommendation No. .'...)

312A
In Sweden, the band 400 05-401 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
•
services until 1 January, 1966.
.
•

M OD

313

In Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Poland, the United Arab Republic,
Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 40005
401 Mc/s, is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
,

M OD

314

In the United Kingdom, the band 400 05-420 Mc/s is also allocated to the
. radiolocation service; however, between 400 05 and 410 Mc/s the allocation to,
the radiolocation service is on a secondary basis.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
401-406 M c/s there shall be substituted the following :

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
401—402
M

e t e o r o l o g ic a l

Space

A

id s

315A

(Telemetering)

Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
314

315

315B

316

402—406
M e t e o r o l o g i c a l A id s

Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
314

315

316

)

317

MOD

314

NOC

315

ADD

315A

Space stations employing frequencies bet ween.401-402 Mc/s for telemetering
purposes may also transmit tracking signals in this band.

ADD

315B

In Australia, the space (telemetering) service in the band 401-402 Mc/s is a
secondary service.

NOC

316

M OD

317

The band 404-410 Mc/s in Region 2 and the band 406-410 Mc/s in Regions 1
and 3 are also allocated to the radio astronomy service. An appropriate continuous
band within these limits shall be designated on a national or area basis. In making
assignments to stations of other services to which these bands are allocated,
administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect radio astronomy
observations from harmful interference.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
420-470 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow in g:

Mc/s
-

.

Allocation to Services

.

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

420—450

420—430
F ixed
M obile except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation
318

319

‘

4 3 0 -4 4 0

R adiolocation

A mateur

Amateur

R adiolocation
318

319

320

321

322

440—450
F ixed
M obile except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation
318

319

318

319A

319A

323

324

450—460
F ixed
M obile
318

319A

460—470

.
F ixed
M obile
Meteorological-Satellite

'
318A
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NOC

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

ADD

318A

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the band 460-470 Mc/s niay be used, on a primary basis, by the meteoro
logical-satellite service subject -to agreement among administrations concerned
and those having services, or intending to introduce services, operating in accord
ance with the Table, which may be affected.

ADD

319A

The band 449-75-450-25 Mc/s may be used for space telecommand, subject to ' '
agreement among the administrations, concerned and those having services
operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
470-890 M c/s there shall be substituted the following :

Mc/s
Allocation to Services

470—582

Region 3

■Region 2

Region .1

470—890

-

470—585

B r o a d c a s t in g

585—610
582—606
R a d io n a v ig a t io n

336

606—790

337

610—890
B r o a d c a s t in g
F ix e d

326
331

329
332

330

330A

M

o b il e

B r o a d c a s t in g

790—890
332

NOC.

326

M OD

330

332

338

339

‘

329
In Region 1, except the African Broadcasting Area,* the radionavigation service
may continue to operate in the band 606-610 Mc/s until the.band is required
for the broadcasting service.

*330-1 For the purposes of this Regulation the term “ African Broadcasting Area ” means:
a) African countries, parts of countries, territories and groups of territories
situated between the parallels 40° South and 30° North.
b) Islands in the Indian Ocean west of meridian 60° East, situated between the .
'parallel 40° South and the great circle arc joining the points 45° East, 11° 30'
N orth and 60° East, 15° North.
c) Islands in the Atlantic Ocean east of Line B defined in No. 131 of these
■ Regulations, situated between the parallels 40° South and 30° N orth. .
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ADD

330A

NOC

331

MOD

332

NO C

336

In the African Broadcasting Area,* the band 606-614 Mc/s is allocated to the
radio astronomy service.

In Region 1, except the African Broadcasting Area,* the band 606-614 M c/s;.
and in Region 3, the band 610-614 Mc/s may be used by the radio astronomy
service.. Administrations shall avoid using the band concerned for the broad
casting service as long as possible, and thereafter, as far as practicable, shall avoid
the use of such effective radiated powers as will cause harm ful interference to
radio astronomy observations.
.
In Region 2, the band 608-614 Mc/s is reserved exclusively for the radio
astronomy service until the first Administrative Radio Conference after 1 January,
1974 which is competent to review this provision; however, this provision does
not apply to Cuba.
”
337

338

339

See

ADD *

330 1
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Jn the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
890-1215 M c/s there shall be substituted the following :

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
890—942

890—942

890—942

F ix e d

F ix e d

F

B r o a d c a s t in g

R

a d io l o c a t io n

Radiolocation

ix e d

M

o b il e

B r o a d c a s t in g

Radiolocation
329

331- 333

339A

339A

340

339

339A

942—960

942—960

942—960

F ix e d

F ix e d

F ix e d

B r o a d c a s t in g

M

.

o b il e

B r o a d c a s t in g

329

331

333

960—1 215

ADD
MOD

333
339A
341

339A

A

338

339

339A

e r o n a u t ic a l r a d io n a v ig a t io n

341 .

-

NOC

339A

340
Specific portions of the frequency band 900-960 Mc/s may also be used, on a
secondary basis, for experimental purposes and space research.
The band 960-1 215 Mc/s is reserved on a .world-wide basis for the use and
. development of airborne electronic aids to air navigation and any directly asso
ciated ground-based facilities.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
1400-1660 M e fs there shall be substituted the follow ing:

Mc/s
,

Allocation to Services

’

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

1400—1 427
R a d io A

1427—1429

stronom y

Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
Space (Telecommand)
1 429—1 435

1 429—1 525

1 429—1 525

1 435—1 525
1 525—1 535
F ixed

1 525—1 535

1 525—1535
350B

Space (Telemetering)
'
350A

Space (Telemetering)

F ixed
350A

Fixed

1

350B

Space (Telemetering)
350A

Mobile except
Mobile
aeronautical mobile 350C

350D

Mobile

350E

1 535—1 540
Space (Telemetering)
350A

351

352

352C

1 540—1 660
Aeronautical radionavigation
351

SUP

350

ADD

350A

352

352A

352B

Space stations employing frequencies in the band 1 525-1 540 Mc/s for tele
metering purposes may also transmit tracking signals in the band.

PINK PAGES

ADD

350B

As regards the category of the fixed service, see Resolution No. 3A.

ADD

350C

ADD

350D

In Cuba, the band 1 525-1 535 Mc/s is also allocated, on a primary basis, to the
mobile service.

ADD

350E

In Japan, the band 1 525-1 535 Mc/s is also allocated to the mobile service, on
a primary basis, until 1 January, 1969.

M OD

351

In Italy, the band 1 535-1 600 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed service until
1 January, 1970.
'

M OD

352

In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the band 1 535-1 660 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed service. As
regards the category of the fixed service in the band 1 535-1 540 Mc/s, see Resolu
tion No. 3A.
"

ADD

352A

The bands 1 540-1 660 Mc/s, 4 200-4 400 Mc/s, 5 000-5 250 Mc/s and 15-4
15-7 Gc/s are reserved, on a world-wide basis, for the use and development of
airborne electronic aids to air navigation and any directly associated groundbased or satellite-borne facilities.
'

ADD

352B

The bands 1 540— 1 660 Mc/s, 5 000-5 250 Mc/s and 15-4-15-7 Gc/s are also
allocated to the aeronautical mobile (R) service for the use and development of
systems using space communication techniques. Such use and. development is
subject to agreement and co-ordination between administrations concerned and
those having services operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected.
'

ADD

352C

In Morocco and Yugoslavia, the band 1 535-1 540 Mc/s is also allocated to the
aeronautical radionavigation service.

ADD

352D

In Austria, Indonesia and the F. R. of Germany, the band 1540-1660 Mc/s is
also allocated to the fixed service.
’

In Albania, Bulgaria, France, Hungary, Lebanon, Morocco, Poland, the United
A rab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the
band 1 525-1 535 Mc/s is also allocated, on a primary basis, to the mobile, except
aeronautical mobile, service. As regards the category of this service, see Resolution
, No. 3A.
'
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
1 660-1 710 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow
ing:
. ' .

Mc/s
A llo ca tio n to Services

’
R eg io n 3

R eg io n 2

R eg io n 1

1660—1664*4
M eteorological A ids
M eteorological -S atellite
353

354

3 54A

324A

‘

354B

1664*4—1668*4
M eteorological A ids
M eteorological -S atellite

324A

Radio Astronomy
353

353A

354

354A

354B

1668*4—1670
M eteorological A ids
M eteorological -S atellite
353

354

354A

324A

354B

1670—1690

1690—1700

1690—1700

M eteorological A ids

M eteorological A ids

• M eteorological S atellite

M eteorological -S atellite

324A

324A

Fixed
Mobile except
aeronautical m obile
353 354A

354A

354C

.
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Mc/s
Allocation to Services
'

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

.1700—1710

1700—1710

1700—1710

F ix e d

S pa c e R

F

S pa c e R e sea rch

(Telemetering and
tracking)

e sea r c h

(Telemetering and
tracking)

ix e d

M

o b il e

Space R

‘
esea rch

(Telemetering and
tracking)

Mobile
355A

ADD

324A

It is intended that meteorological-satellite space stations operating in this band
shall transm it to selected earth stations. The location of such earth stations is
subject to agreement among administrations concerned and those having services
operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected.

NO C

353

ADD

353A

NOC

354

ADD

354A

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Pakistan,
Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the bands 1 660-1 670 Mc/s and 1 690-1 700 Mc/s are also allocated to
the fixed service and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.

ADD

354B

In Australia, Cyprus, Spain, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Israel, New Zealand, Portugal,
the Spanish Provinces in Africa, the United .Kingdom, Sweden and Switzerland,
the band 1 660-1 670 Mc/s is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the fixed
service, and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
.

ADD

354C

In Australia, Indonesia and New Zealand, the band 1 690-1 700 Mc/s is also
allocated, on a secondary basis, to the fixed service and the mobile, except aero
nautical mobile, service.
.

SUP

355

ADD

355A

In view of the successful detection of two spectral lines in the region of
1665 Mc/s and 1667 Mc/s by astronomers, administrations are urged to give all
practicable protection in the band 1 664-4-1 668-4 Mc/s for future research in radio
astronomy.

In Cuba, the band 1 700-1 710 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
1 710-2 290 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow
ing ;
'

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 1
1 710—1 770

Region 3

Region 2
1 710—1770

F ix e d

F ix e d

Mobile

M

o b il e

356
1 770—1 790
F

1 770—1 790
F ix e d

ix e d

Meteorological-Satellite
356AA
.
Mobile

M

.

o b il e

Meteorological-Satellite

356AA .

356
1 790—2 290

1 790—2 290

F ix e d

F ix e d

Mobile

M

356

356A

356A

o b il e

‘

NOC

356

ADD

356AA

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the meteorological-satellite service, in the band 1 770-1 790 Mc/s, shall
be on a primary basis, subject to co-ordination with the administrations concerned
and those having services operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected by the siting of earth stations.

ADD

356A

The band 2110-2120 Mc/s may be used for telecommand in conjunction with
spacecraft engaged in deep space research, subject to agreement between the
administrations concerned and those having services operating in accordance with
the Table, which may be affected.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
2 290-2 300 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow 
ing : -

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
'

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

2 290—2 300

2 290—2 300

2 290—2 300

F ix e d

S pace R

F ix e d

-

e s e a r c h 356C
(Telemetering and
tracking in deep space)

Space R

esea r c h

(Telemetering and
tracking in deep space)

M

_

'

o b il e

S pa c e R esea r ch

(Telemetering and
tracking in deep space)

Mobile
356B

.

ADD

356B

In Cuba, the band 2 290-2 300 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services.
•

ADD

356C

In Austria, the space research service in the band 2 290-2 300 Mc/s is a secondary
service.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
2 550-2 700 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow
ing :

Mc/s

•

Allocation to Services
Region 1

-

Region 3

Region 2

2 550—2 690
F ix e d
M

o b il e

362

363

364

2 690—2 700
R a d io A s t r o n o m y

363

364A

364B

365

NOC

362

M OD

363

In the F.R . of Germany, the band 2 550-2 690 Mc/s is allocated to the fixed
service; and the band 2 690-2 700 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed service.

M OD

364

In Region 1, tropospheric scatter systems may operate in the band 2 550-2 690 Me/s
under agreements concluded between administrations concerned and those
having services operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected.

ADD

364A

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, India, Israel, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco,
Pakistan, the Philippines, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, R ou
mania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 2 690-2 700 Mc/s is also
allocated to the fixed and mobile services.

ADD

364B

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia,
Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., tropospheric scatter systems may
operate in. the band 2 690-2 700 Mc/s under agreements concluded between
administrations concerned and those having services operating in accordance
with the Table, which may be affected.

M OD

365

In making assignments to stations in the fixed and mobile services, admini
strations are urged to take all practicable s te p s'to protect radio astronomy
observations from harmful interference.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
3 300-4 200 M cfs there shall be substituted the follow
ing :

Mc/s
•

Allocation to Services
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

3 300—3 400

3 300—3 400

R adiolocation
R adiolocation
Amateur
370

376

371

.

3 400—3 500

3 400—3 600

-

F ixed

Radiolocation

Mobile

Communication-Satellite 374A
(Satellite-to-earth)

Communication,
Satellite 374A
(Satellite-to-earth)

Amateur

r

376

Radiolocation
372

373

374

375

3 500—3 700

3 500—3 700

F ixed

R adiolocation

3 600—4 200 -

Mobile

F ixed

R adiolocation

CommunicationSatellite 374A
(Satellite-to-earth)

CommunicationSatellite 374A
(Satellite-to-earth)

'

CommunicationS atellite 374A
(Satellite-to-earth)

Mobile

Fixed
Mobile
377

378

3 700—4 200
F ixed
Mobile
Communication-Satellite 374A
(Satellite-to-earth)
374

•

•

•

379
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NOC

370

MOD

373

In D enmark, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland, the fixed, mobile, radio
location and communication-satellite services operate on a basis of equality in the
band 3 400-3 600 Mc/s.
.
/

ADD

374A

This band may also be used for the transmission o f tracking and telemetering
signals associated with communication-satellite space stations operating in the
same band. -

M OD

379

In Australia, the band 3 700-3 770-Mc/s is allocated to the radiolocation and
communication-satellite services.

SUP

380

371

372

374

375

376

377

378
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
4 200-4 400 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow
ing :

Mc/s

Allocation to Services

•
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
4 200—4 400

• A e r o n a u t ic a l

352A 381

r a d io n a v ig a t io n

382

383

.

4 400—4 700
F ix e d
M

o b il e

C o m m u n ic a t io n - S a t e l l it e

392A

(Earth-to-satellite)
4 700—4 900
F
M

ix e d
o b il e

354 365
4 990—5 000
F ix e d
M
R

'

4 990—5 000

4 990—5 000

R

F ix e d

a d io

A

str o n o m y

M

o b il e
a d io

365

A

o b il e

R a d io A

str o n o m y

383A

•

365

stronom y

.
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-M OD

365

NO C

381

NO C

382

NO C

383

ADD
ADD
.

•

383A

In Cuba, the band 4 990-5 000 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services, and the provisions of No. 365 apply.

' 392A

This band may also be used for the transmission of telecommand signals
associated with communication-satellite earth stations operating in the same band.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
5 000-5 350 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow
in g :
'

Mc/s
Allocation to Services .
Region 3'

Region 2

Region 1

'

5 000—5 250
A

e r o n a u t ic a l r a d io n a v ig a t io n

352A

352B •

5 250—5 255
R

a d io l o c a t io n

Space Research
384
5 255—5 350

R

a d io l o c a t io n

384

M OD

ADD

.

384A

384

In Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Switzerland,
Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 5 250-5 350 Mc/s is also allocated to
the radionavigation service.

384A

In Sweden, the band 5 255-5 350 Mc/s is also allocated to the radionavigation
service. .
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
5 650-6 425 M cjs there shall be substituted the follow
ing :
.

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
5 650—5 670

R adiolocation
Amateur
388
5 670—5 725

R adiolocation
Amateur
Space Research (Deep Space)
388

.

,

389

389

389A

5 725—5 850

5 725—5 850
R adiolocation
CommunicationSatellite 392A
(Earth-to-satellite)

R adiolocation
Amateur

’

'Amateur
354- 388

390

.389

391 '

5 850—5 925

391

5 850—5 925

5 850—5 925
F ixed

F ixed
M obile

R adiolocation

CommunicationSatellite 392A
(Earth-to-satellite)

Amateur

Mobile
CommunicationSatellite 392A
(Earth-to-satellite)
Radiolocation

' 391

391

391

5 925—6 425
F ixed
Mobile
Communication-Satellite
(Earth-to-satellite)

392A

’

'
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NOC

354

388

389

391

ADD

389A

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the space research service is a primary service in the band 5 670-5 725
Mc/s.

M OD

390

In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the band 5 800-5 850 Mc/s is allocated to the fixed, mobile and com
munication-satellite services.

SUP

392
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vIn the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
6 425-7 750 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow
ing :

Mc/s
Allocation to Services - .
Region 3

Region 2 •

Region 1
6 425—7 250
F ix e d
.M

o b il e

392F 393 393A
7 250—7 300
C o m m u n ic a t io n - S a t e l l it e

(Satellite-to-earth)
374A

392C

392D

392G

7 300—7 750
F ix e d
M

o b il e

C o m m u n i c a t i o n -S a t e l l i t e

374A

392D

(Satellite-to-earth)
392F

'

■

^A D D

392C

Stations o f the fixed and mobile services, previously authorized in the bands
7 250-7 300 Mc/s and 7 975-8 025 Mc/s, may continue to operate until 1 January,
1969. This provision does not apply to the countries listed in 392G and
392H.

ADD

392D

As an exception, passive communication-satellite systems also may be accom
modated in the band 7 250-7 750 Mc/s, subject to:
\ a) agreement between administrations concerned and those whose services,
operating in accordance with the Table, may be affected;
b) the co-ordination procedure laid down in Articles 9 and 9A.
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PINK PAGES

Such systems shall not cause any more interference at active earth station
receivers than would be caused by fixed or mobile services. Power-flux density
limitations at the earth ’s, surface after reflection from the passive communicationsatellites shall not exceed those prescribed in these Regulations for active com
munication-satellite systems.
'
The maximum effective power radiated in any direction in the horizontal plane
by earth stations of passive satellite systems shall not exceed + 55 dbW, not
taking the site shielding factor into account. If the distance between a transmitting
station of a passive system and the territory of another administration exceeds
400 km, this limitation may be increased in that direction by 2 db for each 100 km
in excess of 400 km up to a maximum of 65 dbW.

ADD

392F

‘

ADD

392G

MOD

393

ADD

393A

In the bands 7 200-7 250 Mc/s and 7 300-7 750 Mc/s, the meteorologicalsatellite service may use a band up to 100 Mc/s in width on a primary basis. These
bands may also be used for the transmission of tracking and telemetering signals
associated with meteorological-satellite space stations operating in the same band.
In Algeria, Austria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Cuba, Ethiopia, Finland, Hungary,
Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Malaysia, Morocco, the Philippines, Poland,
. the United A rab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland, Czecho
slovakia apd the U.S.S.R., the band 7 250-7 300 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed
and mobile services.
.
In Italy, the band 6 450-6 575 Mc/s is also allocated to the radiolocation service.
The band 7 120-7 130 Mc/s may be used for telecommand in association with
space services, subject to agreement between the administrations concerned and
those having services operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the band
7 750-8 500 M c/s there shall be substituted the follow
ing : .

Mc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1 .
7 750—7 900
F ixed '
M obile
7 900—7 975
F ixed

.Mobile
Communication-Satellite
(Earth-to-satellite)

392A

'

7 975—8 025
Communication-Satellite
(Earth-to-satellite)
392A

392C

392H-

8 025—8 400
F ixed
Mobile
Communication-Satellite
(Earth-to-satellite)
394

392A

394B

8 400—8 500

8 400—8 500

8 400—8 500

F ixed

Space R esearch

F ixed

M obile

Mobile

Space R esearch

Space R esearch

394A 394D

394C

394A 394D
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ADD

392H

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Ethiopia, Finland, Hungary, Japan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Morocco, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania,
Sweden, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 7 975-8 025Mc/s
is also allocated to the-fixed and mobile services.

M OD

394

In Australia and the United Kingdom, the band 8 250-8 400 Mc/s. is allocated
to the radiolocation and communication-satellite services.

ADD

394A

In Australia and the United Kingdom, the band 8 400-8 500 Mc/s is allocated
to the radiolocation and space research services.

ADD

394B

In Israel, the band 8 025-8 400 Mc/s is allocated, on a primary basis, to the
fixed and mobile services and, on a secondary basis, to the communication
satellite service.
.

,

ADD
ADD

394C

In Cuba, the band 8 400-8 500 Mc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services.

394D

In Austria, Belgium, France, Israel, Luxembourg and Malaysia, the allocation
to the space research service in the band 8 400-8 500 Mc/s is on a secondary
basis.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
9800-10500 M c/s there shall be substituted the
following:

M c/s
Allocation to Services
'

Region 2

’ Region 1

.
Region 3

9 800—10 000
R

a d io l o c a t io n

Fixed
400 401

401A

10 000—10 500
R

a d io l o c a t io n

Amateur
401A

NOC

400

ADD

401A

401

402

402

403

403

The band 9 975-10 025 Mc/s may be used by weather radar on meteorologicalsatellites.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
10-55-10-7 Gc/s there shall be substituted the following :

Gc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
10 55—10 68

10 68—107
R a d io A

str o n o m y

405A ' 405B

SUP

405

'

ADD

405A

In Australia and the United Kingdom, the band 10-68-10-7 Gc/s is also allocated
on a secondary basis, to the radiolocation service.

ADD

405B

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Pakistan,
Poland, the United A rab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and
the U.S.S.R., the band 10-68-10-7 Gc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
14-15-7 Gc/s there shall be substituted the following :

Gc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 2

Region 1

'

‘

Region 3

14—143

407
143—144
R

a d io n a v ig a t io n - S a t e l l it e

14 4— 15 25
F ix e d
M

o b il e

15 25—15 35
Space R

esea rc h

409A 409B
1535— 1 5 4
R

a d io

A

str o n o m y

409C
154—157
A

e r o n a u t ic a l

352A

M OD

407

352B

R

a d io n a v ig a t io n

407

In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the bands 13-25-13-5 Gc/s, 14-175-14-3 Gc/s, 15-4-17-7 Gc/s, 21-22 Gc/s,
23-24-25 Gc/s and 33-4-36 Gc/s are also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
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ADD

409A

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Kuwait, Lebanon, Pakistan, Poland, the
United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R.,
the band 15-25-15*35 Gc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.

ADD

409B

In Austria, Belgium, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, the F.R . of Germany,
the United Kingdom and Switzerland, the band 15-25-15-35 Gc/s is>also allocated,
on a secondary basis, to the fixed and mobile services.

ADD

409C

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Pakistan,
Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and
the U.S.S.R., the band 15-35-15-4 Gc/s is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services.
.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the bands
17-7-21 Gc/s there shall be substituted the following :

Gc/s
Allocation to Services
■

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

1 7 7 —193
F ix e d
M

o b il e ,

1 9 3 —194
R a d io A

stronom y

409D
19-4—21
F ix e d
M

ADD

409D

o b il e

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Kuwait, Lebanon, Poland, the United Arab
Republic, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 19-3-19-4 Gc/s
is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
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In the Table o f Frequency Allocations fo r the
bands 25-25-40 Gc/s there shall be substituted the
follow ing:
'

Gc/s
’

Allocation to Services
Region 2

Region 1
25-25—31

•

Region 3

-

F ix e d
M

o b il e

31—3 1 3
F ix e d
M

o b il e

Space Research
412H
3 1 3 —3 1 5

.

,
R

a d io

A

str o n o m y

412A
31-5—3 1 8

3 1 5 —31 8

Space R

S pa c e R esea r c h

esea rc h

'
3 1 5 —31 8
Space R

Mobile

esea r c h

Fixed

Fixed

Mobile

405C

31-8—32-3
R a d io n a v ig a t io n

Space Research
412B
32-3—33

R

*

a d io n a v ig a t io n
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Gc/s
Allocation to Services
Region 1

33—334

33—33 4
R a d io A
R

Region 3

Region 2

-

!

-

str o n o m y

R

a d io n a v ig a t io n

412F

a d io n a v ig a t io n

33-4—34-2
R

a d io l o c a t io n

408

412G

34-2—35-2
.

R

a d io l o c a t io n

Space Research
407

408

412

412C

412D

35 2—36
R

a d io l o c a t io n

407
36—40

F

408

412

ix e d

M

o b il e

412E

ADD

405C

In Cuba, the band 31-5-31-8 Gc/s is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to
the fixed and mobile services.

MOD

407

NOC

408

ADD

412A

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Roumania,
Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 31-3-31-5 Gc/s is also allocated to the
fixed and mobile services.

ADD

412B

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia
and the U.S.S.R., the space research service is a primary service in the band
31-8-32-3 Gc/s.

412
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ADD

412C

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the space research service is a primary service in the band 34-2-35-2 Gc/s.

ADD

412D

The band 34-4-34-5 Gc/s may be used by weather radar devices on meteorological-satellites for the detection of cloud.

ADD

412E

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Morocco, Poland, Yugoslavia, Roumania,
Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 36-5-37-5 Gc/s is also allocated to the
radio astronomy service.

ADD

412F

In Cuba and India, the band 33-33-4 Gc/s is also allocated to the radio
astronomy service.

ADD

412G

In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Morocco, Poland, Yugoslavia, Roumania,
Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 33-4-34 Gc/s is also allocated to the
radio astronomy service.

ADD

412H

In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the space research service is a primary service in the band 31-31-3 Gc/s.
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MEETING

Tuesday, 5 November, 1963,'at 9.30 a.m.

Chairman : Mr. Gunnar PEDERSEN (Denmark)

Subjects discussed :

1.

2

.

3.

Approval of the Agenda
Approval of the Minutes of the Opening Plenary Meeting
(Document No. 74)
Second series of "blue” texts submitted by the Editorial
Committee (Document No. 171)
Preliminary discussion of the first series of "blue" texts
submitted by the Editorial Committee (Document No. 167)

Document No. 213-E
Page 2 :

The following countries were represented :
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of); Argentine (Republic);
Australia (Commonwealth of); Austria; Belgium; Bielorussian S.S.E.;
Bulgaria (People's Republic of); Canada; China; Cyprus (Republic of);
Vatican City State; Colombia (Republic of); Congo (Republic of the)
(Leopoldville); Korea (Republic of); Cuba; Denmark; Group of Territories
represented by the French Overseas Post and Telecommunication Agency; Spain;
United States of America; Ethiopia; Finland; France; Ghana; Greece;
Hungarian People's Republic; India (Republic of); Indonesia (Republic of);
Iran; Ireland; Iceland; Israel (State of); Italy; Jamaica; Japan; Kuwait;
Lebanon; Liberia; Luxembourg; Malaysia; Morocco (Kingdom of); Mexico;
Monaco; Norway; New Zealand; Uganda; Pakistan; Netherlands (Kingdom of the);
Philippines (Republic of the); Poland (.People's Republic of); Portugal;
United Arab Republic; Federal Republic of Germany; Federal Socialist
Republic of Yugoslavia; Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic; Roumanian
People's Republic; United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
South Africa (Republic of) and Territory of South-West Africa; Sweden;
Switzerland (Confederation of); Tanganyika; Czechoslovak Socialist Republic;
Territories of the United States of America; Overseas Territories for the
international relations of which the Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland are responsible; Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics; Kenya (Associate Member).
International Organizations
United Nations Organization; United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization; World Meteorological Organization; Federation
Internationale des Editeurs de Journaux et Publications; International
Broadcasting,and Television Organization; European Broadcasting Union;
International Amateur Radio Union.
International Telecommunication Union
General Secretariat, I.F'.R.B., C.C.I.T.T., C.C.I.R.

Document No. 213-E
Page 3

Approval "of the Agenda

:•

The Chairman stressed the necessity of giving prior consideration
to texts originating from Committee 6, so that these might be in the. hands
of the Drafting Committee at the earliest possible moment. To this end, he
proposed that Document No, 171 be taken immediately after approval of the
Minutes of the Opening Meeting.
The Delegate of the U.A.R. raised a point of procedures the first
item on the Agenda of the Conference, as established by the Administrative
Council in consultation with Members of the Union was to examine the techni
cal progress in the use of radiocommunications, and only in the light of
this examination to decide on the allocation of frequency bands. He felt
that allocations proposed by Committee 5 might be subject to modification
after consideration of texts from Committee 4 and that it might' be preferable
first to study the. latter.
The Chairman explained that the Agenda of the Conference was
independent of the arrangement of the internal work of the Committees and
that, in any case, the nblueM texts were not final. There would be the
possibility of talcing into account the result of examination of technical
progress before the texts were issued in pink form.
The Agenda, in the order proposed by the Chairman, was adopted.
Approval of the Minutes of the Opening Plenary Meeting (Document No. 74)
Approved without comment.
Second series of "blue*1 texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 171)
The Chairman of the Editorial Committee, requested delegates to
hand in to his office any minor drafting changes, and not. to raise these
points in the Plenary Meeting.
The Chairman of Committee 6 , introduced the document and recalled
that the terms of reference given to Committee 6 were to prepare revised
texts of the Radio Regulations to ensure efficient implementation of
decisions of the Conference concerning the notification, registration and
use of frequencies in the bands to be allocated to Space Services, The
mandate of the Committee concerning radio astronomy also was to draw up
additional provisions to this end.

Document No. .SML3-E
Page 4

The outcome of the work of the Committee appeared mainly in
"blue” Documents Nos. 171 and 176, though Document No. 180, published
that day, contained a Draft Recommendation from the Chairman of the
Conference, relating to the work of Committee 6, which document would be
considered in a later Plenary Meeting. He summarized the three main
phases of the procedure proscribed by the Committee, as follows:
Firstly, in order to ensure that international satellite systems
satisfied the interests and requirements of all countries and to enable
the I.T.U, closely to follow their"development in relation to telecommunica
tion systems, an Administration, or group of Administrations would notify
the I.F.R.B. of its intentions to use an international satellite system.
The Board would then publish a general description of the system planned,
for all Administrations concerned to comment upon it. Should any Administra
tion have reason to believe that the system- planned might give rise to
harmful interference to its existing or projected space services, it should
state its views, and the countries concerned would then endeavour to reach
a satisfactory solution for the rational use of these bands and might
request the Board to make any suggestions deemed appropriate.
The second step was co-ordination to be carried out by the
countries intending to use a satellite system, and therefore wishing to
establish earth stations. Such countries would have to undertake the co
ordination of their frequencies with those countries situated within co
ordination distance of the earth stations concerned. This co-ordination
must be made before notification of the assignments to the Board for
registration. This preliminary procedure had to be followed prior to any
notification; where the Administration concerned so desired, the I.F.R.B.
might carry out such co-ordination..
The third stage consisted of notification to the Board of assign
ments to earth and space stations once co-ordination had been made. The
Board would intervene, in accordance with the provisions of new Article 9,
to ascertain whether co-ordination had boon carried out, or whether the
Board should, try to do it. It would also have to find out whether it was
appropriate for a technical study to be made to ascertain the probability
of harmful interference to stations of the fixed or mobile service sharing
the bands with the space services, the provisions relating to which appeared
in Article 9 MOD.
Part of the procedure was contained in Document No. 171, at
present before the Meeting.
The Chairman went through Document N o . 171 page by page and
called for comments.

Document, No . 213-E
Page 5

Page 6

A member of the I.F.R.B. proposed modifying 57CAE c) to read as
foil owss
. . service rendered by an earth receiving station . . . in
conformity with the provisions of No. 639, and if the corresponding frequency
assignment to the snace transmitting station, has not, in fact . . .
(unchanged)".
The Delegates of the United Kingdom and the United States
supported this nroposal, which was adopted»

Page 17

The Delegate of Australia referred to .paragraph 2 of Section A of
Appendix 1A and suggested modifying the last sentence along the following
lines:
"In the case of a massive.satellite system, except for resonant
satellites, only earth transmitting and receiving assignments shall be
notified." His reason was that one source of interference in the radio
spectrum which did not seem to be covered by the present text was caused
by resonant passive satellites, known as needles, which could give rise to
interference just as real .as that caused by a transmitter and more harmful
than that caused by a receiving station. Here such a modified text to be
adopted, by the Lieeting, a corresponding amendment would have to be made to
pare.26, giving details for the purposes of frequency notification*
The Chairman was of the opinion that it would be useful to have
•-available some written text for consideration by a small working group, and
was supported in this view by the Delegate of the U.G-C.R.
As the Delegate of Sweden also believed that the point raised by
the Delegate of,Australia was quite important, the Chairman requested a
small group to debate.,.tliel.problem during recess, under the guidance of the
Head of the Swedish Delegation in which the following delegations would
participate: Australia, United kingdom, United States and the U.S.S.R.

Page 24

Page 31

A member of the I.F.R.B. pointed out that item 6 would have to be
•amended according -to the definitions to bo finally adopted by. the Plenary
Assembly in Article 1 of the Radio Regulations. This would also apply to
item 4 on page 27. It was understood that Committee 7 would undertake, this
task.
The Delegate of the■U.S..3 .R. proposed, to avoid ambiguity, the
deletion of the words "as appropriate" wherever they occurred in the table.
This was agreed and also that the words "in Kc/s or Gc/s" should be included
in parenthesis .
The Chairman, of Committee 7 suggested the addition of "639AB and
639AC" to the footnote, to. include radio transmission reception and the
rad,io astronomy service. Agreed. ~

Document Ho, 213-E
Pago 6

Tho Dole,gate of the Argentine Republic -pointed out.that, at the
mooting of Committee 4 the previous day, certain modifications had been
made to definitions of stations which would entail a corresponding change
in the title of the table on page 31. It was agreed that this would be
taken care of by Committee 7.
Pago 34

A member of the I.F.R.B. stated that the Remarks column of the table
should be revised in accordance with Article 1, when tho latter was approved
by tho Plenary Assembly. This would apply also to pages 34, 36 and 38 and
could be left to Committee 7.

Pago 39

Tho observer of I.U.C.A.F. suggested that it was important to
incorporate in table 9, concerning radio astronomy stations, details as to
the typo of antenna system used in radio astronomy observatories:
whether
fixed or steorablo, as well as the actual dimensions, etc. lie therefore
proposed that a now column - column 5 - be added to
tho tableto read
"typo and dimensions of antenna system used" and to rc-numbor the original
column 5•
This proposal was supported by tho Dolegato of Sweden.
The Delegate of Canada felt that this point could bo usefully
related to item 5 on Page 29, and suggested that a small working group
could discuss this question.
The Chairman appointed this small group consisting of tho
Delegates of.Canada and Sweden, the observer of I.U.C.A.F., and a member
of the I.F.R.B. After the recess, the member of the I.F.R.B. announced
that the Group had found satisfactory wording based on the document which
would be submitted to the Drafting Committee .

Page 41

The Delegate of Italy considered that the wording of the paragraph
"observing" in the Resolution was very vague and it was not at all clear
which body of the Union would be responsible for the evaluation of informa
tion. This might give rise to conflict within tho nermanent organs and might
load to lengthy and costly discussions in the Administrative Council itself.
The Delegates of the Argentine Republic, Portugal, Belgium and
Luxembourg supported the last speaker.
The Delegates of the U.C.S.R. and the United States were in favour
of leaving the paragraph unchanged.
The Delegate of the United Kingdom suggested deleting the word
"observing" and calling the paragraph in question ”g)" of the "considering".

Document N o. 213-E
Page 7

The Chairman set up a small group composed of the Delegates of
the Argentine Republic, Italy, United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R. and the Chairman
of the Drafting Committee. This group, after the recess, announced that it
had accepted the proposal to cp.ll the paragraph "considering" "g)", and to
change the wording to read " . . . and evaluated by the C.C.I.R., C.C.I.T.T.
and the I.F.R.B."
The Delegate of Morocco agreed to this modification but considered
that the Resolution contained two different substances and should be presented
as two separate Resolutions, the first to finish at "resolves 2", relating to
the provision of information, the second to start at "resolves 3", concerning
the procedure of co-ordination in cases of harmful interference.
He was supported by the Delegate of the F.G.R. of Yugoslavia.
The Delegates of the Argentine Republic and of the United Kingdom
did not see the utility in splitting the Resolution into two, and felt that
one text would facilitate ready consultation.
The Chairman of Committee 7 pointed out that the two parts of
"resolves" had ecnsiaerings in common, and this would give rise to
drafting problems .
The Delegate of the United States proposed a compromise $ to add
"and further resolves" between points 2 and 3, and to add the words "and
Use" between "Provision" and "of" in the title of the Resolution.
As this proposal did not convince the Delegate of Morocco who
maintained his opinion that the text should form two separate Resolutions,
and at the suggestion of the Delegate of the U.S.S.R., the Chairman set up
a small group, consisting of those delegates who liad spoken on the Resolution,
under the Chairmanship of .the Chairman of Committee 6, which would endeavour
to find a satisfactory solution to the problem by the afternoon’s session.
The Delegate of the F.S.R. of Yugoslavia was of the opinion that
the text of various Resolutions and Recommendations might be subject to
amendment in the light of study of other documents and suggested that
consideration of such texts should be left to the last. This point would
also bo reviewed by the Group .
Pending the result of discussions in the two small groups,
Document Ho. 171 was provisionally adopted.

Document No.. 213-E
Page 8

Preliminary discussion of the first series of "blue" texts submitted by
the Editorial Committee (Document No. 167)
The Chairman of Committee 7 made a remark of a general nature
with, regard to, all documents concerning frequency allocation tables, of
which Document No. 167 was one. The other documents in question were, in
particular, numbers 172 and 175. Many parts of the tables presented in
the first "blue" documents only reflected a part of the decisions adopted
by Committee 5, as that Committee had studied the table service by service
and not band by band.
It was the task of the Drafting Committee to present
the' data in the latter form,: as prescribed by the Radio Regulations. At
its last meeting, the previous day, Committee 5 Mad considerably modified
allocations in certain parts of the tables and, as an example, he pointed
out that, in Document No. 167, the table at the bottom of page 1 and those
on pages 4 and 7, would have to be deleted.
In view of the explanation by the Chairman of Committee 7, the.
Delegate of the U.S.S.R. suggested it would be a more convenient and timesaving procedure to review the Allocation Tables only when the Drafting
Committee had been given the time to present them band by band.
The Chairman of Committee 5 . pointed out that in the presentation
contained in the documents just referred to, in no case were the same
portions of the frequency bands, concerned, because in cases of shared hands,
the three Working Groups concerned with the study of the various services
had always co-ordinated to facilitate the work. Committee 5 bad considered
and taken decisions on all proposals concerning individual Space Services
and. the-radio astronomy .Service'. The work had been completed the previous
day, thanks to tlie excellent preparation by the three Working Groups and by
special ad hoc groups. The proposals put forward to the Plenary Meeting
had, in part,.been unanimously agreed, or were partly based on a sounding of
majority views on a worldwide or region-wide basis and sometimes based on
formal votes.
In conclusion, he suggested that the best procedure would be to
take up consideration of one band after another and he would be glad to
give information about the situation in each, as and when it was studied.
Further consideration of Document No. 167 was deferred to a later
Plenary Meeting.
The Meeting rose at 12.50 P.m.

Rapporteur
R. UMBERG

The Secretary of the Conference
C. STEAD

Chairman
G. PEDERSEN
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PLENARY MEETING

REPORT BY THE BUDGET CONTROL COMMITTEE

The Budget Control Committee met twice during the Space.Conference
and considered the various' points arising from its terms of reference.
At the first meeting, the Committee created a Working Group, under
the chairmanship of Mr. Caruso (Italy), in the work of which Delegates of
Belgium, the U.S.A., the Roumanian P.R. and the United Kingdom took part.
The responsibility of this Committee was to examine in detail the Conference
budget and expenditure.
As a result of this work, and in accordance with Article 5 of
Chapter 9 of the General Regulations annexed to the International Tele
communication Convention, Geneva, 1959 > the present report is submitted to
the Plenary Assembly for consideration..
1.

Conference Budget (Document No. 55)
The Budget Control Committee noted the Conference budget, which
was adopted by the Administrative Council at its 18th session, 1963.

2.

Statement of Conference expenditure
In accordance with Rule 5 of Chapter 9 of the General Regulations,
the Budget Control Committee shall present to the Plenary Assembly a report
showing, as accurately as possible, the estimated total expenditure at the
close of the Conference.
In accordance with these provisions, a statement showing the
budget approved by the Administrative Council, the credit transfers and
actual commitments up to 4 November 1963 for account of the Space Radio
communication Conference is submitted to the Plenary Meeting for examination.
This statement, which is shown at Annex 2 to the present document, is
supplemented by the actual commitments up to this same date and the estimated
expenditure up to the close of the Conference', on the assumption that the
donference closes on Friday, 8 November, 1963.

urn,

j
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It may be seen from this statement that the total expenditure is
estimated at 1,070,000r— Swiss francs, leaving a margin over the budget
approved by the Administrative Council (l,075,000.— Swiss francs) of
5.000.— Swiss francs.
In accordance with the provions of No. 575, Article 5? Chapter 9
of the General Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunication
Convention, Geneva, 1959, the present report will be forwarded, together with
the observations of the Plenary meeting, to the Secretary-General for trans
mission to the Administrative Council at its next annual session.
The report of the Working Group of Committee 3 on the estimates of
expenditure of the Conference is attached to Annex 1 to the present report.
Publication of the Final Acts of the Conference
In regard to publication of the Final Acts of c nferences,
Resolution No. 83 of the Administrative Council provides :
"If a conference or meeting prints,
which typographical composition can
or in part, for the printing of the
percentage of the composition costs
costs of the said documents.

for its own use, documents of
subsequently be used, in whole
Final Acts, it must bear a
and the whole of the printing

The percentage of the composition cost shall be decided by the
Plenary Assembly of tho Conference."
After discussion, the Budget Control Committee proposes to the
Plenary Assembly that the composition cost of the Final .Acts should be
allocated as follows : .
.
1/3 against the Space Radiocommunication Conference
2/3. against the sale of I.T.U. documents.
* * *
A statement of the recognized private operating agencies, of the
scientific or industrial organizations and of the international organizations
taking part in the Conference, together with the number of contributory
units chosen, is contained in Annex 3 hereto.

Chairman :
B, I0NITA

Annexes : 3
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1.
The Working Group of Committee 3 (Budgetary Control) set up
at the first meeting of that Committee (Document No. 89)? met on 31 October
and 6 November, 1963 to examine the budget of the Conference.
The following delegations took, part in the work of the Group:
Belgium, United States, the Roumanian P.R., and the United Kingdom. The
Secretariat was represented by Mr. Prelaz, Head of Administrative Services
of the Conference and by Mr. Monti, Head of the Bureau of the I.F.R.B.
Mr. A. Caruso (Italy) acted as Chairman.
2.
The Group examined the expenditure of the Conference as at
24 October, 1963 and 4 November, 1963? and the estimated expenditure up
to the closing of the Conference.
The expenses were examined section by section and item by item,
in the light of information and explanations provided by the representatives
of the Secretariat.
3.
The Group felt that it might be useful to indicate the reasons
put forward to justify the amounts shown under various items in the budget
as overtime for conference staff. The reasons were :
a)

The assimilation of I.T.U. salaries into the United Nations
common system was automatically reflected in the overtime rates.

b)

The need to keep a certain number of staff in the various
sections throughout the time when.delegates were present
at the Conference Building, so as to be certain of being
able to cope at all times with urgent requests from the
Chairmen of Committees, Working Groups and Sub-Groups,
in connection with the preparation of documents.

-C.)_The-decision-of -the-Conf erence--t o-work-on-Saturdays.-

Annex 1 to Document
Page 4
d)
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The decision of the Conference to organize its work by radio
services rather than by frequency band, which entailed the
rearrangement and publication of all proposals concerning the
table of frequency allocation by services (see Documents Nos.
17, DT 10 - DT 13 and DT 15 - IT 17).

d) The decision of the Conference to organize its work by radio
services rather than by frequency band, which entailed the
rearrangement and publication of all proposals concerning the
table of frequency allocation by services (see Document No. 17).
4.
The Working Group considered that the presentation of the statement
of expenditure should be slightly amended by the addition of a new column
showing, for each item, the expenditure already incurred but not payable
until th^ end of the Conference.
5.
The Working Group, considering that certain miscellaneous expenses such as the decoration of the front of the Conference building - and others
could not be correctly debited under budgetary sub-head 7*509, Unforeseen,
requested that the expenses concerned be transferred to the appropriate sub
head (7.505. Premises, furniture, machines).
6.'
At the 1st Meeting of Committee 3, credit transfers from1afticle
to article amounting to 58,000 Swiss francs had been approved. The Working
Group draws the attention of the Committee to the fact that, on the basis
of the .estimate of expenditure at 4 November, 1963, credit transfers from
article to article amounting to only 31,000,. Swiss francs will be necessary.
7„.
The Working Group requests Committee 3 to approve the budget of
the Extraordinary Administrative Conference on Space Radiocommunication
as set out in Annex 1 to the present report, showing a total expenditure of
1,070,000.- Swiss francs, which falls within the figure of 1,075,000.- Swiss
francs approved by the Administrative Council of the I.T.U.
8.
A list of the recognized private operating agencies, scientific or
industrial organizations, and international organizations taking part in
the Conference, together with the number of contributory units chosen, is
contained in Annex 3 hereto.

A. CARUSO
Chairman of the Working Group
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TATEMENT CF EXPENDITURE FOR THE SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION CONFERENCE AT 4 NOVEMBER 1965

Articles and subheads

Budget
approved
by the C.A.

Credit transfers
from sub- (from article
t o ■article
head to
subhead

Total
.credits
available

Actual
Commitments
expenditure at 4.11.63
at 4. 11.63

Estimated ;
Total
expendi
estimated
ture
expenditure

Article IJ Staff
7.501 Administration
- Salaries
-.Travel
- Overtime
- Other expenses

115, 000.

141,000.—

+ 26.000.-

7,502 Language service
- Salaries
- Travel
- Overtime
- Other expenses
6 0 0 . 0 0 0 . —-

- 76,000.—

-31,000.—

493,000,

7.503 Document Reproduction
- Salaries
- Travel
- Overtime
- Other expenses

50, 000. —

95,000,

+ 45,000.—

7.504 Insurance
- Accident insurance
- Pension Fund/Sickness
insurance

8,520.—

12 , 000 . —
2 , 00 0 . —

17,000.—
915.65

81,145.20

33,321.15

26,533.65

141,000.—

302,895.30
22,275.15
11,980.55
458.75

118,958”—
2 ,649.85
5,000.—
1.700.—

4,707.—
143.—
10,000.—
-252 .40

337,589.75

.28,307.85

22 , 102.40

426,560.30
25,068.—
26,980.55
9.591.15
488,000.—

35,401.—

12,666.—

9,396.—

57,463.—

21,824.55

5,000.—
500.—
17,966.■

10,000.—
412.45
19,808.45

36,824.55
712.45
95,000.—

57,225.55

100 . —

3 ,000.—

4,000.—
TOTAL, ARTICLE I

18,846.05
475.10

45,769.25
1,059.05
34,316.90

769,000.—

+

5,000.—

9,000.—
-31,000.—

738,000,

,

73,135.30
1,634.15
63,316:90
2 . 9 1 5 . 6 5

3 , 000 .

1,879-90

3 8 68 .30

251.80

6.,000,

1,879.90

6 ,868.30

251.80

9,000.—

477,840.40

186,463.30

68 696.30

733,000.-

,
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Article's and Subheads

Budget
Credit transfers
approved fran subhead from article
by the C.A. to subhead to article

Total
credits
available

Article II. Premises and equipment
7.505 Premises, furniture, machines
- E.enting of premises
- Lighting
- Installation
- Hiring of furniture and machines
-'Machine maintenance and repairs
— Transport
- Miscellaneous
70,000.—

+23.000. —

7.506 Document production
- Pap^r
- Stencils
- Ink
- Offset workshop
- Pinal documents
- Miscellaneous
75.000.—

+ 1,000.—

— .—

+ 1 4 ,000 .—

- 8.000.—

_.— ^

7.509 Unforseen
TOTAL, ARTICLE II

- 5,000.—

21.000.—

-11,000.—

231,000.—

-.—

— .—
_ #__
+14,000.—

-.—

50,400.—
10,000.—
15,755.—
8,094.—
2,000.—
6,005.60
745.40
93.000.—

93,000.—

4,200.—
400.—

8,500.—
1,000.—

2,000.—

90,000.—

19,105.75
3,278.25
2,465.—
666.65
— #'-*'■
2,330,,—
27,845.65

3,000.—
40,000.—
2.794.35
55,294.35

31,805,75
4,678.25
2,465.-5;666„65 j
40,000.—
5.384.35
90,000,—

250.—

32.000.—

14,001.45
1,258.45
72.70
150.05
471.50
7,493.40
542.35
- 163.40
23.681.10

-4,500.—
4,000.—
500.—
1,000.—
1,000.—
-.—
500.—
1,603.90
. 4.103.90

9.751.45
5.258.45
2,927.30
1,150.05
1,471.50
7,583.40
1,542.35
2,315,50
32,000.—

13,000.—
“ %r"
rT_r" 1,000.—
— #•
5,000.—
—»^i
!
.
846.60
1,846.60
18.000.—
2,410.—
5.364.05

13,000.—
1,000.—
5,048.40
951.60
20,000.—

7.508 Simultaneous interpretation
and other technical equipment
- Hiring I.T.U. equipment
- Tapes
- Installation costs
- Removal costs
25.000.—

50,400.—
10f0'00.—
1 5 i247-30
7,270.—

507.70
824.—
-„—
5,905.60
14.25
7.223.05

7.507 Office supplies and overheads
- Office supplies
- Postage
- Telephone
- Telegrams
- Removal costs
- Guides, badges etc.
- Night taxis
- Miscellaneous
40.000.—

Actual
Commit Estimated
Total
expenditure
ments
expen estimated
at 4,11.63 at 4.11.63
diture expenditure

20,000.—

48,40
105.—
153.40

10,000.—

2.225.95

245,000.—

-.—
200.-83,117.30

-.—
2,000.—
100.—
559.65
2.659.65

260.—
6,860.—

2,500.—

90.—
500.—
875.—
4,215.—

10,000.—

61,129.15 114,602.30 69,268.55 245,000.—
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i
j

Articles and sub-heads

...
... .
..*.. -.... ..
Total credits Actual
Commitments Estimated
Total
at
available
expenditure
expenditure estimated
at 4.11.63
expenditure
4.11.63

t

Budget
j
Credit itransfers
approved by the
from
. from
C.A.
i sub-head:
article
I
to subto
: 'head
article

Article III* Preparatory w ork’
7.510 I.F.R.B. preparatory work
- Staff
|
- Mission expenses
j
- Equipment
i
- Miscellaneous
j

13,929.65
1,000.75
247-50

2 ,626.60

2 ,626 .60"

—

-22,000.— . .
!
i
1
7.511 Preparation and despatch of preparatory documents
- Staff expenses
Salaries
Travel
Overtime
Offset workshop
- Service taxi
- Supplies and equipment
- Despatch
35,000.—
+22,000.— T 1 7 ,ooo *—

18,000.—

15,i77.90~

74,000.—

26,320.85
721.50
8,865.10
4,197.10
300.45
18,174-55
12,050.35
70,629.90

+ 1 7 ,000 .—

92,000..—

85,807.80

40,000.—

TOTAL, ARTICLE III.

75,000.—

0
195.50
195.50"^

r

1 ,0 7 5 ,000 .—
I........-

I

MARGIN IN RELATION TO
THE BUDGET

......................................................

1,075,000.—

■

~

\
26,320.85 I
721.50
8,865.10 1
7,567.20 '
300.45
18,174.55
12,050.35
74,000.—

3,370.10
““

0“

3,370.10
5,996.70
^

195,50
1

__________________
------. ------------------------------ -----------------------------:----------

TOTAL SECTION 7-5
SPACE CONFERENCE

16,556.25
1,000.75
247-50
195.50
18,000.— 1

**• “**

n

624 ,7 7 7 .3 5 307,062.30

92,000.—
!

138,160.35 !1 ,0 70 ,000 .—

*

5 , 000 .-
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LIST OF RECOGNIZED PRIVATE OPERATING AGENCIES. SCIENTIFIC OR
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
TAKING PART IN THE CONFERENCE
No. of
contributory
units
.zed private operating agencies
Companhia Portuguesa Radio Marconi....... ............. .
Italc Able . « e . < o « e « e « o 9 . * s a « o . e . . » o e * * . « • • < > . c . e c . e o . a . o o s .
Cable and Wireless « 9 t » 9 S 9 . 9 . . « # # « « 9 . 9 « e e « e « » e e e e e e c e e e e e e
American Gable and Radio Corp.
...9.••.e•«,•
1 rSllCu cables et Rao.10 9 « « . . 6 9 . e « 9 s . 8 e e e « . . o » . e 9 9 e . < > B . . 9 « «
Compagnie generate de telegraphie sans fil
.... .

■2 unit
*)
1 unit
■§■ unit
*)
unit

Int ernatlonal organi zati ons
United Nations
International Civil Aviation Organization
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization
...... ....... .......
World Meteorological Organization
.... ............. ..
International Air Tranaport Association ,.... .......
International Chamber of Shipping
International Radio-Maritime Committee . . . o . . . . . . .
Inter-Union Committee for Frequency Allocations for
Radio Astronomy and Space Science .........
Committee on Space Research
„« <,<■«>.e.eo.9<,« e». 0«8
International Council of Scientific Unions
Federation international des editeurs de journaux et
pU Ol lou tlOnS 9 . 9 9 9 0 . . 0 9 * 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 0 9 . e . c . i e e o o . o . . . 9 .
International-Broadcasting and Television Organization ...
Europoan Broadcasting Union
International Amateur Radio Union
International Scientific Radio Union .,...,...6
••••

**)
**)
* .)
**)
**)
**)

*)

The Secretariat has not yet been informed of the choice of
contributory class,

**)

Exempt from any contribution under the terms of Administrative
Council Resolution No. 22 (amended).

)

SPACE
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Document No. 215-E
8 November, 1963
Original : English

E.A.R.C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

GENEVA - 1963

PLENARY MEETING

MINUTES
OF

THE

THIRD PLENARY MEETING

Tuesday, 5 November at 14.30 hours

' Chairman ; Mr. Gunnar PEDERSEN (Denmark)
Vice-Chairmen : Mr. Ashot BADALOV (.U.S.S.R.)
Mr. Joseph H. McCONNELL (U.S.A.)
Secretary of the Conference i Mr. Clifford STEAD

Subjects discussed ;

1.

2

.

Second series of "blue" texts submitted by the Editorial
Committee - conclusion of discussion (Document No. 17l)
Draft Recommendation by the Chairman of the Conference
(Document No. 180)

3

First series of "blue” texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 167)

4.

Third series of "blue” texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 172 and. Addendum)
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The following countries were renre93nted :
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of), Argentine (Republic),
Australia (Commonwealth of), Austria, Belgium, Bielorussian S.S.E.,
Bulgaria (People's Republic of), Cambodia (Kingdom of), Canada, China,
Cyprus (Republic of), Vatican City State, Colombia (Republic of), Congo
(Republic of the)(Leopoldville), Korea (Republic of), Cuba, Denmark, Group
of Territories represented by the French Overseas Post and Telecommunication
Agency, Spain, United States of America, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana,
Greece, Hungary (People's Republic of), India (Republic of), Indonesia
(Republic of), Iran, Ireland, Iceland, Israel (State of), Italy, Jamaica,
Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Morocco (Kingdom of),
Mexico, Norway, New Zealand, Uganda, Pakistan, Panama, Netherlands (Kingdom
of the), Philippines (Republic of the), Poland (People's Republic of),
Portugal, United Arab Republic, Federal Republic of Germany, Federal
Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Roumanian People's Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, South Africa (Republic of) and Territory of South-West Africa,
Sweden, Switzerland (Confederation of), Tanganyika, Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic, Territories of the United States of America, Overseas Territories
for the international relations of which the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland are responsible, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, Kenya (Associate Member).
Recognized Private Operating Agencies :
Cable and Wireless.
International Organizations ;
International Civil Aviation Organization, World Meteorological
Organization, Inter-Union Committee for Frequency Allocations for Radio
Astronomy and Space Science, Committee.on Space Research, Federation
Internationale des Editeurs de Journaux et Publications, International
Broadcasting and Television Organization, International Amateur Radio Union,
International Scientific Radio Union.
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Second series of "blue" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee*
Conclusion of discussion' (Document No. 1 7 1 ) .
At the invitation of the Chairman, the Delegate of Argentina,
who had presided the ad hoc Working Group set up to study the Draft
Resolution appearing on pages 41 to 43 of Document.N o .. 171, reported to the
Meeting on the outcome of its deliberations. The Group had been composed
of Delegates from the United Kingdom, the United States of America, the
U.S.S.R. and Italy; unfortunately the Delegate of Morocco had not attended
the Meeting.. Agreement had been reached on some, small amendments which
would be submitted to the Editorial Committee, and the insertion of
"and use" after "provision" in the title.
The Delegate of. Morocco apologised for his absence from the
Working Group Meeting. He had been attending another meeting elsewhere.
He proposed that the draft resolution concerned be split up into two parts,
and suggested that his amendment be passed to the Editorial Committee.
'
Chairman said that it would not be .procedurally correct for
the Editorial Committee to be asked to handle a proposal from the floor.
A decision should first be taken by the Plenary Meeting as to which amend
ments were acceptable.
The United Kingdom recalled that the matter had been given
thorough.discussion at the second plenary Meeting, ’and the various view
points put forward. A Working Group had also been set up to consider the
matter during the lunch hour and its chairman had reported on the outcome
thereof.
In his opinion, the Meeting should now proceed with consideration
of the conclusions reached by that Working Group and which the United
Kingdom fully supported.
. v
A vote was then held on the Draft Resolution appearing on pages
41 — 43 of Document No. 171 as amended by the ad hoc Working Group; bv
50 votes to 2. with 5 abstentions, it was approved.
The Delegate of Morocco requested that, in view of the vote, his
proposal be recorded in the Minutes of the Meeting (see Annex l).
The. Chairman then invited the Delegate of Sweden, Chairman of
the second a‘
d hoc Working Group which had been set up that, morning, to
report to the Meeting.
The Delegate of Sweden said that■the Working Group had held two
meetings.
It had decided to follow the Chairman's ruling that the proposal
by the Australian Delegation should be issued as an official document of
the Conference and it had appeared as Document No. 190. The technical and
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other aspects of the .proposal had been discussed but no agreement had been
reached on a recommended course of action. The majority view had been that
the text of blue Document No. 171 should remain unaltered.
On the other
hand, however, it had, been agreed that the Australian proposal should be
placed before the Plenary Meeting. He suggested that it might be advisable
to allow delegates- some time in which to study the proposal before it was
discussed.
The Chairman said that he sympathised with that point of view
but could not postpone consideration of the document to a later meeting in
view of the timetable. He could, however, suspend the Meeting to give
delegates a short time in which to study Document No. 190.
After a thirty-minute recess, the Chairman re-opened the dis•cussion on Document No. 190.
The Delegate of New Zealand said that the' Australian Delegate
had raised a very interesting point. However, it would be impractical at
that stage for the proposal to be adopted since it would entail a con
siderable amount of redrafting. He suggested that the Australian Delegation
might be content with having raised the point, it being understood.that the
matter could be put before a future Radio Conference if he so desired.
The Delegate of Australia.in reply to a question from the Chairman,
said that he understood that his proposal would entail more redrafting than
he had at first thought and, since he had the right to place the matter
before a subsequent conference, he would be content for the time being with
the publication of Document No. 190 as an official conference document.
The Delegate of U.S.S.R. expressed hie support of the decision to
publish the Australian proposal in the form of an official document.
Draft Recommendation by the Chairman of the Conference (Document No. 180)
The Chairman said that, as was apparent from the statement made at
the second Plenary Meeting by the Chairman of Committee 6, no agreement had
been reached on Documents No. 32 submitted by the U.S.S.R., No. 39 by Israel
and No. 109 by U.S.A. concerning the situation in the future with regard to
space radiocommunications and the convening of a future Extraordinary
Administrative Radio Conference to deal with that subject.
To facilitate the work of the Plenary Meeting, he had consulted
a number of delegates and could now present a compromise text based on the
three documents to which he had referred; that compromise text, appeared in
Document No. 180.
The Delegate of New Zealand congratulated the Chairman on the Draft
Recommendation before the Meeting. Further development of space services
was inevitable and his Delegation was of the opinion that the Recommendation
before them was in the interests of all administrations and their obtaining
maximum benefit from progress in technology. His Delegation therefore
warmly supported the Draft Recommendation before the Meeting.
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The Delegations of Belgium,Luxembourg, the Netherlands'and Israel
supported the draft recommendation contained in Document No, 180,
The Delegate of the United Arab Republic also warmly supported the
proposed recommendation. He suggested,' however, that in view of the reference
in the second paragraph to frequency bands having been allocated, it was a
little premature to finalise such a recommendation.
The Chairman pointed out that •‘
feat point was covered since the
recommendation would.not come into force until the Final Acts of the
Conference were signed and the allocations had become valid.
The Delegate of Italy could not agree to the word "proposals" in
the last line of paragraph 1 under "recommends", which he felt should read
"projects" or "recommendations"'. He did not see how administrations could
submit proposals to the permanent organs of the Union.
The Delegate of U.S.S.R. said that, although the proposal contained
in Document No. 180 did not entirely satisfy his Delegation*s point of view,
if the majority supported it he would raise no objection provided the text
of paragraph 1 under "recommends" remained unaltered.
It was agreed to leave the wording of that paragraph for the
consideration of the Editorial Committee, on the understanding that the
opposition of the Delegation of Italy would be recorded in the minutes of
the meeting.
The Delegate of Indio, supported the substance of the proposal but
requested clarification in regard to-paragraph 2 under "recommends".
At the request of the Chairman, the Deputy Secretary-General
explained that it was current practice for the permanent organs of the Union,
including the'I.F.R.B., to report to the Administrative Council each year
o n .developments and progress in space telecommunications with particular
reference to the action being taken by thorn in that connection. These
reports also enabled the Council to report to E.C.O.S.O.C. each year in
accordance with Resolution 1721 of the General Assembly of the United Nations.
The purpose of paragraph 2 under "recommends" was thus' to prescribe a proced
ure very similar to that which was already in force.
The Chairman of the I.F.R.B. referred to No. 477 of Article 8- of
the Radio Regulations. He stated that the text of the draft recommendation
proposed appeared to be quite appropriate in reference to the I.F.R.B.,
which clearly had the authority to make-, recommendations concerning its .work
particularly to the Administrative Council.
The Delegate of the F.S.R, of Yugoslavia fully supported the
substance of the proposed recommendation in Document No. 180 but felt
that all draft recommendations and resolutions should be given a final
review when the conference had exhausted its agenda.
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The Chairman said that it would be .quite in order for comments to
be made on the recommendation later when it came before the Plenary Meeting
in final form.
The Delegate of Algeria also favoured a final review of all
recommendations anc resolutions of the Conference after completion of their
agenda.
In reply to a question from the Delegate of Morocco who, while
agreeing with the principle of the draft recommendation, considered the
provisions of paragraph 1 under "and further recommends" superfluous, the
Chairman said that, as the matter had been referred to in several documents,
he considered it useful to make the situation perfectly clear by retaining
the wording concerned.
The Delegate of the United States of America expressed appreciation
of the Chairman’s efforts in submitting Document No. 180 to the meeting and
his whole-hearted support of the draft recommendation contained therein.
The Delegate of Ethiopia while also supporting the draft recommen
dation, reserved the position of his delegation in the matter since no
alternative proposals had boon considered.
The Delegate of Cuba attached great importance to the draft
recommendation but also reserved the position of his delegation.
The draft recommendation contained in Document No. 180 was approved
for submission to the Editorial Committee.
First series of "blue" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 167)
The Chairman pointed out that some parts of the "blue" texts were
not appropriate for consideration by the- Plenary since they had been
amended at the last meeting of Committee 5° He indicated those parts of
the document which were for the consideration of the Plenary Meeting.
Page 01s

9

995 - 10 005 kc/s - approved

Pago 0 2 ; 30

005 - 30 010 Mc/s - approved

Page 03
The Chairman of Committee 5 pointed out that there had been lengthy
discussion of the band in Working Group 50 and the text before the Plenary
Meeting was the result of a vote.
There had not been a great majority,
however, in favour of that text.
The Delegate of U.S.S.R said that his delegation had reserved its
opinion during the discussion in Committee 5- In addition to footnote 279A,
the Working Group had considered footnote 279B appearing inDocumentNo. 95
together
with a draft resolution to tho
effect thattheC.C.I.R.should study
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and;, recommend upon the technical principles of the use of space satellites
by radio amateurs, to avoid harmful interference. The U,S.S,R, favoured
.the inclusion of footnote 279Be
The Delegates of Italy. Portugal. the United Arab Republic,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Liberia, India and Cuba said that they could not
accept the second sentence of footnote 279A as it appeared in the document
before the meeting, since in their countries the PTT administrations co
ordinated frequency usage and radio amateur organisations could not be
made responsible for 'doing so0
The Delegate of Israel shared these views and moved the deletion
of the second sentence of footnote 279A.
The Delegate of Morocco also shared those views and suggested
that, while mention of national amateur organisations should be deleted,
the reference to Article 41 might be retained.
The Delegate of the United States of America explained that the
working group's intention in the sentence concerned had been to encourage,
radio amateur organisations to co-ordinate such frequency usage among
themselves in addition to the normal co-ordination carried out independently
b y national administrations.
The Delegate of Portugal said that it was not for the Conference
to establish rules for radio amateurs; they decided such matters for
themselves.
The Delegate of U.S.S.R. referred to Document No, 14-0 of the
Radio Regulations and said that his delegation favoured the retention of
the second sentence of footnote 279A since it did not in any way limit the
rights of national administrations.
The Delegates of Italy, Israel and Belgium insisted on the deletion
of that sentence, -The Chairman-proposed, as a compromise, that footnote
279A be amended to read s "In the band 14-4 - 146 Mc/s, space satellites may
be used on a co-ordinated basis by the Amateur Service,"
• The Delegate of the F.S.R, of Yugoslavia thought that non-essential
transmissions such as those of radio amateurs, which would be on a world
wide basis when using space satellites, might cause harmful interference, not
only to other radio amateurs, but also to essential services. It was for that
reason that the working group had decided to include the sentence together
with a reference to the provisions of Article 41. ■ Obviously national
administrations had to approve of the activities of the radio amateurs of
their countries in accordance with Article 41*
The Delegate of the United Kingdom was .content with the .wording of
the footnote as it appeared in the document before the meeting. If there was
a measure of support for the Chairman's compromise text, his Delegation could
also support that.
In view of the fact that the meaning of footnote 279A
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did not appear to be self-evident, he suggested that the draft resolution to
which the Delegate of the U.S.S.R. had referred, and which appeared in
Document No, 95? should be given further consideration and perhaps amplified.
The Delegate of Portugal could not agree with the Chairman's
compromise text; co-ordination would be difficult if thousands of radio
amateurs were using space satellites on a world-wide-basis, The only possible
result would be harmful interference. He could only accept the deletion of
the second sentence from footnote 279A,
The Chairman announced that a vote would be taken on the amendment
the furthest removed from the original proposal, which was the deletion of
the second sentence of footnote 279A.
By 42 in favour and 18 against, with 3 abstentions, it was decided
to delete the second sentence of footnote 279A.
The Chairman then opened discussion on the U.S.S.R, proposal to
insert footnote 279B and the relevant draft resolution contained in
Document
The Delegates of the. United Kingdom, the Czechoslovak Socialist
R epublic and the United States of America supported that proposal, while the
Delegates of Portugal and Denmark expressed their opposition.
The Delegate of Italy, supported by the Delegate of France, said
95 was not on the agenda of the meeting. Those countries
wishing the C.C.I.R. to study the subject were quite free to request it to
do so; according to the Convention such a request would be complied with
if emanating from 12
The Delegate of Belgium referred to Document No. 107 from the
International Amateur Radio Union which, in his opinion, should not have been
published as a conference document. He saw no reason why the conference
should recommend co-ordination of radio amateur frequence usage in view of the
contents of that document, particularly in view of the essential nature of
the services with which Administrations, Members of the Union, had to deal,
such as safety of life, space services and essential fixed and mobile
services. He was therefore opposed to the draft resolution contained in
Appendix 2 to Document
The Delegate of the People's Republic of Poland said that if no co
ordination among national amateur organisations was provided for, his delega
tion would have to reserve its position on the band concerned.
On a point raised by the Delegate of Uganda, the Delegate of the
U.S.S.R., speaking as sponsor of the proposal, said that Article 41 bad in
no way been overlooked. The draft resolution merely requested the C.C.I.R,
to give attention to the use of space satellites by radio amateurs.
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The- Delegate .of Italy, supported, by the. Delegates of Portugal,,and
Belgium, requested that, since the point at issue entailed expenditure for
Members of the Union, the vote be taken by roll-call,
A roll-call vote was then taken on footnote 279B and the relevant
draft resolution contained in Document N o . 9 5 .
The results, were as .followss
23 . Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of);
Bielorussian (Socialist Soviet Republic of);
Bulgaria (People's Republic of); Colombia (Republic
of); Cuba; United States of America; Hungary
(Popular Republic of); India (Republic of); Liberia;
Norway; New Zealand; Uganda; Pakistan; Poland
(People's Republic of); Federal Socialist Republic
of Yugoslavia; Roumanian People's Republic; Great
Britain and Northern Ireland;. Tanganyika; ., \
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic; Territories of the
United States of America; Overseas- Territories of
Great Britain; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics;
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,

For?

Against;

-38

Abstentions

Argentine (Republic) ; Australia; Austria; Belgium;
Canada; China; Cyprus (Republic of); Vatican City
States Korea (Republic of); Denmark; French Overseas
Territories 9 Spain; Ethiopia; Finland; France; Ghana
Indonesia .(Republic of); Iceland; Israel (State of);
Italy; Jamaica; Jiipan; Kuwait; Lebanon; Principality
of Liechtensteins Luxembourg; Malaysia Morocco
(Kingdom of); Mexico;'Monaco; Netherlands; Portugal 9
Spanish Provinces in A f r i c a U n i t e d Arab Republic;
Federal:Republic of Germany;" South African Republic
and Territory of South West Africa; Sweden; •
Switzerland (Confederation ‘of)0Ireland,

With the deletion of the second sentence of footnote 279A and the
correction of "SUP" to read "MOD" before footnote /279/, page 05 was approved.
Page 0 5 1

174 - 216 Mc/s,

Approved 1

Page 0 6 s 401 - 402 Mq/ s and footnotes 314? 315, 315A, 315B and
316 approved. subject to drafting changes and the deletion of Pakistan from
footnote 315B#
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Page 07s All bands with the exception of 450 - 470 Mc/s and foot
n ote 319A. Approved.
Page 0 8 s

Approved.

Page 0 9 s 1525 - 1535 Mc/s. The Chairman of the- I.F.R.B. gave a '
clarification of the interpretation given by the I.F.R.B, to footnotes and
referred to the explanation that had been given by representatives of the
I.F.R.B, in Committee 5. He then proposed that footnotes 350C, 350D, and
350E read as follows so that the footnotes would follow the standard
terminology used;
ADD

286A
In the United Kingdom the band 150.05 - 151 Mc/s is allocated to
Radio Astronomy and the band 151 - 153 Mc/s is allocated to Radio Astronomy
on a.primary basis and Meteorological Aids service is a secondary services
however, in this band the provisions of No. 274 apply.

ADD

350C
In Albania, Bulgaria, France, Hungary, Lebanon, Morocco, Poland,
United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Rcumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R,,
the mobile, except the aeronautical mobile service in the band 1525 - 1535 Mc/s
is a primary service. As regards the category of this service, see
Resolution No,..,,,

ADD

-350D
In Cuba, the mobile service in the band 1525 - 1535 Mc/s is a
primary service.

ADD

350E
In Japan, the mobile service in the band 1525 - 1535 Mc/s is a
primary service until 1 January 1969.
Since the suggested re-wording was not supported, the Chairman
considered it was not necessary atthis late date to revise the text since
this was not a
natter of substanceand
there was no objection to the
suggestion or the interpretation given by the Chairman of the I.F.R.B.
Approved with the addition of Lebanon and Morocco in footnote 350C,
On a point raised by the Delegate of Sweden, it was agreed that
the Editorial Committee would add a reference "SUP" to footnote 280 wherever
necessary throughout the document.
The Delegates of the Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia and
Morocco requested the insertion of a new footnote in connection with band
1535 - 1540 Mc/s to the effect that, in their countries,' that band was also
allocated to Aeronautical Radionavigation.
Page 1 1 ;

Approved, with the deletion of Ethiopia from footnote 356A,

Page 1 2 ;
Approved. with the addition of Lebanon and Morocco in
footnote 364A and Algeria in footnote 364 B and the deletion of the last
sentence of footnote 365 which had become redundant due to new Regulation ll6A.
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Page 1 5 : 4990 - 5000 Mc/s.
second sentence of footnote 365*
Page 1 4 :

Approved with the deletion of the

Approved.

Page 1 5 s Approved, subject to the deletion of New Zealand,
Cyprus and Ethiopia and the addition of Belgium and Luxembourg in footnote
394B. .
Page l i t Draft Resolution. Approved subject to the'insertion
of "that" at the beginning of paragraph d) of the consideranda.
As amended, the first series of "blue" texts (Document No. 167)
was approved.
Third series of "blue11 texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 172 and Addendum)
Page 01;

Approved.

Page 02: The Chairman of Committee 5 explained that majority
agreement had been reached in that Committee on footnote 373*
One or two
countries had, however, insisted on the text of footnote 373 shown in the
Addendum to Document No. 172, Both texts were therefore submitted to the
Plenary Meeting.
As to the views of the Delegation of Switzerland, they were quite
'satisfied with the footnote as shown on page 02 of the document.
The Delegate of Denmark said that the subject had been discussed
at length in Committee 5 and in an ad hoc group of that. Committee but
it
had proved impossible to find wording to cover the point which
had been,
raised by the Delegate, of Sweden, although there was no disagreement of
substance.
The Delegate of Israel thought that "equality" should be replaced
by "equal rights" in footnote 373 to bring the wording into line with that
adopted elsewhere.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. said that his Delegation had insisted
at the working group that the existing wording of the Radio Regulations be
retained.
In view, however, of the concern expressed by the Delegates of
Sweden and Switzerland he was prepared, as a compromise, to accept mention
of those countries in footnote 373.
The Delegate of Norway said that footnote 373 as it appeared in
Document No. 172 did not fully meet protection requirements for the continued
use of that band by the radiolocation service i n ’Norway. With
regard tothe
allocations proposed in the band 3400 - 3600 Mc/s he wished to
inform the
Conference that for several years Norway had been operating radiolocation
stations occupying part of that band.
It was for that reason that footnote
373 had been requested at the 1959 Ordinary Administrative Radio Conference.
Coordination between that service and the fixed and mobile services had been
carried out successfully. Since the effect of high power radiolocation
stations on the new communication-satellite service at present seemed
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uncertain with regard to interference range, the Norwegian Delegation drew
the attention of other countries not listed in footnote 373 to the fact
that Norway operated radiolocation stations in that band and could not
terminate such operation or transfer the service elsewhere. To enable
agreement to be reached on the frequency band concerned, the Norwegian
Delegation would agree with the footnote as it stood in Document No. 1 72 .
If difficulties arose, Norway was prepared to discuss matters and attempt
to reach satisfactory solutions with those concerned. The Norwegian
Delegation reserved its position, however, in that connection and the
right to revert to the matter at a later stage.
The Delegate cf Denmark said that the situation in his country
with regard to the use of the band, concerned was similar to that prevailing
in Norway, and he associated his Delegation with the statement just made.
In his opinion, the text of the footnote contained in the Addendum reflected
the situation correctly. He would not press for a vote on the choice
between the two versions of the footnote but reserved the right of his
Delegation to revert to the matter in Plenary or at the time of signature
of the Final Acts of the Conference.
The Delegate of Sweden said that'the situation in his country was
also similar to that of Norway and Denmark. He would prefer the wording of
the footnote given in the Addendum but would accept the text which appeared
in Document No. 172 on the understanding that his Delegation reserved its
right to revert to the matter in Plenary or when signing the Final Acts.
Page 02 was thus approved.
Page 0 3 :

Approved.

Page 04 : The Delegate of the Czechoslovak S.R. and the Roumanian
P.R. requested the addition to footnote 390 or a reference to the fact that,
in their countries, the hand 5725 - 5850 Mc/s might also be used for the
fixed and mobile services and for the communication-satellite service.
The Delegate of Sweden made the following statement in connection
with the band 5725 - 5850 mc/s in Region 1:
"Article 9 of the Radio Regulations does not anticipate the
notification of mobile stations in the Radiolocation Service. Priority
thus cannot be given to stations in the Radiolocation and Communication
Satellite Services according to the date of notification. Therefore Sweden
requests that, the putting into use of stations in the Communication Satellite
Service which need protection from mobile stations in the Radiolocation
Service shall be subject to agreement between Administrations concerned and
affected."
The Delegate of Cuba reiterated the reservation he had made in
Committee 5 concerning the bands 5725 - 5850 and 5850 - 5923 Mc/s and
reserved his right to revert to the subject in a later Plenary Meeting.
Page 04 was thus approved.
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Page 051 The Chairman of Committee 5 explained that the band 725 d
- 7300 Mc/s hadgiven rise to much discussion in that committee and a
majority decision had finally been reached by secret ballot that the text
shown in, the table would be inserted. Some countries had strongly objected
thereto since they would have preferred the table to include the communica
tion-satellite service and the fixed and mobile services on an equal footing
Subject to the correction of drafting errors in the English and
French texts,•page 05 was approved.
Page 0 6 ; It was agreed, at the request of the countries concerned
to insert Malaysia and the Philippines in footnote 3921.
Th© Delegate of the U.S.S.R. pointed out that there were now 23
countries of the seme region*listed in footnote 392Y.
Many of those
countries had stated that they would not be able to vacate the band
concerned for 6 or more years. There appeared to he a majority of
countries wishing to use the band 7250 — 7300 Mc/s for the fixed and mobile
services and in his opinion the table should be amended accordingly and
the footnote,removed. Allocations on a regional basis had already been
made, such as in the Case of the communication-satellite service. The
administrations not using those bands for the fixed and mobile services
would not be forced to do so. He therefore proposed, supported by the
Delegations of the Czechoslovak S.R. and tho Bielorussian S.S.R. that the
band concerned be dealt with region by region.
The Chairman said that the conferences was international and
could not hold regional votes.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. said that such an important problem
could not be dealt with merely by a vote. It w a s 'obvious from footnote
392Y that a majority of countries would continue to use the band 7250 7300 Mc/s as stated for a considerable time. That fact had to be taken
into account.
The Delegate of the F.S.R. of Yugoslavia said that, since
footnote 392Y listed countries belonging to Regions 1 and 3> the territories
of which far exceeded the area of a Region, the mention o f .those.countries
in a footnote as a derogation from the table, frequency band 7250 - 7300 Me/
was not in accordance with Article 5, Section II, Nos, 140 - 145 of the
Radio Regulations. It would therefore be more correct for the position
in most countries, and especially in Region 1, with regard to the fixed and
mobile services, to be reflected in the table rather than in a footnote.
The Region 1 countries not represented at the Conference would not conceive
that the Conference should deprive them of the right they had in the 1959
Radio Regulations," since they probably' did not think the present Conference
was competent to do so. ¥ith regard to footnote 392F which, indicated the
possibility of using meteorological satellites on a primary basis in a
band 100 Mc/s wido without specifying frequencies or frequency limits in
the 7300 - 7750 Mc/s band in the table, the overall position of the band
seemed uncertain and the position of the other services given in the
table equally vague. The Delegation of the F.S.R. of Yugoslavia could'not,
therefore, accept the wording of footnote 392F.
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The Delegate of Italy.supported the Chairman's statement that the
Conference could not deal
with its work on a regional basis as would be
seen from the Convention.
In any case, with regard to the statement that
the number of countries listed in footnote 392Y represented a majority, he
could only see 19 of the 78 countries in Region 1 listed. The number of
countries given in the footnote therefore appeared to him to represent a
minority.
The Delegate of U.S.S.R., supported by the Delegate of tho
Bulgarian People's Republic, asked if the number of countries present from
Region 1 could be counted.
Tke Chairman said that the Secretariat would ascertain from
Conference documentation how many countries from Region 1 were present and
inform the fourth Plenary Mooting accordingly.
The Delegate of
Italy said that 45 countries from
Region 1were
participating in the work
of the conference; he opposed the procedure
suggested which he considered a waste of time.
The Delegate of Morocco associated his Delegation with the
statement made by the Delegate of the F.S.R. of Yugoslavia in connection with
footnote 392F and asked that consideration of page 06 be deferred until a
decision had boon taken on the frequency bands covered by that footnote.
Uith regard to footnote 392Y, he supported the opinion that the countries
should bo considered from the regional point of view since such a procedure
had been followed in other cases such as space research. .
The Delegate of the F.S.R. of Yugoslavia reiterated that footnote
392Y was contrary to the Radio Regulations because it did not concern a
region or territories smaller than a region.
The Delegates of tho P.R. of Bulgaria, the U.S.S.R. and the
Czechoslovak S.R. supported the statement made by the Delegate of the F.S.R.
of Yugoslavia and reserved their position with regard to footnote 392Y.
With the addition of Malaysia and the Philippines -in footnote 392Y,
pago 06 was approved.
Pago 07 with the exception of the first band listed
Approved, subject to reservations by the Delegates of the F .S.R.
of Yugoslavia and tho Czechoslovak S.R. on frequency band 7975 - 8025 Mc/s
in connection with the footnote 392YY.
Tho third series of "blue" texts (Document No. 172), as amended,
was thus approved.
The Meeting roso at 7.15 p.m.

Rapporteur,
V. B0ULAD0N

A nnex:

1

Secretary,
Clifford STEAD

■

Chairman,
Gunnar PEDERSEN
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A N N E X

MOROCCO
A M D L «

TO THE DRAFT RESOLUTION

ON PAGE B2 41 OP DOCUMENT N o . 171
DRAFT RESOLUTION No.
INTERFERENCE IN THE OPERATION OF
INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963,
considering
-that it has been decided that the radio spectrum will be shared
between terrestrial and space services;

that the various systems of telecommunication should be able to
take advantage of the fair and rational use of shared frequencies ;
considering
that interference may occur between different services operating,
or not, in a single frequency band;
considering
that the International Frequency Registration Board will
regularly publish information from the various Administrations concerning
the operation of international satellite systems (See Resolution No. ....
Document No. 171).
Resolves (there follow points 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 of Document No. 171,
pages B2 42 and 43).

SPACE
RADIOCOMMUNICATION
CONFERENCE

Document Mo» 216-D
7 November5 1963
Original s French

E. A. R. C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES

GENEVA - 1963

COMMITTED 4

HIOPOSALS BY BELGIUM, SPAIN, FRANCE AND PORTUGAL
FOR THE AI/ENDIvENT OF ARTICLE 1 OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS
(former DI/46, 21 October 1963)
1.

Basic principles for drawing up the definitions
1.1
The services betvreen points on the surface of the earth,
including ships and aircraft, should retain their names Yfhatever the means
of radio transmission employed - ionospheric reflection* ionospheric or
tropospheric scatter, reflection or scatter from a pensive satellite or
retransmission via an active' satellite.
Thus, a service between trra given fixed points should adv/ays bo
called a "fixed service". Similarly, a service betire on an aeronautical and
an aircraft station should always be called an "aeronautical mobile service".
1.2
For some requirements of tho Regulations (Articles 9*
and
others), a distinction should be made between means of transmission that
can bo called conventional (ionospheric reflection, ionospheric or tropo**
spheric scatter) and transmission using active or pensive satellites or
other spacecraft.
1.3
Tho use of artificial earth satellites and other spacecraft
introduces the ipossibility of new services, which must be defined.
1.4
The definitions should be draYm up in such a, way that they leave
no doubt in their application to the Table of Frequency Allocations. This
means that they should be sufficiently clear to avoid any possibility of
different interpretations.
It is indispensable to this end, that tho texts
should precisely reflect the notion to bo defined.

This means discarding any system of definitions in which the
stations are defined by the use of the definition of tho corresponding
service, .the definition of the service being itself based on the
definition of tho station „ Such a system would merely be an unaccept
able vicious circle.
1.5

Tho following main categories of services have to bo considered;
-

Conventional services ; those which are defined in the
Regulations (fixed, mobile, broadcasting, amateur, etc.);
for the purposes of Article 9 they can bo called
"terrestrial services"

-

Services using earth satellites or other spacecraft, that
can bo called "space services"
Conventional services using earth satellites, excluding other
types of spacecraft, that can be called "satellite services";
"satellite services" are thus a special case of "space services".

1*6 .
For services already defined in tho Regulations, and which may,
in future, use earth satellites, two possibilities exist for the revision
of tho Radio Regulations.
1.6.1 Tho first possibility vould bo to introduce into tho
Regulations a paragraph drafted as in 2.1 below.
This procedure would not overload tho Regulations.
One
of tho results, for instance, would: bo that a service between
given fixed points on tho surface of the earth using an earth
satellite would become a "fixed service by satellite*’; each of
the stations on tho surface of the earth operating in this
service would be a "fixed earth station".
1.6.2 Tho second possibility would bo to insert, in tho Regulations,
a set of definitions, parallel with those already existing for
the conventional services, when using earth satellites and also
for the corresponding earth stations.
1 .6 .3 The first solution (1.6 .1) seems ,.more practical and it has
boon adopted in tho following sot of definitions. It is
obvious that, if the second solution is preferred (1.6.2), its
application would bo immediate, according to the formula given
for tho examples shown in 2.1.
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Definitions
Notes
The definitions marked with an asterisk follow tho
general concept of Document N o . 99 and also that in the documents of
the C.C.I.R*, or when the texts differ only slightly-as a result of the
difference of two points of view.
2.1

Paragraph to be added to the Regulationss

T/hen, for the execution of one of tho services defined in
Section II of Article 1 of the present Regulations, one or more active or
passive satellites are used, this service, while retaining its basic name,
is then also qualified by the word "satellite1’.
The stations belonging to such services situated either on the
surface of tho earth, including on board ship, or on board an aircraft are
then also qualified by the word "earth".
Examples;
2.1.1 A'service of radiocommunications between specified fixed
points in which one or more active or passive satellites are
used: Fixed service by satellite.
2.1.2 A station in.the fixed satellite service; Fixed earth station,
Note; The adjective "earth" is also used to describe a station
situated on the surface of the earth, including on board ship, or
on board an aircraft, operating in .association with a space
station (definition 2.3).
2.1.3 A service of radiocommunication between mobile stations and
lend stations, or between mobile stations, in which one or moro
active or passive satellites are used; Ho bile service bv satellite.
2.1.4 A station in the mobile satellite service intended to be usod
while in motion or during halts at unspecified points;
Mobile
earth station.
2.2
Space station:A station on on object outside the major part of
the earth’s atmosphere, including a satellite station.
2*3

Satellite station: A

2.4
Note i
Tho
under 2.2 and 2.3 retain
the earth’s atmosphere..

station on an artificial earth satellite.

space stations and satellite stations defined
their name when passing through the major part of
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2.5*)
Active satellite: An earth satellite carrying a station intended to
transmit or retransmit radiocommunication signals.
2.6*)
Passive satellite: An earth satellite intended to transmit
radiocommunication signals by reflection or by scatter.
2.7
Earth station: A station cither on the surface of tho earth,
including on board a ship, or on board an aircraft intended:
-

to establish radiocommunication with space stations;

-

to transmit radiocommunication signals towards a passive
satellite; or

-

or

to receive radio communication signals r e f l e c t e d oaws c a t t e r e d

by such a satellite.
2.8
Soace service: Radio service between space and earth stationsj
or between sjjao& stations.
2.9
Terrestrial service: Any radio service defined in the present
Regulations, in which neither space stations nor passive satellites are
used.
2.10*)

Terrestrial station: " A station in a terrestrial service.

2.11
Radiocommunication satellite service: A general term designating
any or all services in which one or more earth stations and one or more
active or passive satellites simultaneously participate.
2.12*)
Satellite system: Any group of co-operating stations providing
a given radiocommunication satellite sorvico and which includes one or more
active or. passive satellites.
2'.13*)"

Radioastronomy station:

A station in tho radioastronorny service.

2.14*)
: Spaco research sorvico: A space sorvico in which spacecraft arc
used for scientific or technical research.
2.15*)
Space research space station: A space station in tho space
rosoarch service.
2.16*)
Space research earth sto/bion: An earth station
rosoarch service.
2.17

Broadcasting satellite, service:

in the space

Application o f '2.1 abovo...
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2.18
Broadcasting sateHito station:
broadcasting satellite service*
2.19

A satellite station in the

Radionavigation satellite sorvico:

2.20
Radionavigaticn satellite station:
radionavigation satellite service.

Application of 2.1 above.
A satellite station in tho

2.21*)
Radionavigation earth station (land, mobile, or aeronautical):
Application of 2.1 above.
2.22

Meteorological Aids satellite service:

Application of 2.1 above.

2.23
Satellite station in the Meteorological Aids Satellite service:
A satellite station .in the Meteorological Aids satellite sorvico.
2.24*)
Earth station in the Meteorological Aids service:
2.1 above.

Application of

2.25*)
Suaco telemetering: Telemetering used for tho transmission from
a space station of tho resultsof measurements made in a spacecraft,
including
those relating to the functioning of tho spacecraft.
2.26*)

Space telemetering: Tolomotoring from a spacecraft.

2.27*)
Spaco telecommand: Transmission of radiocommunication signals to
a space station to put into operation tho station or apparatus on board the
spacecraft, or to modify or stop their functions.
2*28*)
Sp ace tracking: Determination of tho orbit, speed, or
instantaneous position 0f an object in space by the use of radiodetermina
tion (excluding primary radar).
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PLENARY MEETING

AGENDA
FOR THE 8th PLENARY MEETING
Friday* 8 November 1963, at 10.00 hours

1,

Minutes of the 2nd Plenaiy Meeting (Document No. 213)

2.

Fourth and last series of "pink" texts submitted by the Editorial
Committee (Document No. 212)

3•

Statements for inclusion in the Final Protocol

4,

Proposal relating to Radio Astronomy (Document No. 211)

5,

Report by the ad hoc group under the chairmanship of Mr. Rao

6,

Miscellaneous

Gunnar PEDERSEN
Chairman of the Conference

-
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PLENARY MEETING

AGENDA
FOR THE 8th PLENARY MEETING
Friday, 8 November 1963, at 09.30 hours

1.

Minutes of the 2nd Plenary Meeting (Document No. 213)

2.

Third series of "pink" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 207)

3.

Statements for inclusion in the Final Protocol

4.

Miscellaneous

Gunnar PEDERSEN
Chairman of the Conference

SPACE

RADIOCOMMUNICAtlONDocument No, 218-E (Rev.)

COIiVIFEREIiVICE

7 November, 1963
Original:

English
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PLENARY MEETING-

AGENDA,
FOR TRE 9TH PLENARY MEETING
Friday, 8 November, 1963 at 14.30 hours

1.

Any further statements for inclusion in the Final Protocol

2.

Final Report'by Committee 3 - Budget Control Committee
(Document N o . 214)

3.

Miscellaneous

Gunnar PEDERSEN
Chairman of the Conference
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PLENARY MEETING

AGENDA
FOR THE 9TH PLENARY MEETING
Friday, 8 November, 1963 at 14.30 hours

1.

Minutes of the 3rd Plenary Meeting (Document No. 215)

2.

Fourth and last series of texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 211)

3.

Any further statements for

inclusion in the Final Protocol

4.

Final Report by Committee
(Document No. 214)

3 - Budget Control Committee

5.

Miscellaneous .

Gunnar PEDERSEN
Chairman of the Conference
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Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland
FINAL PROTOCOL

In signing the Final Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963. the Delegations of the above-mentioned
countries declare that, as Radiolocation Service on "land, on board ships
and in the air has been established, is being introduced or is planned in
the frequency bands 3400-3600 Mc/s and 5725-5850 Mc/s in conformity with
the Table of Frequency Allocations of the Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959*
the Administrations of the above-mentioned countries find difficulty in
affording general protection to the Communication-Satellite Service in
other countries, the Communication-Satellite Service having been authorized
in these bands according to the new Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1963*
However, the Administrations of the above-mentioned countries are willing
to take all practicable steps in order to coordinate the two services
after agreements' with Administrations concerned.

For the Delegation

For the Delegation

of Denmark

of Norway

B/rge NIELSEN

N. J. S/BERG

For the Delegation

For the Delegation

of Sweden

of Switzerland

H&kan STERKY

W. KLEIN
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Argentine Republic
FINAL PROTOCOL

The Argentine Delegation states that its country does not recog
nize any frequency assignments that may be made directly or indirectly on
behalf of any other Power or Powers for any type of service, in any portion
of the spectrum, for the Malvinas Islands, the South Georgian Islands or
the South Sandwich Islands, over which territories the Argentine Republic
exercises sovereign rights. The non-mention of other territories must not
be taken to imply renunciation of the Argentine Republic's sovereignty over
them.
In any event, the Argentine Republic reserves the right to use as
its own any radio frequencies that may be assigned under the above-mentioned
conditions.

Head of the Argentine Delegation
Juan A. AUTELLI
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United States of America and Territories
of the United States of America
FINAL PROTOCOL

The Delegations of the Territories of the United States of America t
and the United States of America, in signing the Final Acts of the Extra
ordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963, declare that i
1.
There has heretofore always existed between all countries of
Region 2 very close cooperation and agreement in the application of the
Table of Frequency Allocations contained in the Radio Regulations of the
Union;
2.
this cooperation has in large measure been necessary since most
countries in Region 2 are either in close geographical proximity to one
another or are separated by relatively short distances over water, such over
water separation affording substantially less protection from harmful inter
ference than does the same separation over land;
3.
by virtue of the cooperation referred to in 1. above, it has not
in the past been necessary for any country of Region 2 to request the
insertion of any footnotes in the Table of Frequency Allocations which
constitute an exception, insofar as a particular country is concerned, to
the international allocation of a particular frequency band or bands;
4.
the Delegation of Cuba to tie present Conference has decided to
disassociate its country from the decisions of all other delegations from
Region 2 with respect to certain provisions of the Table of Frequency
Allocations as modified by this Conference;
5*
In light of the foregoing, the Delegations of the Territories
of the United States of America, and the United States of America cannot
accept on behalf of the Government of the United States of America any
obligation to observe the exceptions claimed by Cuba in those footnotes to
the Table of Frequency Allocations which were adopted by the present
Conference and which specifically name Cuba.
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Cuba
PINAL PROTOCOL

In signing the Final Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative
Conference on Space Radiocommunication (Geneva, 1963) on behalf of the
Republic of Cuba, the Delegation of Cuba makes the following statement :
Considering
a)
that a world-wide plan for the space radiocommunication service
has not been established;
b)
that principles guaranteeing participation by all countries in the
space radiocommunication service on an equal footing have not been adopted;
c)
that some of the clauses contained in the procedure for frequency
notification and coordination do not satisfy the interests of Cube:;
d)
that changes have been made in the Table of Frequency Allocations
which might impair the normal operation of Cuban radiocommunications;
Cuba herewith formally reserves its complete freedom of action
and the right to reject those provisions of the Extraordinary Administrative
Conference on Space Radiocommunications (Geneva, 1963) which are prejudicial
to the interests of Cuba.

Pedro ¥. LUIS TORRES
Head of the Delegation of Cuba

V

t

.
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Republic of Pakistan

FINAL PROTOCOL

While the Delegation of Pakistan is fully conscious of the
desirability of early implementation of the decisions of E.A.R.C., Geneva,
1963, with a view to expediting the development and establishment of Space
Radiocommunications on a world-wide basis, it cannot overlook the fact that
the Space Radiocommunication techniques are still in a state of development
and experimentation. The provisions regarding sharing criteria and the
interference potentialities between Space Radiocommunications and Terrestrial
systems are not based on practical experience between operational Space
and Terrestrial systems and these problems are still under the study of the
C.C.I.R., whose present Recommendations are provisional. No sharing criteria
has been laid down for the sharing of the.bands below 1 Gc/s. Pakistan being
a new and developing country in two parts, whose internal communications are
also dependent on Radio, the ability of Pakistan to follow in these circum
stances, the new and amended provisions of the Radio Regulations agreed by
this Conference will depend upon the freedom from any interference, which
can be caused by the space services.
The Delegation of Pakistan therefore, reserves for its country
the right to take, in the last resort, necessary measures for the fulfilment
of its telecommunication need.
In so doing, Pakistan will however, endeavour
to avoid harmful interference to the Radio services of other administrations.

A.B.M. TAHER
for Head of the Delegation of
Pakistan
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The Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria

The United Arab Republic

considering
that the effective implementation of the United Nations
Resolution on the International Co-operation on the peaceful uses of outer
space (Resolution No. 1721 (XVI)) must eventually be based on the establish
ment by Members and Associate Members of the Union, of world-wide plans
concerning all categories of space service which 'will provide for the
equitable participation of all countries of the world in such service in
the spirit of the above-mentioned Resolution;
Considering
1.
that no such, world-wide plan reflecting the needs of all countries
of the world for space services has yet been established;
2.
that, the frequency bands allocated for communication satellite
services, as contained in Article 10 of the revised Radio Regulations, are
based on entirely empirical derivations and do not in any way correspond
to the actual requirements of all countries;
3.

a)

that, the frequency sharing between communication satellite
services, and terrestrial services as allocated in tho frequency
tables were based on provisional criteria, as provided by the
C «C •I .R. ;

b)

that, the same provisional sharing criteria for communicaction
satellite services, were applied to other services, whore no
sharing criteria were available, thus protection of terrestrial
servicos from harmful interference is doubtful;

Document No. 224-E
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c)

that, the procedure of calculation of co-ordination distances
is provisional, and, in no way provides assurance of interferencefree operation of satellite communications ;

4.
that, the technical progress in all the development of the
various categories of space services is not sufficiently advanced;
5.
that, the economic considerations involved in the establishment
and operation of such services, could not, so far, be assessed, thus placing
small countries at a great disadvantage ;
6.
that, the said cost, the legal and other conditions that shall
govern the use of such a system are not yet evident for consideration.
The above-mentioned countries reserve the rights
a)

to take all the necessary.ftieasures: to protect their existing
as -well as planned services without placing any limitations
whatsoever on tho equipment in use or to be used in the future
in all frequency bands;

b)

to adopt all measures necessary to. protect their rights con
cerning frequency registration priority after the implementation
of the revised Radio Regulations ..

However, the above-mentioned countries do contribute towards the
advance of the now space telecommunication technique that was started by
tho pioneering countries and accept the frequency bands allocated for the
safety of lives, space rosoarch and world-wide meteorological services.

Ahmed A. AL-SAADOON

Head of the
State of Kuwait Delegation

A.B. EID

Head of the
United Arab Republic
Delegation

Mohamed BOUGARA

Head of the
Democratic and Popular
Republic of Algeria
Delegation
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SUMMARY RECORD
OF THE 9th AND LAST MEETING OF COMMITTEE' 5
Thursday, 7 November, 1963 at 11 a.m.
Chairman

j

_.Mr. W. KLEIN (Swit zer 1and).

Vice-Chairman;

1•

Mr. S. FUJIKI (japan)

Agenda
The Agenda (Document No. 203) was approved.

2.

Summary Records (Document No. 203)
The Summary Records listed in Document No. 203 were approved with
the following comments;
Second meeting (Document No. 153 (Rev. 2))
No changes.
Third meeting (Document No. 142)
No changes.
Fourth meeting (Document No. 140)
With the following amendment;
In the English text, at the end of §2, "Document No. 124” should
read "Document No. 114".
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F i f t h m eeting (Document No. 158 (R e v .))
With the following amendment;
In the English text, at the beginning, read;
Mr.. W. Klein".

"Chairman

Sixth meeting (Document No. 162 (Rev. 2))
With the following amendment in §5, page 4:
Add " (OR)" after the words "Aeronautical Mobile Service" in the
footnote on page 283B.
Seventh meeting (Document No. 182)
With the following amendments ;
In §3 a), in the English text, delete "Chairman of Working
Group 5A" in the 4th line.
In §3 g), before the last sentence add ;
"Cyprus asked whether footnote 392Y really meant that any country
which Intended to use 7250 - 7300 Mc/s for communicationsatellites would have to co-ordinate with those countries which
appear in footnote 392Y. The Chairman of the I.F.R.B. confirmed
this."
Eighth meeting (Document No. 199)
§3, next to last line on page 1, add "N. Desta (Ethiopia)".
Working Group 5B
3.1
Dr. V. Rao (Rep. of India), Chairman of Working Group 5B requested
the following statement be inserted into the record for the benefit of the
Drafting Committee ; "Foot-note 310 was examined in Working Group 5B and
it was agreed that this footnote would be retained in the Radio Regulations
without change."
It was so agreed.

Do cument No. 22 5-E
Page 3

3.2
Furthermore', Dr. V.V. Rao wished to take this opportunity to place
on record his deep appreciation, and that of all Delegations, to the Chairmen
of the two Sub-Working Groups, Mr. W.A.E. Nielson, Deputy Leader of the
Australian Delegation, and. Mr. B. Dcsta , Head, of the Ethiopian Delegation,
for their capable direction of the work of the Sub-Groups. The success of
their efforts is directly reflected in the decisions that have since been
taken in connection with the Radio Astronomy and Space Research Services
respectively.
Closing of the meeting
4.1

The Chairman stated;

"Ladies and Gentlemen, the Allocations’ Committee has had a great
deal of hard.work to accomplish in a short time, and on occasions heavy
pressure was unavoidable, -however I am happy to say. that_ finally successful
results have been achieved; the new Table of Frequency Allocations making
provisions' for the new space services. It seems to me to be reasonable and
a fair compromise. From a frequency allocations point of view, it clears
the way fpr the further development of the various types of Space
Radiocommunications.
"
I am particularly pleased to observe the considerable progress in
further safeguarding the essential needs and interests of Radio Astronomy,
which is the most interesting, and indeed, awe inspiring branch of modern
science. The progress made is the more significant because it involves
sacrifices by the Telecommunication Administrations,
"
In these closing remarks I wish to make special reference to the
excellent preparatory wohk carried out by the General Secretariat and the
I.F.R.B. in re-arranging and publishing, prior to the opening of the
Conference, the formal proposals by Administrations concerning the Table of
Frequency Allocations.
In Documents'Nos. 17 and 41, respectively, the
Committee was well served with, the proposals set out in frequency band order.
These documents, together with the working documents in the series DT/lO to
DT/ i ? prepared duringthe early days of our meetings and containing the same
proposals set out by radio services, greatly assisted, the Committee in the
orderly and expeditious conduct of its work.
I am sure to be interpreting
correctly the sentiments of the many smaller delegations in this regard.
"
I wish also to thank Dr. M.B. Sarwate., Vice-Secretary-General,
and Mr. A.H. Catd and Mr. J. Zio/kowski, members of the. Board, for their
most valuable assistance and advice at all times.
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11
My special thanks are addressed to Mr. S. Fujiki our Vice-Chairman,
for his able collaboration in conducting the work of the Committee; also
to the Chairmen of the three main Working Croups, Mr. P. Mortensen (Norway),
Dr. V.V. R.ao (India) and Mr. J.T. Pehwarden (United Kingdom), together with
the Chairmen of the principal ad hoc Groups, Dr. V. Popovic.(Yugoslavia),
Mr. B. Nielsen (Denmark), Mr. D.E, Baptiste (United Kingdom) and Mr. F.W. Mohr
(F.R. of Germany), all of whom have done so much in preparing the decisions
which the Committee have now taken.
"
The Committee has been greatly assisted in. the expeditious conduct
of its work by the Secretariat.
In particular I wish to thank
Mr. A.A. Matthey of the I.F.R.B. Secretariat for his very efficient work,
both day and night, throughout the activity of the Committee; the Document
and Linguistic Services including the typing pools, the reproduction and
distribution sections, on whom the Committee has made heavy demands constantly
during the four weeks of its work and these more often at night and on the
week-ends; and finally to the interpreters and meeting-rocm services, all
of whom contributed greatly to the expeditious completion of the Committee's
mandate."
4.2
Dr. H. Sterkv.
communications, speaking
warmly thanked Mr. Idein
Allocations Committee to
and complex task.

Director-General of the Swedish Board of Tele
on behalf of all Delegations, complimented and
on the masterly fashion with which he had led the
the successful accomplishment of a most difficult

Dr. Sterky added s
"Many times agreement was reached as a result of your capable and
patient conduct.of the discussions in Committee,
Often you yourself gave
clear and concise replies to difficult questions posed during the debate.
"
Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, I was especially touched by your
references to the importance of the science of Radio Astronomy in contribut
ing to the advancement of the knowledge of mankind which, as you know, is
also one of my firm convictions.
It is, therefore, Mr. Chairman, most
appropriate that decisions of direct concern to the Radio Astronomy Service
should have been prepared in.this Committee under your able leadership.
In the name of all delegations, Mr. Chairman, I thank you most
warmly."
Prolonged applause.
The meeting rose at 1125 hours.
Rapporteurss
J. BUSST
J.P. WEST

The Chairmans
W. KLEIN
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COMMITTEE 4
SUMMARY RECORD
OF THE 6TH AND LAST MEETING
Monday, 4 November, 1963 at 9.30 a.m.

Chairman : M. E. ESPING (Sweden)
Vice-President : M.M. ZAHRADNICEK (Czechoslovak S.R.)

1.

Agenda
The agenda as set out in Document No

156 (Rev.), was

adopted.
2.

Summary record of 5th meeting
Document No. 138 was approved.

3.

Report of Working■Group 4A (Document No. 155)
■Colonel Pochard. Chairman of Working Group 4A introduced the
document'.and:explained'that .the definitions in the document were listed
in the order in which they should appear in the Radio Regulations.
The
definitions were considered one by one.
3.1

Aeronautical Station (No. 34)

After some discussion by a majority decision it was decided to
adopt the version of the definition which consists of the existing
definition in the Radio Regulations with the words "or an earth
satellite" added at the end" of it.
The following definitions were adopted as they appear
J•
No. 155 s
75 a - 84 aa - 84 ab - 84 ad - 84 ae - 84 ai - 84 ak - 84 an 84 au ~ 84 av - 84 aw - 84 ax - 84 ay - 84 bb - 84 bd - 84- be 84 bf - 84 bg - 84 bh.

t
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The delegation of the U.S.S.R. objected to the adoption of
definition 84 ay.
3.3
The following definitions appearing in Document No. 155 were
adopted after the amendments indicated hereunder :
35 - modification of the English text to agree with French
■ and Spanish;
84 ac - removal of the words "or by scattering" in the 5th line
of the definition;
84 af - 84 ag and 84 ah - the title of the French and Spanish
texts to include the word "telecommunication" instead of
"radiocommunication";
84 aj - removal of the words "or by scattering" at the end of
the definition;
84 al - adopted subject to the inclusion of the C.C.I.R.
definition for "Space craft" with the "etc." in the C.C.I.R,
definition deleted;
84 am - modification of the Spanish text to agree with French
and English;
84 ao - removal of the words "or by scattering" from the second,
line of the definition.
The French Delegation wanted to delete
definition 84 ao entirely;
84 az - the definition for Space Telecommand was amended to re^d
as follows : "The use of radiocommunication for the transmission
of signals to initiate, modify or terminate functions of the
equipment in the space object including the space station";
84 ba - addition of the following words to the end of the
definition : "for the purpose of following the movement of the
object";
84 bo - replacement of the word.s " centre of gravity" by the
words "centre of mass";
3.4

The following definitions were deleted :
84 ap - 84 aq - 84 aq bis. ■

3.5

The following new definitions were adopted :
Space System - any group of cooperating earth and space stations
providing a given space service and which, in certain cases,
may use objects in space for the reflection of radiocommunication signals.
Spacecraft (C.C.I.R. definition)

Document No. 155 with the amendments indicated above was then
adopted by the meeting.
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Report of Working Group 4C (Document Nos. 122(Rev. ), 126(Rev,2), 159(Rev,),
163(Rev.) and 168)
Mr. Schultz, the Chairman of Working Group 4C; introduced the
documents.
4.1

Document No. 122(Rev.)s

The document was discussed as a whole.

The United Kingdom Delegation pointed out some inaccuracies in
Figures 3, .4, 5 and 6 and undertook to give the required corrections to the
Secretariat,
The Norwegian Delegation indicated that they had some difficulty
with the
site shielding factor in certain casesand proposedthe fol'!owing
text to be included at the end of Section 5 (p.9)
"The values of site shielding factor quoted here shall be used with
caution where terrestrial stations may be located, within co
ordination distance, at sites which are substantially above the
horizontal plane passing through the earth station.”
The document was then adopted with the inclusion of the above
amendments.
4»2

proposed

Document No. 126(Rev.2 ):
The Indian Delegate proposed an alternative wording of the
regulations 47OD, 470J, 470M, 47OQ and47OU

After some discussion, it was decided that footnote
remain in the document.

4should

The document was then accepted.
4.

3

Document

No, l63(Rev.)

In order to clarify thedraft
recommendation an addition to the
title was proposed.
The words to be added to the title are "in relation
to sharing with communication-satellite systems” .
With the above amendment the document was adopted
4 -4

Document No

139(Rev.)s

This draft recommendation was adopted afterthe addition of a
title which will read "Calculation of Interference between Stations within
Co-ordination Distance" and deletion of the words "with equal rights” in
considering a ) .

Document No
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Document No, 168:

A numberof amendments to this document which were agreed at a
lunchtime meeting were outlined by Mr- Schultz, It was agreed by the
meeting that Mr, Schultz assisted by the United Kingdom Delegation, should
prepare the final form of this document -for submission to the Secretariat.
This procedure was agreed.
Chairman suggested that as there would be no further meeting
of Committee 4, it should be left to. him to approve the summary record of
the sixth meeting.
This procedure was agreed to by the meeting.
The meeting was then closed at 5 p.m.

Rapporteur ;

Chairman :

E F. SAMDBACH

E
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SUMMARY RECORD
OF THE
SECOND MEETING OF COMMITTEE 3
(BUDGET

control)

Thursday, 7 November, 1963 at 9.30 a.m.

Chairman : Mr. B. IONITA (Roumanian People’s Republic)

On the Chairman’s proposal, the Agenda (Document No. 205), amended
as follows, was adopted :
-

the item "Miscellaneous” became item 5,

-

a further item was inserted in the Agenda :
"Examination of the
draft report by the Budget Control Committee" (Document No. DL/45).

Item 1 of the Agenda
The report on the first meeting of Committee 3 (Document No. 89)
was approved.
Item 2 of the Agenda
Examination of the report by the Working Group (Document No, 204).
Mr. Caruso (Italy), Chairman of the Working Group, presented the
document.
Mr. Stead (Conference Secretary) said that, if the work of the
Conference was to be completed by the evening of 8 November, Committee 3
should recommend the Plenary Assembly to consider signing the Final Acts
on the pink documents amended by hand.
Committee 3 adopted that proposal.
The report and its Annexes I, II and III (Document No. 204),
having been examined item by item and section by section respectively,
were approved.
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The Chairnan thanked Mr. Caruso (Italy) for the work which he
had perforned so efficiently.

-

PTT personnel at the Batiment Electoral

-

Concierge at the Batiment Electoral

200 F r s .

-

Cleaning service at the Batiment Electoral

-

Concierege at the Palais des Expositions

-

Cleaning service at the Palais des Expositions

0
0

•

VJl

Connittee 3 accepted Mr. Caruso's proposal that the following
gratuities be allowed :

TOTAL

Frs.

50 Frs.
100 Frs.
30 Frs.
50
Frs.
900 Frs.

Item 5 of the Agenda
Decision to be taken concerning*the percentage of composition
costs of the Pinal Acts to be debited to the Conference accounts.
The Chairman stated that the task of the Plenary Assembly would
be simplified if a proposal were submitted to it by Committee
3.
After discussion, and having regard to the opinion of theConfer
Secretary that no doubt the sales of new documents would be lower than the
sales of the Radio Regulations (Geneva, 1959), the Committee decided to
propose that the composition costs of the Final Acts be allocated on the
basis of t
l/3 to the Conference budget,

2 /3 to documents sold by the I.T.U.
Item 4 of the Agenda
Consideration of the draft report of the Budget Control Committe
to the Plenary Assembly (Document No. DL/45)*
After general discussion, Committee 3 decided.to include in tlr:
report a reference drawing the Plenary .assembly's attention,to the fact
that the estimates of expenditure were based on the assumption that the
Conference would complete its work on Friday, 8 November.
Document No. DL/45 was then adopted
l)

by Connittee 3, subject

a minor amendment on page 4, paragraph 1;

tc ;
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2)

the indication in the report of a paragraph reflecting the
provisions of the General Regulations annexed to the
International Telecommunication Convention, Chapter 9? Rule 5,
paragraph 4,

3)

the insertion of the proposed percentages for the allocation
of the composition costs of the Final A cts.

Item 5 of the Agenda
Miscellaneous
Chairman proposed that any comments which delegates might
wish to make on the present summary record should be submitted directly
to him or addressed to the Secretariat. Before closing the meeting, the
Chairman expressed his sincere thanks for the help received from the I.F.R.B.
Secretariat, and for the support and collaboration of all the members of
the Committee.
Dr. Sarwate, Deputy Secretary-General, stressed the importance
of the work of the Budget Control Committee, which was perhaps less well
known than that of other committees, but which was, nevertheless, of
considerable importance. The work had been of great use to the Secretariat
and had enabled the credits to be so apportioned as to enable the
Conference to conduct its work up to the scheduled date, without exceeding
the amount estimated. Committee 3 deserved thanks for that result.
The meeting rose at 10.30 a.m.

Chairman :
B. IONITA
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FINAL PROTOC.DL
The Delegation of Malaysia declares that it does not accept the
statement of the Indonesian Delegation contained in its declaration
regarding Malaysia. The original Constitution of the Federation of Malaya,
which made provisions for amendments, was amended by an Act of the Malayan
Parliament before Malaysia Day on 16th September, 1-963. This Act took
account of the incorporation of Singapore, Sarawak and Sabah (N. Borneo)
with the former Federation of Malaya and brought about a change of name to
Malaysia#
This Agreement has been possible following an Agreement between
Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of the
Federation of Malaya, and by giving the Royal Assent to the Act* Her
Majesty relinquished sovereignty in Singapore, Sarawak and Sabah.
In effect, Malaysia is Malaya as it was before September 16, 1963,
but with the addition of new territories. This principle was publicly
stated in a broadcast, by the Malaysian Permanent Secretary of External
Affairs on September 16. There is thus complete legal continuity as a
single entity between Malaya and Malaysia.
It is clear therefore that Malaya and Malaysia are one and the
same state.
It may be recalled thatrecently Malaysia was elected to the
U.N. Security Council - to alternate with Czechoslovakia - without the
identity of Malaysia being called into question.

Mah SECK WAH
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PLENARY MEETING
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The Editorial Committee, having examined document 166,
submits the attached text to the Plenary Meeting for a second
reading.
Recommendation N o. 10A.

Y . P lace

Chairman o f the Editorial
Committee
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RECOM M ENDATION N o. 10A

PLENARY M EETING

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,
1963,
c o n s id e rin g

Resolutions 1721 (XYI) part D and 1802 (XVII) part IV para. 3
o f the General Assembly of the United Nations which refer inter alia to
the unanimous belief o f the members of the United Nations that
communication satellites should be organized on a global basis with nondiscriminatory access for all nations;
c o n s id e rin g

the economic and social implications for all nations o f global
communications by satellites recently expressed in the report prepared for
Member States and Associate Members o f U.N.E.S.C.O. in accordance with
the decision o f the 12th session of its General Conference in December 1962;
r e c o g n iz in g

that all Members arid Associate Members of the Union have an
interest in and right to an equitable and rational use of frequency bands
allocated for space communications;
re c o m m e n d s

to all Member States and Associate Members of the I.T.U .;
that the utilization and exploitation of the frequency spectrum
for space communication be subject to international agreements based on
principles o f justice and equity permitting the use and sharing of allocated
frequency bands in the mutual interest o f all nations.
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Mexico
FINAL PROTOCOL

While signing the Final Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference, Geneva, 1963? the Delegation of Mexico announces that its
Administration intends to comply with the provisions resulting from the
revised Radio Regulations. Nevertheless, the Delegation states that the
Government of Mexico reserves the right to take any steps it may deem
necessary to safeguard its interest in cases where any Member or Associate
Member of the Union fails to comply with the provisions of the said
Regulations or where a reservation made by another country has a harmful
effect on its telecommunication services.

J. HERNANDEZ
Head of the Delegation
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AD HOC GROUP

The representatives of India, Pakistan, Yugoslavia, United Kingdom,
United States of America and U.S.S.R. considered Document No, 192 sad after
considerable discussion agreed unanimously on the draft resolution attached.

V.V. RAO
Chairman of Ad Hoc Group
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A N N E X

DRAFT RESOLUTION
RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE FIELD OF
SPACE-RADIQCQMMHNICATION

The E.A.R.C., Geneva, 1963,
considering
a)
that a large number of countries, Members of the I.T.U,, are not
in a position to take immediate advantage of the satellite techniques for
the development of their telecommunication services,
b)
that such countries would benefit immensely through the technical
assistance programmes sponsored by the I.T.U., and
recognizing
a)
that International Space Satellite systems will be subject to
the I.T.U. Convention and Regulations and that they will permit participation
of all countries including, in particular, the developing countries in Space
Communication systems, and
b).
that a number of problems need to be solved in order that the
developing countries may participate effectively in International Space
Communication systems and integrate these systems with their national
communication networks,
resolves to invite the Administrative Council
a)
to draw to the attention of Administrations the means by which
they may avail themselves of technical assistance in connection with the
introduction of Space communications;
b)
to consider the most effective manner in which requests for such
assistance by Member Administrations may be formulated and presented in
order to secure maximum financial and other assistances;
c)
to consider how best to make use of funds made available by the
United Nations in accordance with the Resolution No. 1721 to give technical
and other assistances to Member Administrations to make effective use of
Space communications;
and
d)
to consider in what way the work of the Consultative Committees
and other bodies of the I.T.U. may be utilized in the most effective way for
the information and assistance of Member Administrations in the development
of Space-radiocommunications.
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United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

FINAL PROTOCOL

The Delegation of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland declares :
That it does not accept the statement of the Argentine Delegation
contained in its declaration insofar as this statement- disputes the
sovereignty of Her Majesty* s Government in the United Kingdom over the
Falkland Islands and the Falkland Islands Dependencies and it wishes
formally to reserve the rights, of Her Majesty’s Government on this question.
The Falkland Islands and the Falkland Islands Dependencies are and remain
an integral part of the territories together making up the Member hitherto
known as : Colonies, Protectorates, Overseas Territories and Territories
under Mandate or Trusteeship of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland on behalf of which the United Kingdom of Great Britainand Northern Ireland acceded to the International Telecommunication
Convention (Buenos Aires, 1952) on 16 November 1953, -and which is described
in the International Telecommunication Convention (Geneva, 1959) as:
Overseas Territories for the international relations of which the Government
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland are responsible.
The statement of the Argentine Delegate that "non-mention of other
territories must not be taken to imply renunciation of the Argentine
Republic’s sovereignty over them" is noted,. Insofar as this may be intended
to refer to the British Antarctic Territory, Her Majesty’s Government in
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland have no doubt as
to their sovereignty over the British Antarctic Territory, and wish to bring
to the attention of the Argentine Government Article IV of the Antarctic
Treaty to which both the Argentine Government and the United Kingdom Govern
ment are parties,
Charles F. BOOTH
Head of the
United Kingdom Delegation
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Canada
FINAL PROTOCOL

The Canadian delegation wishes to record its concern at the
appearance of footnotes in Region 2 concerning the use of frequencies
for space purposes. The question of such footnotes breaks the longestablished pattern to which all countries in this region have adhered,
sometimes by sacrifices on their parts as for example we have, seen to be
the case at this' conference.
Canada would view with grave concern any radio operations in
Region 2 which would detract from the efficient and agreed use of the
radio spectrum.
The Republic of Cuba, we note, formally reserves its complete
freedom of action to reject those provisions of the Final Acts of the
E.A.R.C. which she may feel are prejudicial to the interests of Cuba.
Because all countries of Region 2 have hitherto displayed a continued
desire to cooperate, we hope that this reservation by Cuba does n o t •imply
an intention not to cooperate fully with other members of the Region in
the rational use of the spectrum.
In-these circumstances, Canada has no choice but to associate
itself with the protocol submitted by the United States of America and:
Territories of the United States of America, insofar as it concerns these
footnotes subscribed to by Cuba which may be found now or in the future
to be objectionable to Canada. It is understood, of course, that the same
reservations apply to the Final Protocol submitted by the Republic of
Cuba.

William A-. CATON
Head of the Canadian
Delegation
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Republic of Colombia

PINAL PROTOCOL

The Republic of Colombia reserves the right to take all necessary
steps to safeguard its services operating in conformity with the provisions
of the Radio Regulations in all cases where such services are affected by
those of other countries operating in contravention of the said Regulations
and, in particular, of the Table of Frequency Allocations.
The Republic of Colombia will also take similar steps in cases
where the rights recognized by the Convention are affected as a result of
the application of the Radio Regulations.

Elisfco ARANGO
Head of the
Colombian Delegation
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Argentina
FINAL PROTOCOL

The Argentine delegation declares that its country reserves the
right to take all necessary steps to protect its radio services in cases .
where any Member or Associate Member of the Union fails to comply with the
provisions of the Radio Regulations as revised by the present Conference or
where the reservations made by such Members have a _harmful effect on its
telecommunication services.

Head of the Argentine
Delegation
Juan A. AUTELLI
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MINUTES
OP THE
FOURTH PLENARY MEETING
Wednesday, 6 November, at 09-30 hours

Chairman;

Mr. Gunnar PEDERSEN (Denmark)

Vice-Chairmen;

Mr. Ashot BADALOV (U.S.S.R.)
Ambassador Joseph H. McCONNELL (United States)

Secretary of the Conference;

Fir. Clifford STEAD

Sub.jects discussed ;
1.

Fifth series of "blue” texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 176)

2.

Fourth series of "blue" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 175)

3.

Sixth series of "blue" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 177)

4.

Eighth series of "blue" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 181)
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The following countries wore represented :
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of), Argentine (Republic),
Australia (Commonwealth of), Austria, Belgium, Bielorussian S.S.R,, Bulgaria
(People's Republic of), Cambodia (Kingdom of), Canada, China, Cyprus
(Republic of), Vatican City State, Colombia (Republic of), Congo (Republic
of the) (Leopoldville), Korea (Republic of), Cuba, Denmark, Group of
Territories represented by the French Overseas Post and Telecommunication
Agency, Spain, United States of America, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana,
Greece, Hungarian People's Republic, India (Republic of), Indonesia
(Republic of), Iran, Ireland, Iceland, Israel (State of), Italy, Jamaica,
Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein (principality of), Luxembourg,
Malaysia, Morocco (Kingdom of), Mexico, Monaco, Norway, New Zealand, Uganda,
Pakistan, Panama, Netherlands (Kingdom of the), Philippines (Republic of the),
Poland (People's Republic of), Portugal, United Arab Republic, Federal
Republic of Germany, Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Roumanian People's Republic, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, South Africa (Republic of) and
Territory of South-West Africa, Sweden, Switzerland (Confederation of),
Tanganyika, Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Territories of tho United
States of America, Overseas Territories for the international relations of
which the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland are responsible, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Kenya
(Associate Member).
Recognized Private Operating Agencies
Cable and Wireless, American Cable and Radio;. Corp.., .France Cables
et Radio, Compagnie Generate de Telegraphie s .ins fil.
International Organizations
International Civil Aviation Organization, World Meteorological
Organization, Inter-Union Committee for Frequency. Allocations for Radio
Astronomy and Space Science, Committee on Space Research, International
Astronautical Federation, Federation Internationale des Editeurs de Journaux
et Publications, International Broadcasting and Television Organization,
International Amateur Radio Union, International Scientific Radio Union.
Permanent Organs of the I.T.U.
General Secretariat, I.F.R.B., C.C.I.R., C.C.I.T.T.
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F i f t h s e r i e s o f "blue" tex b s (Document No, 176)
The Chairman of Committee 6 introduced Document No. 176 concerning
the procedure, under Article 9A, for the notification and registration in the
Master International Frequency Record of frequency assignments to stations in
the space and radioastronomy services.
The new frequency, procedure also envisaged the steps to be taken
by Administrations to ensure co-ordination when earth stations were
installed. That procedure was related to that to be,followed for the
assignment of frequencies to stations of terrestrial services under Article 9
MOD, approved the previous day.
Referring to the suggestion of the Soviet Union (Document No, 32,
last paragraph page 3) concerning the procedure established under Article 9A,
he reported that at the last meeting of Committee 6, the U^S.S.R, Delegation,
after stating that it. was difficult to establish .whether the procedure was
adequate or not - in the absence for the time being of experience in the
space service - proposed that the whole procedure should be considered as
provisional. That statement had been supported by the delegations of
Bulgaria, Hungary and Roumania, The Delegate of the TJ.S,A, had declared
that, insofar as the decisions of an administrative conference were subject
to amendment by subsequent conferences, the procedure could be regarded as
provisional,, but he could not accept that, the decisions of the present
conference were more provisional in nature than those of any-other
Administrative Radio Conference.
The Delegate of the United Kingdom Ipad spoken in similar terms.
The statements of the U.S.A. and U.K. were supported by the
Delegations of the Federal Republic of Germany, Australia, Belgium, Canada,
China, Spain, France, Italy, Israel, Japan, Liechtenstein, New Zealand,
Netherlands, Portugal and Switzerland.
It was now for the Plenary Meeting to decide; the issue.
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The Chairman then took Document No. 176 page by p a g e ..
Page B5-01 was approved without comment.

.

Page B5-02 ;
The Delegate of the United States of America, ref erring to
regulation 639AD, reported that, as a result of the findings of Committee 5,
Working Group 6A1 had found it necessary to restrict the co-ordinating
procedure to bands allocated with equal rights to the space service and
fixed or mobile services. However, to make footnote 639AD perfectly clear,
he proposed the addition, at the end of the first sentence, the words "but
only in respect to fixed or mobile services", so that the co-ordination
procedure would not apply to any other services which might have equal
rights in one of the bands in question.
The amendment, supported by a number of delegations, was
'a p p r o v e d .

Page B5-02, as amended, was then approved.
Page Bp-03 :
The Delegate of the United States of America, replying to a point
raised by the Delegate of Cuba with regard to regulation 639AF, explained
that some of the services in the bands mentioned did not meet with the
sharing criteria laid down in Article 7.
The Delegate of Cuba expressed satisfaction with the reply given.
Page B5-03 was then approved.
Page B5-04 «
The Delegate of Cuba, referring to the conclusion reached by
Working Group 5A (Document No. 139), reserved his position with regard to
the exclusion of co-ordination in the bands mentioned in regulation 639AF.
Pages B5-05 to B5-13 :
These pages were approved, subject to the rewording of the Spanish
version of page B5-11.
Page B5-14 :
The Delegate of Cuba raised a point with regard to the procedure
outlined in regulation 639CI but, after explanations by a member of the
I.F.R.B., did not press the point.
Page B5-14 was therefore approved.
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Page BP-15 :Was approved without comment.
Page Bp-16 :
In reply to a request for clarification of the third paragraph at
the top of the page concerning the termination of radio emissions7 the
Delegate of the United States of America suggested -that a cross-reference
should be made in the appropriate paragraph of Article 7«
The Delegate of Portugal saw no need for any reference in the
regulation to footnote 470G-.
The De1egate of the U .S.S .R ., supported by the Delegate of the
Ukrainian S.S .R.9 referring to regulation 735.1, proposed the deletion of
the words "space systems".
Tho Delegate of the United States of America said that the regula
tion, as drafted, was a simple statement of fact. It was not always possible
to identify satellites by the transmission of signals and his Delegation,
therefore, was in favour of the text as written. Ho was supported by the
Delegates of tho United Kingdom and Prance.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. was not altogether convinced of the
need to retain the reference to space systems but would not press tho point.
Page B5-16 was then approved
Pago B5.-1? :
On tho proposal of the Delegate of Denmark, the heading "Space
Stations" preceding regulation 113k, was amended to road "Stations in tho
Space Service", and the page thus amended was approved.
Pago B5-18 :Approved without comment.
The Dolegato of the U.S.S.R. made the following statement :
"In its Document Ho. 32 tho Telecommunication Administration of the
U.S.S.R. pointed out the desirability of adopting an interim procedure for
the notification, registration and utilisation o:f frequencies allocated to
sp0,ce communication, bearing in mind that such a procedure could be reviewed
and elucidated, at the Extraordinary (Special) Conference, in tho light of
experience acquired in tho course of snaco communication operation.
"
Sinco tho argument's sot out in Document Ho. 180 reflect those
views of tho Telecommunication Administration of the U.S.S.R., tho Soviet
Delegation does not insist on having the procedure described in Article 9A
designated as an "interim" procedure."

Tho Chairman sa id th a t Document No, 176 was th u s approved, as
amended.
Fourth series of "blue11 texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document N o , 175)
Tho Delegate of France introduced the document, indicating those
parts of tho tables which it was not necessary to examine at the present
meeting.
Tho Chairman took tho document page by page .
Page B4-01
On tho suggestion of the Chairman of Committee 5, it was agreed,
to delete the word "directly" in footnote 273A but to retain the final
sentence.
Pago B4-C-1 as amended was approved
Pago B4-02 :
At tho request of tho Dolegates of Ethiopia, Israel and Japan,
footnote 309C was deleted.
The Delegate of Japan^ .supported by tho•Delegate of Pakistan,
urged that the C.C.I.R. bo requested to study the problem of sharing criteria
between fixed or mobile services and space telemetering and tracking services
in bands below 1 G-c/s.
Pago B4-02 as amended was'approved.
Pagos B4-03 to B4-Q6 were approved without comment.
Page B4-07: Was approved with the inclusion of Algeria in footnote
405B.
Page B4-10•Approved without comment.
Pago B4:-12 :
Draft Recommendation - was approved subject to the replacement
of the word "aerospace" by "airspace", in sub-paragraph a).
Document No. 175, as amended, was approved.
Sixth series of ."blue" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document N o . 177.)
Chairman took tho document page by p a g e .
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Pago B6-01

i

On tho proposal of tho Delegate of the Republic of South Africa
tho reference in footnote 275A to tho Republic of South Africa and Territory
of South-Nest Africa was deleted.
Tho Delegate of the U.S.A. made two proposals j (l) tho addition
of tho words "Telemetering and Tracking" after "Space Research" in the table
relating to bands 137-138j (2) the inclusion ox tno i ollowing footnote for
bands 137-138 kc/s;
"This band will be used primarily for research on the development
and maintenance cf operational systems in the space services".
Page B6-01, with tho above amendments, was approved.
Piage B6-02 ;
The Dolegato of Denmark explained that Committee 5, after
explanations by the I.F.R.B., had considered footnote 231 to bo unnecessary
since the table itself covered mobile, including aeronautics,,], services on a
primary basis, and might give rise to confusion. He therefore suggested
deletion of the footnote in question.
The Delegate of Cuba requested that tho final sentence of footnote
281B bo amended to road ; "Thereafter, in Cuba, tho band will also continue
to bo allocated-to the fixed and mobile services." The point was left for
decision by the Editorial Committee.
The Delegate of Malaysia requested that his country bo included in
footnote 281E.
Pago B6-02, as amended, was approved.
Pago B6-03 - Draf t Re commendation
On the proposal 'of the Dele gate of the U.S.A., the word "those"
(stations) in paragraph 1 of tho Preamble was replaced by "fixed and mobile".
Tho Delegate of the United Arab Republic, supported by the U .3 ,S .R.
proposed the deletion of tho last phra.se:in pigcrativo paragraph 1, since the
wording was inconsistent with the presentation in the tables,
Tho Chairman of Committee 5 and the Delegates of the U.S.A. and
Now Zealand were strongly opposed to the suggested deletion.
Chairman, noting the conflicting opinions, put tho United Arab
Republic 's proposal to tho vote .
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The proposal was rejected by 40 votes to 14 with 5 abstentions .
The Delegate of Yugoslavia, supported by the Delegate of tho
irian People's Republic, then proposed tho insertion of the words "if
possible*' after "cease" in the last phrase of paragraph 1.
Tho proposal was rejected by 33 votes to 16 with 8 abstentions.
The Delegate of tho United Kingdom Overseas Territories referring
•to footnote 275A, indicated that Gambia - in order to show willingness to
clear the band 136-138 Mc/s for space services - was prepared to terminate
fixed and mobile services on 1 January, 1969.
Tho Delegate of the United Arab Republic reserved his position with
regard to the operation of bands 136-137 l i e / s .
The Draft Recommendation, as amended, was approved.
Document No. 177, as amended, was approved.
Eighth scrips of "bluo" texts submittod by tho Editorial Committop
(Document No. 181)
Tho Chairman of the Ad,Hoc Group of Committoo 4 introduced the
document, adding that it was based on Article 45 of tho existing Radio
Regulations.
The Chairman took the document page by page.
Pago BC-01 ;
^ 1G Chairman invited comments on the date of implementation of the
now provisions.
The Chairman of Committee 5 said that a number of delegates in
Committee 5 had indicated 1 January, 1965, as an appropriate date.
Tho Delegate of Poland, supported by tho Delegate of the U .3.S.R.,
suggested that the date might be set at September,, 1965, to coincide with the
Centenary of tho I.T.U., thus marking a new era in space communications,
The Delegate of Austria, supported by tho Delegate of the United
Arab Republic, referred to the need to consider the practical implications
and for sufficient time to bo allowed for the adaptation of existing equip
ment .
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Tlic Do legato of Denmark, supported by the. Delegates of the Federal
Republic of Germany, the. United Kingdom, U.C .A. and the Netherlands, did not
believe that a n y ' of the modified regulations would involve immediate action.
Early implementation was advisable in the interest of terrestrial services
in order to provide for tho coordinating procedure .
Tho Delegate of morocco stressed that the date of implement action
was an important matter in view of the sharing criteria in certain bands.
If precise conditions for sharing criteria could.be finalised and-agreement
reached on the coordinating procedure, the revised regulations could come
into force on 1 January, 1969.
The Delegate of the United Arab Republic saw no need for hasty
action. Nothing was yet known about how the space communication system
could.be used by Administrations nor with regard to-financial and legal
factors. Ee therefore supported the suggestion that the date for implementa
tion should coincide with the convening of the Plenipotentiary Conference in
1965.
The Delegate of Cuba said, that the original purpose of the Confer
ence was to establish worldwide plans for all spado services in which all
countries could participate with equal rights.
One of the essential conditions for the establishment of such plans
should have boon the study of the advisability of establishing one single
global satellite communication system or several systems operated by different
countries or exploiting companies. Whatever the plan chosen, it should permit
all countries to have access to it, particularly in the case of a single
global system, including en equitable distribution of the permissible portion
of the spectrum among all the different countries of the world in order to
enable them to establish their own. systems and-services. The Conference
should decide on the allocation- of essential frequency bands to the different
space services without affecting their actual status and should not allocate
frequency bands, as has been done, nor to impose on different Administrations
a coordinating procedure relating to space services, nor to fix time limits
for notification to other Adminis’
orations or the I.E.R.B.
For those reasons, his Delegation could not agree to the fixing of
dates nor with other decisions adopted by the Conference, and therefore
reserved its position with regard to the Final A c t s .
Tho Delegate of Sweden formally moved that the- date■for implementa
tion should bo sot at 1 Janussry, 1965.
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The Chairman put tho Swedish proposal.to tho vote.
Tho uro-posa! was adopted by 41 votes to 11, with G abstentions,
and the date of 1 January, 1965 inserted in tho fourth paragraph, page 1,
of Document IJo. 101, with a reservation by the Delegate of the United Arab
Republic.
Tho Delegate of Morocco, supported by the Dolegates of Cuba,
U.S .S .R., and the United Arab Ronublic, then proposed' the deletion of the
final paragraph, and moved that a vote be taken on his proposal.
The proposal, -put to the vote, was rejected by 43 votes to 12,
with 5 abstentions.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R.-, supported by tho Delegates of the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, and tho Biolorussian S.S.B., proposed that
the fourth paragraph., should bo reworded to tho effect that tho revised
provisions wore complementary and not an integral part of tho 19-59 Radio
Regulations.
Tho Delegate of Italy could not accept the U.C.S.R. proposal. The
legal effect of decisions taken by the 1963 Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference was similar to that of all conferences, tho only difference being
that tho present Conference had been entrusted with tho review of one part
of tho Radio Regulations,' whereas the whole body of provisions was dealt with
at ordinary conferences.
Tho Secretary-General said that the Delegate of Italy had rightly
pointed out that not only had provisions boon addca but also reviewed and
accordingly they must be considered as part of the Radio Regulations.
The Dolegato of the U.S.S.R. maintained that tho revised provisions
wore additional or supplementary to tho 1959 Radio Regulations.
Tho Delegate of the United Arab Republic, while agreeing with the
Delegate of Italy from the legal point of view, stressed that other factors
should not bo ignored. It was not yet clear whether tho sharing criteria
would he technically sound or not.and, for that reason, was purely of a
provisional nature. Moreover, the operation of sateHito-communication
systems on a worldwide basis was experimental. In his view, the word
"integral" was too nrocisc and, he shared the views expressed by the Delegate
of the U.S.S.R.
Tho Delegate of Spain, in supporting tho reasoning of the Dolegato
of Italy, proposed a drafting amendment to the fourth paragraph on the follow
ing linost "tho provisions of the Radio Regulations, Geneva 1959, as revised
and complemented, form an integral part .... abrogated."
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Tho Delegate of How Zealand suggested that the words "form an
integral part" should be replaced by the words "be integral with".
The Delegate of tho United Kingdom subscribed to the views expressed
by the Dolegato of Italy and the Secretary-General.
Further discussion was deferred to the next meeting.
The meeting rose at 1 -p.m.
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The following countries were represented:
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of), Argentine (Republic),
Australia (Commonwealth of), Austria, Belgium, Bielorussian S.S.R., Bulgaria
(People's Republic of), Canada, China, Cyprus (Republic of), Vatican City Stat
Colombia (Republic of), Korea (Republic of),Cuba, Denmark,Croup of Territories
represented by the French Overseas Post and Telecommunication Agency, Spain,
United States of America, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Hungarian
People's Republic, India (Republic of), Indonesia (Republic of), Iran, Ireland
Iceland, Israel (State of), Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia,
Liechtenstein (Principality of), Luxembourg, Malaysia, Morocco (Kingdom of)
Mexico, Monaco, Norway, New Zealand, Uganda, Pakistan, Netherlands (Kingdom
of the), Philippines (Republic of the), Poland (People's Republic of),
Portugal, Spanish Provinces in Africa, United Arab Republic, Federal Republic
of Germany, Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Roumanian People's Republic, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, South Africa (Republic of) and Territory of
South-West Africa, Sweden, Switzerland (Confederation of ), Tanganyika,
Czechoslovak Socialist, Republic, Territories of the Unit.ed States of America,
Overseas Territories for the international relations of which the Government
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland are responsible,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Kenya (Associate Member).

International Organizations
United Nations Organization, International Civil Aviation Organiza
tion, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization, World Meteorological
Organization, Inter-Union Committee for Frequency Allocations for Radio
Astronomy and Space Science, International Council of Scientific Unions,
Federation Internationale des Editeurs de Journaux et Publications, Inter
national Scientific Radio Union.
Permanent Organs of the International Telecommunication Union
General Secretariat, I.F.R.B., C.C.I.T.T, C.C.I.R.
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E igh th s e r ie s o f "blue" t e x t s su bm itted by Committee 7 (Document No. 181)
The Chairman recalled that the main issue for discussion concerned
the fourth paragraph on page B8-01 for which, in the second line, the
Delegate of the U.S.S.R. had proposed the wording "to form a complement to
the Radio Regulations" instead of "form an integral part of . . .".
The Delegate, of the U.S.S.R., before considering the substance of
his proposal, wished to put two questions to the Secretary-General for
clarification: First, the Radio Regulations of Geneva 1959 were signed by
representatives of some 100 countries, whereas, at the present Conference,
some 70 countries were attending. How could this smaller number of countries
revise the provisions of the 1959 .Regulations without having the opinions of
the absent Members? Second, some governments had not approved the 1959
Regulations, but of these, apparently, some were willing to approve the
Agreement of the present Conference. Did not this require clarification?
The Deputy Secretary-General pointed out that the agenda, time and
place of the present Conference had all been approved by a majority of the
Members of the Union and that, therefore, the convening of the Space
Conference was in conformity with Nos. 60 and 61 of the Convention. All
Administrations had been invited to attend, though not all had been able to
come.
With reference to approval of the Regulations, he referred.to
194 of Article 14 of the Convention, which would seem to clarify the
situation.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. declared that he was not satisfied
with this explanation.
He was not arguing that the present Conference was
fully empowered, under the terms of the Convention, to make decisions; his
question was, how could the present Conference take a decision on a document
adopted by a larger number of Members of the Union? It was for this reason
that he considered it essential that decisions taken by the present Conference
should be complementary to the 1959 Regulations. As to those countries which
had not approved the 1959 Regulations, their possible approval of the present
Agreement gave rise to a purely legal question.
The Secretary-General drew attention to the fact that the
Convention contained no provision authorizing the Secretary-General to
interpret it, or the Regulations. Secondly, he was not a lawyer by
profession but had been educated as an electronics engineer. However, if
the Delegate of the U.S.S.R. wished for the Secretary-GeneralJs personal
views, based on his experience in the Union, he would endeavour to answer
his questions.
How could the Conference revise decisions adopted by a larger
number of Members of the Union? There was no provision of any kind
specifying representation or determining the number of Members of the Union
to be present. Each Conference comprised sovereign governments and, so far
as he knew, was sovereign within the framework of its agenda.
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How could the Conference deal with Regulations adopted by differ
ent countries in 1959? He thought the answer to that was quite clear and
referred to Conference Document No. 46 - the agenda adopted by the Admini
strative, Council,' after long, discussion., and which was then submitted to the
full membership of the Union and approved with no dissenting voice- . Amongst
the items was paragraph 4, which he read out.
When the Administrative Council authorized the Space Conference to
review the Regulations, obviously such a review implied a change. Also, if
some countries, which attended the 1959 Conference were' not present, it wasa
fact which might be deplored, but about which nothing could be done.
In conclusion, the Secretary-General once more stressed that it wss
his personal opinion that the present Conference was fully at liberty, within
the framework of its agenda, to adopt such Regulations or amend them as it
decided by its own free will.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. was grateful to the Secretary-General
for his statement and fully agreed with it. In his view-, it appeared to bear
out his' own opinion that the decisions of the Conference should be an addendum
to the 1959 Regulations.
The Delegate of the U.A.R. referred to the statement he had made at
the second Plenary Meeting, where he had raised a point of principle on the
procedure concerning the first item on the Conference Agenda. This point
should have been fully discussed at that time which would have avoided a
lengthy debate at present.
His Administration did not .yet possess experience on the operating
of earth satellite systems and he did not believe that such systems for com
munications would be operated for three or four years.
In item 3 of the
Conference Agenda, it was stated that the: Space Conference would revise.only
such provisions of the Geneva 1959 Regulations as might be essential for the
effective implementation of the decisions of the Conference. He therefore
did not think that the revised Regulations could be adopted as an integral
part of the 1959 Regulations.
The Delegate of India wished to make a statement in accordance with
No. 627 of the Convention, and spoke as follows :
"The presence of any provision in the Radio Regulations, which is
against the spirit of the International Telecommunication Convention is
regrettable.
In the opinion of the Indian Delegation, the substance of the
paragraph under discussion is not in consonance with the aims and objects of
the Union. Nevertheless, it is equally regrettable that countries who have
no reservations cannot unilaterally discharge the obligations of the Regu
lations in relation to countries who have reservations.
Besides, the para
graph under discussion, for retention or otherwise, in the form it takes,
cannot have force in relation to the successful operation of space services
as this Conference envisages. With these considerations in view and being
placed in the grey area of enlightenment on the subject, the Indian Delegation
is constrained to abstain in the voting."
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The Delegate of Italy took: up the legal aspect of the question
raised; the only difference "between the Space Conference and any other
Ordinary Administrative Radio Conference was that the latter was competent
to revise all the provisions of the Regulations, whereas the Space Conference
had the task of revising only one specific part of the. Regulations. An
entirenew text couldhave
been redrafted comprising theamendments,
which
would not have changed the legal question at all. Thepresent procedure,
whereby only the revised portions
had been published, hadbeen adopted as a
simple, practical method to avoid
unnecessary expense.
Summing up, he pointed out that countries signing part of the
amended Regulations would be carrying out the same functions as those signing
new Regulations, as at the 1947 and 1959 Radio Conferences.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. agreed also with.the interpretation
of the last speaker but still maintained his point.
The Chairman put to the vote, by show of hands,
the proposal of the
U.S.S.R. for the text to read "a complement to the Radio Regulations'*.
The results of the vote were as follows :
In favour

12

Against

43

Abstentions

8

The proposal was rejected., and the text remained as contained in
Document N o . 181
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. had a further proposal: to add a
paragraph to the text, immediately preceding the signature, to the effect
that the relevant authorities should notify their approval of the‘revision.
After a considerable discussion, in which the Delegates of Denmark.
Italy. Spain. Morocco, the Secretary-General and the Chairman of Committee 7
took part, it was agreed to add a paragraph based on No. 194 of the Con
vention, slightly amended, as read out by the Secretary-General: ’’Members
and Associate Members shall inform the Secretary-General of their approval
of these Regulations".
(The second sentence of No. 194 as it stands).
With this amendment,. Document No. 181 was approved.
Ninth series of "blue" texts submitted by Committee 7 (Document No. 184.)
The Chairman of Committee 7 stated that there were some slight
drafting changes still to be made, particularly with reference to the French
text, but these would be dealt with by his Committee.
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The Chairman of Committee 4 said that the definitions contained
in the document had been discussed at great length in Working Group 4A.
Tentative definitions had been passed for comment to Committees 5 and 6,
had been revised and amended accordingly and had been unanimously approved
by Committee 4* However, it was possible that the Plenary Assembly might
consider one or two of the definitions to be unnecessary.
Page 05
The Delegate of Australia asked whether the definition of "passive
satellite" in 84AK included the case of "needles".
The Chairman of Committee 6 did not think that this point had been
discussed in Committee, but referred the question to the Chairman of Working
Group 4 A . who recalled that the original definition of a passive satellite
had been an earth satellite, intended to transmit radio communications by
reflection or by scattering, but that upon request, in Committee 4, it had
been decided to delete the reference to scattering.
Document No. 183 was then approved.
Draft Resolution relating to Space vehicles in distress (Document No. 184)
Approved without discussion.
Eleventh series of "blue" texts submitted by Committee 7 (Document No. 186)
Approved. it being understood that the appendix contained on the
incorrectly numbered page Bll-19 would be numbered page Bll-13.
Tenth series of "blue" texts submitted by Committee 7 (Document No. 185)
Cover page. In the column headed "reference" the word "draft" to be added
before Recommendation in the first line.
Page 0 2 •
The Chairman of Committee 7 indicated the relevant texts to which
footnotes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 now referred.
Page 04
The- Delegate of the United States of America proposed that the
words "except in the case of the bands 4400 to 4700 Me/s and 8100 to 8400 Me/s
be added after "fixed or mobile services" in the last line of 470D. He
further proposed that the words "these frequency bands are the following..."
be deleted from that paragraph,.and also where they occurred in paragraphs
470J, 470M, 470Q 3nd 470U. ' "
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The Delegate of France, thought it would be helpful to mention the
bands used for both earth and space stations.
The Delegate of Indonesia supported the last speaker and recalled
that it had been decided in Committee 4 to specify the frequency bands in
each case. His second point was a question of substance.
It appeared to him
preferable to have sufficient information available on the special frequency
bands 4400 to 4700 Mc/s and 8100 to 8400 Mc/s, before excluding them from
the coordination procedure of power limitation, as put forward in 470B. He
therefore stated his objection to and reservation on this point.
The Delegate of Cuba said that if those bands were- to be shared
equally with the fixed and mobile services, he saw no reason why they should
be treated differently from other stations and referred in particular to
Document Bl, showing sharing criteria. He, too, objected to the inclusion
of a special mention of these frequency bands in paragraph 470D.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. suggested that the present text of
items470D, J, M, Q and U be completed by the corresponding bands which were
considered in Committee 5, excepting those bands in 470D, particularly ref
erred to by the Delegate of the U.S.A.
The Chairman of Committee 7 supported the suggestion which would
make the text extremely clear and which corresponded to the decisions taken
in Committee 4. The Editorial Committee would endeavour to fill in the
relevant frequencies at an early moment for consideration of the meeting.
It was also the view of the Delegates of India..the U.S.A. and
Denmark that insertion of the relevant frequencies would make the text clear.
It was so decided.
The Chairman of Committee 5 raised the q u e r y as to whether the same
procedure was to be applied in the bands 7250 - 7300 Mc/s with respect to
the countries indicated in footnote 392Y, which also used fixed and mobile
services in those bands.
It was the view of the Delegate of the U.S.S.R. that all the
frequency bands which were allocated to the communication satellite services
should be shown in paragraph 470D-.
On this understanding, page 04 was adopted, with the deletion of
the footnote at the bottom of the page, following a suggestion by a Member
of the I.F.R.B. as it was not in conformity with No. 115 of the Radio
Regulations.
Page 07
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. started a discussion as to the advisa
bility of keeping the footnote,which, in his view, was useful, as it showed
how the sharing criteria received, concerning the power density levels were
applicable to meteorological satellite space stations.
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The Delegate of Denmark thought this footnote might lead to confu
sion when Recommendations on the subject were available from the C.C.I.R.,
and was in favour of its deletion, as was the Delegate of France.
The Delegate of Indonesia suggested, as a compromise, the insertion
of some date, such as "at the time of drawing up the definitions" which was
also the thought of the Delegate of Belgium, who proposed adding "in 1963"•
As explained by the Delegate of Denmark and borne out by the Chairman
of Working Croup 4C. the footnote had been inserted because the Working Group
had been obliged to use the material applicable to the communication satellites,
to enable it to come forward with a Recommendation with regard to the meteoro
logical satellite service.
The Delegate of the United Kingdom was in favour of retaining the
footnote and as this appeared to be the general opinion, this was agreed.
Page 14
The Chairman of Committee 7 proposed that a title be found for the
Draft Recommendation, along the lines "relative to frequency bands shared
between space services and earth services".
It was agreed to leave this to
his Committee.
Page 17
The Delegate of India pointed' out an omission under "decides to"
where a) should read "...sharing between space services and line of sight
radio-relay systems".
Subject to approval of the frequency bands to be inserted,
Document No. 185 was adopted.
Final Report of Committee 2 (Credentials) (Document No. 179)
The Chairman of Committee 2 informed the Meeting thaLt, since the
last meeting of his Committee on 2 November, the Delegate of Monaco had
presented credentials, which he had personally examined and found to be in
order. He therefore requested that the name of Monaco be added to the list
of countries with acceptable credentials.
Moreover, with regard to the Republic of the Philippines, this
sountry figured in the list of those, in the table on page 5, in Annex 1, as
not having ratified the Convention, whereas, as stated in'Document No. 198,
the instrument of ratification had been received on 6 November.
The Delegate of Canada moved adoption of the Report of Committee 2
and was supported by the Delegate of Japan.
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The Delegate of Indonesia wished, the following statement to be
included in the Pinal Acts of the Conference:
"In the opinion of the Delegation of the Republic of Indonesia to
the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference to allocate frequency bands
for Space Radiocommunications, a country must first accede to the I.T.U.
Convention before it has the right to participate in the I.T.U. Conferences.
The.. Indonesian Delegation refers to the representation of Malaysia in which
case the Indonesian Delegation could not have any other opinion than that it
should be considered as a new country which is assumed to comprise the
country-Member Malaya (Federation of) and the Associate-Member SingaporeBritish North Borneo, and to which Article 18 of the Convention applies.
"
As
up to the Plenary Session of this Conference on 6 November1963>
a notification by the Secretary-General concerning the accession of the abovementioned new country has not been received by the Indonesian Administration,
the Delegation of the Republic of Indonesia would like to reserve the right
of its Government not to recognize the representation of Malaysia in the
Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference to allocate frequency bands for
Space Radiocommuni-ations, as such recognition would be in contradiction with
the said Article 18 of the Convention."
The Delegate of Malaysia made the following statement :
"Mr. Chairman,
"
It is regrettable that in this Conference, which is technical in
nature, our neighbours, the Indonesians,-should have brought out some other
points.
"
It is my duty to describe for the records what the Malaysia Agreement
is. The original constitution of" the Federation of Malaya, which made pro
visions for amendments, was amended by an Act of the Malayan Parliament before
Malaysia Day on 16 September, 1963* This Act took account of the incorpora
tion of Singapore, Sarawak and Sabah (North Borneo) with the former ..Federation
of Malaya and brought about a change of name to Malaysia. This arrangement
has been possible following an agreement between Her Majesty's Government in
the United Kingdom and the Government of the Federation of Malaya, and by
giving the Royal assent to the Act, her Majesty relinquished sovereignty in
Singapore, Sarawak and Sabah.
In effect, Malaysia is Malaya as it was before
16 September but with the addition of new territories. This principle was
publicly stated in a broadcast by the Malaysian Permanent Secretary for
External Affairs on 16 September. There is thus complete legal continuity
as a single entity between Malaya and Malaysia.
"
It should therefore be clear, Mr. Chairman, that Malaya and
Malaysia are one and the same State.
Indeed, you may recall that, recently
Malaysia was elected to the U.N. Security Council - to alternate with
Czechoslovakia - without the identity of Malaysia being called into question.
"
Mr. Chairman, I request that this statement be incorporated
Minutes of this meeting."

in the
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The Delegate of the United Kingdom said :
"I wish on behalf of the United Kingdom to fully support the state
ment made by the Delegate of Malaysia, and I would remind members again that
Malaysia was elected to the U.K. Security Council without the identity of
Malaysia being called into question.
"
With the Delegate of Malaysia, I must, however, deplore that a
question of I.T.U. membership and representation has been raised at this
Conference, which is not competent to discuss such questions.
I would
suggest, Mr. Chairman, that further discussion on this issue is out of order.”
The Delegate

of Austria supported the suggestion of the last speaker.

The Chairman informed the last speakers that their remarks would be
recorded, and closed discussion on the subject.
Document No. 179, with the amendments proposed by the Chairman of the
Credentials Committee, was then adopted.
Miscellaneous
The Secretary of the Conference wished to remind those delegates
with visas for Switzerland, to check whether these were still valid.
If not,
they should hand their passports in to the Delegate Service,
who would under
take to have the visas renewed.
He further requested all delegates to make sure that they had
informed the Secretariat of their official addresses so that a complete list
could be distributed.
The Meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.
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Subjects discussed :
1.

Statements by the Observers from the United Nations, UNESCO and
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Seventh series of ’'blue” texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 187)
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The following countries were represented :
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of); Argentine (Republic)
Australia (Commonwealth of); Austria; Belgium;
Bielorussian S.S.R.;
Bulgaria (People’s Republic of); Canada; China; Cyprus (Republic of);
Vatican City State;
Colombia (Republic of); Korea (Republic of); Cuba;
Denmark;. Group of Territories represented by the French Overseas Post and
Telecommunication Agency; Spain; United States of America; Ethiopia;
Finland; France; Ghana; Greece; Hungary (People’s Republic of);
India (Republic of); Indonesia (Republic of);
Iran;
Ireland;
Iceland;
Israel (State of); Italy; Jamaica; Japan; Kuwait; Liechtenstein
(Principality of); Luxembourg; Malaysia; Morocco (Kingdom of); Mexico;
Monaco; Norway; New. Zealand; Uganda;
Pakistan; Netherlands (Kingdom
of the); Philippines (Republic of the); Poland (People’s Republic of);
Portugal; Spanish Provinces in Africa; United Arab Republic; Federal
Republic of Germany; Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia; Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic; Roumanian People’s Republic; United Kingdom of
Great Britain, and Northern Ireland; South Africa (Republic of) and
Territory of South-West Africa; Sweden; Switzerland (Confederation of);
Tanganyika; Czechoslovak Socialist Republic; Territories of the United
States of America;
Overseas Territories for the international relations of
which the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland are responsible; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; Kenya
(Associate Member).
International Organizations :
United Nations Organization; United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization; World Meteorological Organization;
Inter-Union Committee for Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and
Space Science; Committee on Space Research;
International Council of
Scientific Unions; Federation Internationale des Editeurs de Journaux et
Publications;
International Broadcasting and Television Organization;
European Broadcasting Union; .International Amateur Radio Union;
International Scientific Radio Union.
Permanent Organs of the International Telecommunication Union
General Secretariat,. I.F.R.B., C.C.I.T.T., C.C.I.R.
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Statements by the Observers from the United Nations. UNESCO and the
International Federation of Newspaper Writers and Editors
The Representative of the United Nations drew attention to the
statement that had been submitted by the United Nations to the Conference
(Document No. 193). It consisted of two parts; l) information from U Thant,
Secretary-General of the United Nations on the interest taken in the I.T.U.
Space Conference in relation to certain Resolutions of the General Assembly
and ECOSOC and 2) United Nations requirements for space communications.
In view of the time shortage, he did not go into further detail but referred
the delegates to Document No. 193 which he hoped the Conference would note
in the course of its proceedings. Since it was probably the last opportunity
he would have of addressing the conference, he also took the opportunity of
conveying his best wishes for its success and thanking the Union for allow
ing him to follow the discussions from the point of view of matters which
were before ECOSOC and would be receiving increasing attention from them in
connection with the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
The Representative of UNESCO made the statement which appears in
Annex 1 to these Minutes.
The Delegate of Argentina congratulated the UNESCO Representative
on the clarity of his magnificent address.
The close collaboration existing between the I.T.U. and UNESCO was
well-known. He had had an opportunity of appreciating it fully when he had
had the honour of representing the I.T.U. at a meeting of UNESCO for the
development of the mass media held in Santiago de Chile. The need for
intensifying efforts to increase the flow of information through the press,
radio and television to all the peoples of the world had been fully brought
home to him on that occasion.
He had also seen the report entitled "Space Communication and the
Mass Media" published in Document No. 188, which outlined the prospects of
the use of space telecommunications for the promotion of UNESCO’s aims.
On behalf of his delegation, he supported the statement made by
the UNESCO Representative and expressed the hope that in future collaboration
between the two specialised agencies would be broadened, so as to further
enhance the development of mass media by means of space communications.
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The Representative of the International Federation of Newspaper
Writers and Editors then spoke -as -shown In Annex .2.,
..
The Chairman expressed, his thanks to the three observers for their
excellent statements,
2,

Seventh series of “blue" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 18?)
The Chairman said that the document would be taken page by page.
The Chairman of the Editorial Committee drew attention to typo
graphical errors in the French text which would be corrected before publi
cation of the document in "pink" version. He also recalled that the last
sentence of the footnote concerning radio astronomy should be deleted in all
cases because the Plenary Assembly had decided that new Regulation 116A
covered that point.

Page 02
Page 04

Approved, subject to the deletion of Mexico from footnote 253B.
The Delegate of Denmark raised the question of whether the conference
was entitled to establish the definition of the African Broadcasting Area,
referred to on page 04 and defined on page 05« The definition given was the
outcome
of the recent African Broadcasting Conference and it had been drawn
up for that purpose.
It now appeared as a footnote in the Regulations.
The Delegate of Morocco also felt that it was not for the present
Conference to decide on such an issue and suggested that footnotes 330, 330A
and 332 should specify the geographical limits of the area.
The Delegate of Luxembourg was of the opinion that the Conference
was not competent to establish such definitions.
The Delegate of U.S.S.R., supported by the Delegates. of the
United Kingdom, Denmark and U g a n d a proposed that, where applicable, the
texts of the footnotes should begin: "In Region 1, except the European
Broadcasting Ares,, the band
The Chairman of the I.F.R.B. referred to Document No. 160, Appendix
.4, page ll(Rev.).
It would be a simple matter to retain the words "African
Broadcasting Area" clearly specifying that the term was used only for the
purposes of the footnotes concerned.
The Delegate of Morocco suggested that it might be possible to
solve the difficulty by referring to the various countries in the area
individually.
The Delegate of France proposed that the wording of Appendix 4
to Document No. 160 (Rev.) be used and that the footnote specify that "for
the purpose of these Regulations the term African Broadcasting Area designates
ii
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The Delegate of Morocco supported that proposal but suggested that
the geographical limits of the African Area be changed to the parallels
40 deg. South and 40 deg. North.
The Chairman of the I.F.R.B.-pointed out that Region 1 comprised
three sub-regions: the European Broadcasting Area, the African Broadcasting
Area and the U.S.S.R. and Middle East. He suggested that it should be stated
in footnote 133A that, for the purposes of the provisions of the Conference,
the African Broadcasting Area be designated as comprising the three areas
mentioned in footnote 133A and that that designation be considered operative for
footnotes 330, 330A and 332. The difficulty had probably arisen from the
reference on page 05 to "MOD": the insertion of 133A in Article 5»
was
not a question of modifying Article 5» hut purely of reference to the area
concerned.
On that understanding, it was finally decided to amend footnotes
330, 330A and 332 in accordance with the proposal by the U.S.S.R.
Page 06

Approved, subject to various drafting and layout changes proposed
by Committee 5> and the re-numbering of the footnotes.

Page 07

Approved, subject to the addition of Lebanon in footnote 285B and
the amendment of "may continue” in the penultimate line of that footnote to
read "will continue", on the proposal of the Delegate of Morocco, supported
by the Delegates of Cuba and Pakistan.

Page 08

The Delegate of the United Kingdom recalled the new footnote 286A
had been circulated as an addendum to Document No. 167.
On a point raised by the Delegate of France as to the additional
protection afforded to the fixed and mobile services, the Delegate of the
United Kingdom assured him that he took new Regulation 116A to apply to
the case concerned as to all other cases.
The Delegate of Denmark said that his understanding was that new
Regulation 116A referred only to protection from services in other bands
and not to services in the same band.
The Delegate of the United Kingdom suggested the addition of the
following sentence to footnote 236A : "For the purpose of resolving cases
of harmful interference to the radio astronomy service in these bands,
protection from fixed and mobile services in these bands shall be afforded
to the radio astronomy service only to the extent that such services are
afforded protection from each other".
The Delegate of France suggested that it would be sufficient if
that understanding was reflected in the minutes of the meeting. It was so
agreed.

Page 10

The Delegate of France said that the discussions in Committee 5
had appeared to indicate that tracking operations should be covered in a
footnote rather than in the table itself.
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The Delegate of the United States of America said that in his
opinion the entry was correct as it stood; it] was preferable to show tele
metering and tracking in the table as two distinct functions.
The Delegate of France said that his Delegation would have preferred
the wording : "Space Research (Telemetering)" in.the table with a footnote
to the
effect that tracking was also possible in the band concerned. He
would not, however, press the point.
Page 10 was approved, subject to the inclusion of Lebanon in the
list
of countries in footnote 311A, the replacement of "may continue" by
"will continue" in the penultimate line and the insertion of "1st" before
"January" in footnote 312A.
For the sake of consistency with the action taken in deleting
footnote 218, it was decided on the proposal of the Delegate of the United
Kingdom, supported by the Delegate of Prance, that the reference to footnote
345B in Region 1, band 1690 to 1700 Mc/s, would be deleted and the reference
to 354B for Regions 2 and 3 would be replaced by a new footnote omitting
reference to the countries of Region 1.

Spanish

It was decided at the request of the countries concerned to include
frovinces in Africa in footnote 354B and Algeria in footnote 354A.

It was also decided on the proposal ofcthe Delegate of the United
States
of America to delete the last sentence of footnote 324A and the
ifords "recent" and "two" from tho first line of footnote 353A in view of
the fact that that footnote would be in force for a considerable period of
time.
In accordance with the suggestion from the Delegate of the United
Kingdom approved in connection with page 12, it was decided to amend footnote
354B by replacing "the bands 1660 - 1670 Mc/s and 1690 - 1700 Mc/s are also
allocated" by "the band 1660 - 1670 Mc/s is also allocated", and to insert a
new footnote 354C for Regions 2 and 3 as follows :
"In Australia, Indonesia
and New Zealand the band 1690 - 1700 Mc/s is also allocated 011 a secondary
basis, to the fixed service and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile
service".
It was decided to delete the contents of the square brackets in
footnote 318A and, on the proposal of the Delegate of Ethiopia, supported by
the Delegate of the F.S.R. of Yugoslavia, to insert after "operating" in the
fourth line: "or contemplating to operate".
Approved, subject to the addition of Poland in footnote 412A.
Approved, subject to the addition of Bulgaria in footnote 215A.
It was decided to delete the square brackets in footnote 401A.
The Chairman of Committee 5 indicated that the text of footnote
339A had been agreed provisionally and now required confirmation from the
U.S.S.R.
It was decided to delete the words "in the U.S.S.R. and
end replace them by "Specific" at the beginning of the footnote.

specific"
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The Delegate of the United Kingdom, supported by the Delegates
of France. Luxembourg and Belgium, said that he would have. .Difficulty in
accepting the last two lines of the footnote. He proposed that the last two
lines
thereof be replaced by "research, on a secondary basis".
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R.. supported by the Delegates of the
P.R, Of Hungary and the Bielorussian S.S.R., proposed that the text of the
footnote remain as it now stood.
A vote was taken and, by 27 in favour and 10 against, with

19 abstentions, it was decided to .amend, the footnote as proposed by the
Delegate of the United Kingdom.
Pages 22
26 inc.

Page 27

It was decided to include. Bulgaria and Poland in footnote 389A,
Lebanon, Algeria and Yugoslavia in footnote 409AA, Algeria in footnote 409A
and the U.S.S.R. in footnote 356AA, at the request of the delegations
concerned.
Draft Recommendation
The Delegate of Argentina, supported by the Delegate of Colombia,
deplored the mistakes in the •Spanish text which persisted in spite Of his
attempts in Committee 5 and at various working groups to have them corrected.
He referred to Documents Nos. 21, 45? 167 and 169 as well as to the draft
Recommendation on page 27 of Document No. 187.
The Chairman said that he was sure all those concerned deeply
regretted that those mistakes had not been corrected in the "blue" text and
would ensure that the Spanish texts were correct in the "pink" version.
The Delegate of Argentina proposed that the second frequency band
referred to in the second operative paragraph of the Draft Recommendation
should be 399*9 - 400.05 Mc/s instead of 399.9"
400 Mc/s, in accordance with
the discussions which had taken place in Committee 5* Footnote 312 and 313
referred thereto.
Also, the wording of the title of the Draft Recommendation was
more appropriate in Article 7 than in the title of that Recommendation. He
quoted, the title given in Appendix 3 to Document No. 169 and recalled that
it had been decided at the Eighth Meeting of Committee 5> as would be seen
from the Summary Record contained in Document No. 199,
to change that title
to reads "Draft Recommendation relating to the introduction and use of the
Radionavigation-satellite Service".
In conclusion, he formally moved that
the title be amended to read : "Draft Recommendation relating to the need to
cease operation of the fixed and mobile services in the bands 149*9 150,05 Mc/s and 399.9 - 400,05 Mc/s allocated to the radionavigation-satellite
service" •
The Delegate of the United States of America said that the upper
band limit in the existing Frequency Allocation Table was 400 Mc/s and the
figure given in the last paragraph of the draft Recommendation was therefore
correct.
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The Delegate of Denmark, supported by the D e l e g a t e of the United
Kingdom, said that in view of the footnotes referring to the use of that
band, it would not be an error to e,dopt the proposal by the Delegate of the
Argentine on that point, and the Delegate of the United States of America
said that he would not press his point.
It was therefore decided to amend the upper band limit in the
penultimate line of the draft Recommendation to 400.05 Mc/s.
After an exchange of views between the Delegates of Cuba and
Morocco and the Chairman of Committee 5, the amendment proposed by the
Delegate of Argentina to the title of the draft Recommendation was approved.
The Delegate of the United Arab Republic reserved tho position of
his Delegation on the draft Recommendation.
Thus amended,

the draft R e c o m m e n d a t i o n wo,S M o b r o v o d .

The Seventh series of "blue" texts contained in Document Ho. 187
was thus approved, as amended.
Outstanding item from consideration of tho Tenth series of "blue1* texts
submitted by the Editorial Committee (Document H o . 185)
The Chairman of the editorial Committee announced that tho list
of frequency bands to be'inserted in footnotes 47OD, J, I/I. Q and U had now
been circulated, in accordance with the discussion on item 5 of the Agenda
of the Fifth Plenary I/Ieeting •
There being no objection, their insertion in tho footnotes was
ap-proved.
Tho mooting rose at 12.30 p.m.

Rapporteur

Secretary

V. BOULADON

Clifford STEAD

Annexes : 2

Chairman
G-unnar PEDERSEN
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STATEMENT BI M R . JULIAN 33EHRSTOCK. REPRESENTATIVE OF UNESCO

"Mr. Chaiman, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:
'*
'I should like to say how greatly we at UNESCO have appreciated the
opportunity to follow the work of this Conference. The documents submitted
to the Conference and the proceedings alike have held the highest interest
for us.
t!
The significance which the present gathering has for UNESCO was
anticipated by our General Conference, representing all Member States, when
at its last session it adopted a resolution drawing attention to the vast
implications which your Conference holds for any organisation, such as ours,
concerned with the promotion of the free flow of information and ideas
through all means of communication. As your Conference has unfolded, it has
become even more apparent that its decisions and recommendations will have a
profound'influence on the future development of space communication.
!!
The approach taken by the delegations thoughout the Conference,
moreover, would seem to corroborate the observation made by the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations in his inaugural message that space communica
tion is "clearly a field in which the interests of all nations can be served
most efficiently and economically by international cooperative action"
This was the keynote also of a resolution adopted by our General Conference
at its last session urging that space communication should be governed by
"fruitful cooperation between the nations".

11
It seems reasonable to assume that the cooperation which governments
are establishing with each other in the space communication field will be
extended also to the intergovernmental organisations which they have created.
Concerted action on the part of these international organisations would seem
to offer for governments a ready means of achieving a coordinated and
effective use of this new technological advance. UNESCO for its part has
been authorised by its General Conference to give all possible aid to other
international bodies concerned, particularly with a view to facilitating the
long-term use of space communication to promote the free flow of ideas, the
spread of education and greater cultural exchange.
”
We hope that cooperation between the I.T.U. and UNESCO may, in
particular, prove to be of practical help to governments in dealing with
the complex and many-sided problems which space communication will pose as
it becomes operational. Such cooperation, I might note, would be an
extension of the close working relationships which already exist between our
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two Organisations and which, I believe, have already produced tangible
results.
I might cite as a pertinent example the project to encourage pro
duction of low-cost radio receivers, initiated by the Administrative Radio
Conference in 1959> in which, on the basis of technical specifications drawn
up by the C.C.I.R., we are now pursuing the production possibilities with
the United Nations Regional Economic Commissions.
fl
By its very nature, space communication is bound tooffer
oppor
tunities for a joint approach of this kind on the part of the two sister
Specialised Agencies of the United Nations.
It would indeed seem difficult
to separate completely aspects such as those dealt with in the International
Telecommunication Union concerning the physical facilities for space communi
cation from those considered in other forums,, such as UNESCO, concerning the
use to be made of the facilities thus provided.
In any event, governments
will no doubt wish, when taking crucial decisions at one or another inter
national body, to bear in mind all the diverse interestsinvolved
in the
effective development and use of space communication.
"
That is why we in UNESCO' have ventured, on the occasion of your
Conference, to send to the Member States of our Organisation a first report
attempting to assess in broad terms the issues posed by space communication
in the light of UNESCO's basic aims. The report was prepared with the help
of a number of telecommunication experts and in consultation with the inter
national non-governmental organisations in the press., radio and television
fields.
I should like in passing to mention that in the whole of our work
in space communication UNESCO counts on continuing to work closely with
these mass media enterprises.
n
The purpose of the UNESCO report was to assist our Member .States,
in their capacity as Members of the I.T.U., in bearing in mind at the pres
ent Conference the mutual aims of our two Organisations.
In accordance with
your decision, Mr. Chairman, for which I am most grateful, the UNESCO report
has been distributed as an information document of the Conference.
(Document No. 188).
n
The UNESCO report attempts to assess the long-term prospects
offered by space communication for enhancing the range and scope of the
press, radio broadcasting and television. Although such an assessment at
the present incipient phase of space.communication is bound to be highly
speculative, we trust that it may nevertheless be of interest in drawing
up initial plans for the use of this new telecommunication technique.
i!"
It seems’evident even now that the application of space communi
cation, by the mass media will present operational problems no less complex
than those which your Conference has had to tackle over the past month in
providing the physical.facilities.
The initial question will be.that of
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determining what functions space communication can perform more effectively
for the mass media than can conventional communication services, taking into
account the relative cost, language and time factors.
In the field of sound
broadcasting and particularly television, programming for space communication
transmissions to vast audiences in many countries will entail great oppor
tunities and responsibilities for the promotion of international understand
ing.
In the event of the development of direct broadcasting, moreover, new
avenues would be opened up for the transmission of educational programmes to
schools, homes and community centres.
"
Problems of the diversity, complexity and importance which the
use of space communication will pose for the mass media might usefully be
studied by those concerned. UNESCO contemplates providing an opportunity
for an examination of these issues by convening a meeting of experts drawn
from different countries and the different media to take place probably in
1965*
In this, as in all other expert meetings which UNESCO has convened
to consider the development of the mass media, we shall look to the I.T.U.
for the technical knowledge and advice needed on telecommunications and we
shall also, of course, be prepared to have the meeting deal with any par
ticular issue which your Organisation may wish it to consider.
l!
I would like to conclude on this note of cooperation between the
I.T.U. and UNESCO - cooperation which dates back to the inception of our
Organisation and which over the years has, I feel helped to promote our
mutual aims. I believe that, in the field of space communication, we now
have a striking opportunity to pursue this cooperation in ways which can be
of great benefit to people everywhere.”

PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
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A N N E X

2

STATEMENT BY THE OBSERVER OF THE INTERNATIONAL
FEDERATION OE NEWSPAPER WRITERS AND EDITORS

"The International Federation of Newspaper Writers and Editors is
grateful for this opportunity to draw the attention of the Conference to the
scheduled radiocommunication service, which is covered by Article 85 of the
Telegraph Regulations.
"
This service to single and multiple destinations is used
extensively by the Press for transmitting news throughout the world.
Its
scope and reliability would be greatly increased if satellite systems could
be used.
”
The Federation therefore expresses the hope that,.to facilitate
the flow of information and the progress of international understanding,
technical studies may be put in hand to examine the feasibility of making
use of satellite systems for the scheduled radiocommunications service."

SPACE
RADD0G0MMUNICAT10N
CONFERENCE

Document No* 239-E
13 November,. 1963
O r ig in a l : English.

E.A.R.C. TO ALLOCATE FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SPACE RADIOCOMMUNICATION PURPOSES
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PLENARY MEETING

MINUTES
OP THE
SEVENTH PLENARY MEETING
.Thursday, 7 November, at 14*30 hours
Chairman : Mr. Gunnar PEDERSEN (Denmark).
Vice-Chairmen : Mr. Ashot BADALOV (u.S.SiR.)
Ambassador Joseph H. McCONNELL
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Secretary i Mr. Clifford STEAD

Subjects discussed

1.

First series oi
of "pink"
texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
ifirst
"p]
(Document No* 196).

2.

Second series of "pink" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No* 206)

3*

Draft Recommendation submitted by the Delegation of the State of
•Israel- (Document No. 166.)

4*

International Technical Cooperation and Assistance in the field of
Space Radiocommunication (Document No. 192)

5*

Third series of "pink" texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 207)

6.

Date and time of signature of the Final Acts.
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The following countries were represented :
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of), Argentine (Republic),
Australia (Commonwealth of), Austria, Belgium, Bielorussian S.S.R., Bulgaria
(People's Republic of), Cambodia (Kingdom of), Canada, China, Cyprus
(Republic of), Vatican City State, Colombia (Republic of), Congo (Republic
of the) (Leopoldville), Korea (Republic of), Cuba, Denmark, Group of
Territories represented by the French Overseas Post and Telecommunication
Agency, Spain, United States of America, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Hungarian
People's Republic, India (Republic of), Indonesia (Republic of), Iran,
Ireland, Iceland, Israel (state of), Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Liberia, Liechtenstein (Principality of), Luxembourg, Malaysia, Morocco
(Kingdom of), Mexico, Monaco, Norway, New Zealand, Uganda, Pakistan,
Netherlands (Kingdom of the), Philippines (Republic of the), Poland (People's
Republic of), Portugal, Spanish Provinces in.Africa, United Arab Republic
Federal Republic of Germany, Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Roumanian People's Republic, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, South Africa (Republic of)
and Territory of South-West Africa, Sweden, Switzerland (Confederation of),
Tanganyika, Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Territories of the United
States of America,' Overseas Territories for the international relations of
which the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland are responsible, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Kenya
(Associate Member).
International Organizations :
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
World Meteorological Organization, International Air Transport Association,
Inter-Union Committee for Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and
Space Science, Committee on Space Research, Federation Internationale des
Editeurs de J o u m a u x et Publications, International Broadcasting and
Television Organization, European Broadcasting Union.
Permanent Organs of the I.T.U.
General Secretariat, I.F.R.B., C.C.I.T.T., C.C.I.R
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The Agenda (Document N o. 209) -was approved.
1.

First series :Qf nplnIin texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document H o . 196)
The Chairman of the Sditorial Committee, in introducing the
Document explained that it had boon drafted on the basis of "blue 11 text
No. 191.
Chairman invitedcomments

Pages- Rl-01
to E l -06
Page P.1-07

Pages Rl-07
to Rl-43 '

onDocument

No.196,

page bypage.

Approved.

In reply to a query by
theDelegate ofHorocco,a member
of the
I.,F.R.B. explained that footnote 5T0A1 was an exact reproduction of the
existing Regulation.
Approved.

Document No. 196 was approved as a whole.
2.

Pages R 2-01
to R2-20

Second series of "pink" texts submitted by the Hditorial Committee
(Document No. 206)
Approved.
Document N o . 206 was approved as a whole.

3.

Draft Recommendation submitted by tho Delegation of the State of Israel
(Document No. 166)
The Delegate of Israel, introducing the Document, said that it was
consequential on Document No. 39 which his Administration had submitted in
the early days of the Conference., That Document was an expression of tho
concern felt, not only by I srael, regarding the problems as to how the
results achieved in tho present .Conference would be used and exploited.
His Delegation still believed that the answer to those problems must bo
based, on United Nations Resolutions Nos. 1721 and 1802 which laid down two
fundamental principles :
a)
that "outer space activities,including
a field- belonging to mankind as a whole" ;
b)
that it should bo"available for
non-discriminatory basis".

use

spacecommunications,

of allcountries

was

cn aglobal,

Ho fully subscribed to those principles and. firmly believed that
the problems of frequency assignments.in the new bands to countries having
no satellites must bo solved by setting up a single global space administra
tion based on international agreements vhich would guarantee tho interests
of all nations. Had such an administration boon in existence before the
Conference, the Table of Frequency Allocations for Space Radio eommunico-tions
might have been different from that now adopted•
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His Delegation therefore invited all administrations of countries
represented at the Conference, in particular those countries which for the
time being would be the only active users of the spectrum space allocated, to
the new services, to join in the recommendation to the effect that the use
and sharing of frequencies in the new bands of space communication would be
based on the principle of justice and equity for the benefit of all nations.
The Delegate of the United States of America expressed support
of the draft recommendation which was fully consistent with the statements of
the United Kingdom and the U.S.A. spokesmen in the United Nations.
The Delegate of the United Kingdom, in supporting the draft recommen
dation, proposed the deletion in the second line of the operative paragraph
of the words "to international law.and" - a term which it was difficult to
interpret.
The Delegate of Israel, having agreed to the proposed modification,
the United Kingdom amendment was approved.
Delegates of Liberia, Ethiopia and the Federal Republic of
Germany spoke in favour of the draft recommendation.
The Delegate of Belgium,, supporting the draft recommendation,
proposed that the word "global" - at least in the French text - s h o u l d ‘be
replaced by "world-wide" (mondial).
The Delegate of Italy asked for clarification of the word "agree
ments", in the first operative paragraph.
The Delegate of Israel said that "international agreements" covered
anagreement signed on the same basis as the Final Acts by all Members and
Associate Members of the Union. He had in mind the setting up of a single
world-wide administration based on an international agreement in the same way
as for all the specialized agencies of the United Nations.
The Delegate of the United States of America could not agree with
the interpretation just given, adding that international agreements took many
forms. He had assumed that the words were meant to be taken in their broad
sense.
The Delegate of the United Kingdom shared the views expressed by
the Delegate of the U.S.A. and hoped that the draft recommendation could be
adopted as it stood, subject to his own amendment which had been accepted by
the Delegate of Israel.
In fact, the idea of a single global administration
was outside the terms of reference of the Conference,
On the suggestion of the Delegate of Italy, further discussion
was deferred pending informal consultations with the Delegate of Israel.
Later in the meeting, the Delegate of Israel said he had not wished
to give any particular interpretation of the phrase "international agreements"
which he had only intended to be taken in a broad sense.
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The d r a ft recommendation in Document No. 166, as amended, was
adopted.
International Technical Cooperation and Assistance in the field of Space
Radiocommunication (Document No. 192)
The Delegate of the F .S.R. of Yugoslavia, introducing the document,
said that it had been based on Resoluti:ns of the General Assembly of the
United Nations, UNESCO and ECOSOC recognizing the importance of space radio
communications .It xtfould be noted that, inter.alia,the Resolution invited the
Administrative Council to formulate an appropriate programme of action with
a view to evolving an efficient plan of cooperation which would permit the
solving, in the interest of all countries, of the problems raised by the
development and the common utilization of space radiocommunication services.
T h e Delegate of I t a l y , supported by the Delegates of Portugal and
B e l g i u m , was firmly of the opinion that the document fell outside the compe
tence of the Conference but might pos s i b l y be submitted to the next Pl e n i p o 
t e ntiary Conference.

The Delegates of Algeria, India, Pakistan and Uganda spoke in
favour of the draft resolution, the Delegate of Pakistan stressing that the
implementation of the revised Regulations was not possible unless technical
know-how and assistance in education and training was made available, in
particular to the developing countries.
The Delegate of the Argentine, while agreeing that the Yugoslav
proposal was an interesting one, said that the problem was outside the
tasks of the Union as laid down in the Convention, in particular under
Article 9.
Ncr was the Conference competent to solicit special funds for
the purposes in question. He therefore subscribed to the views of the
Delegate of Italy in the sense that the proposal went beyond the agenda of
the Conference.
The Secretary-General said he would prefer not to enter into such
difficult questions as to whether or not the document fell or not within the
agenda. There had been many arguments for and against.
Quite apart from that,
the matter was one for the Conference to decide and he proposed to speak on
the substance of the matter. The operative part of the draft resolution
(page 4) terminated in the words : "requests the Secretary-General of the
I.T.U. ... to solicit from the competent agencies of the United Nations
Organization, the special funds necessary for'the realization of international
technical cooperation. and assistance in the field of space radiocommunica
tions."
The I.T.U. already had a mandate from the Plenipotentiary Conference
under Resolution No, 24. (Financing of Technical Development), and parts of
Resolutions Nos. 25 and 26 dealing with participation by the Union in the
United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. He fully shared
the anxiety felt by certain of the smaller nations about how they could
participate in tho problem as a whole. Me.re than a year ago he had written
an article fcr the Journal along those lines.
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He wished to assure the Delegate of Yugoslavia and the Meeting that,
regardless of whether or not the draft resolution was suitable for discussion
at the present Conference, the Administration of the I.T.U. would continue to
participate actively in the financial programmes of the United Nations, of
the World Bank, of E.P.T.A. and of the Special Fund. At the present time
three I.T.U. projects submitted by Member Governments were under study by the
Managing Director of the Special Fund in New York i n t h e field suggested by
the Delegate of Yugoslavia, so whether the draft resolution was accepted or
by-passed by the Conference, the Administration in Geneva would not sit idly
by. There were two problems, the first of a financial nature, since there
were no funds in the regular budget of the Union before 1965 to encourage that
type of activity. He doubted whether the Administrative Council would vote
to send a referendum to the Membership for an increase of the regular budget
for the financing of the type of project described. Therefore, the Adminis
tration must depend entirely on funds available from other sources.
Consider
able strides had been made in making the authorities in the technical assis
tance field (including the Technical Assistance Board and the Technical
Assistance Committee, and the. Special Fund) aware of the fact that up to
now the I.T.U. had not been given the proper attention it deserved.
Actually
each year in the last few years, I.T.U* had made substantial progress in the
development of Special Fund projects of which there were now about 15, many
in the field of instruction. The intention was to proceed actively in that
direction. Indeed, a telegram had been received last week from a representative at a
Special Fund meeting stating that additional funds totalling four-and-a-half
million dollars (U.S.) had been allocated to telecommunications programmes.
So whether the resolution was accepted or not, he would like to give his
personal assurance that I.T.U. would move ahead. Therefore he endorsed the
practical aspects of the need indicated in the paper without in any way
attempting to discuss whether it was receivable or not. That was a matter
for the Conference itself to decide.
The Delegate oY Morocco said that the work of the Conference should
not be obstructed by minor legal arguments, but a decision taken on whether
the substance of the document should be referred to the next Administrative
Council or not,- the form to be decided later. . He regretted that points of
substance were'treated as procedural matters,, and wondered whether among the
three Technical Assistance projects mentioned by the Secretary-General any
funds ceuld be used for the purposes outlined in the draft resolution.
The Chairman observed that responsible Heads of Delegations .convened
to consider specific items on the agenda could not accept the reference to
"minor legal arguments".
The Delegate of the United Kingdom was unable to support the
proposal in Document No. 192 for the reasons outlined by previous speakers.
Noting the emphasis placed o n t h e need for technical assistance to Adminis
trations, he mentioned the role of the C.C.I.R, in the field of space communi
cation. What was important was to organize a free and speedy exchange of
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information, which could be accomplished through the C.C.I.R. and by the
I.T.U. under, its normal Technical Assistance programme..
The Delegate of
which considered that the
terms of reference of the
similar lines had already

the U.S.S.R. could not agree with those delegations .
questions raised in the document fell outside the
Conference, the more so since Document No. 180 on
been adopted.

The Chairman, noting a certain amount ofagreement- on the substance
of the draft resolution, proposed a one-hour recess to enable a small ad hob
group, consisting ot the Delegates of the United Kingdom, Israel, U.S.S.R.,
to be chaired by the Head of the Delegation of India, to study Document
No.:192, together with Document ho. 180 (on future developments in space
radiocommunications) in order to try and find a solution.
The meeting adjourned at 4.45 p.m. and resumed at 9.30 p.m.
On resumption
of the meeting, further consideration cf the draft
resolution submitted by Yugoslavia was deferred, to enable the ad hoc.group
to meet again at 9 a.m. the following day.

.
5.

Third series of "pink** texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
. Document No. 207
The Chairman of the Editorial Committee, introducing the document,
said that- it had been drawn up on the basis of ’’blue" Document
No, 186.
The Chairman invited comments, page by page.

Pages R V O l
to R3-08 .
Parro R3-08

Approved.
The Delegate of the'U.S.S.R.proposed a re-arrangement of the
frequency bands in Regulation No. 470D, explaining that the changes dia not
affect the substance of the Regulation.
The U.S.S.R* amendment was approved for inclusion in the final
version of the document, and page R 3- 09 , as amended, approved.

Page

113-10

Page

R3*-Ii

Approved.
The Delegate .of the U. S.S.R.proposed the following changes in the
layout of frequency bands in Regulati n 470J-in order to simplify the presen
tation :
1)

the first three lines to be retained as they

2)

delete frequency band 7250 - 7750 Mc/s;

3)
the last three frequency bands to be written
7900 - 8400 Mc/s.

stood;

in one line,namely
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After discussion in which the Delegates of the United Kingdom,
Sweden, Mexico and the Chairman of the Editorial Committee took part, the
U.S.S.R. amendment was approved for inclusion in the final version of the
document.
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R.then proposed the following changes to
Regulation 470M :
1)
insert between first and second line of the table of frequencies,
the band 5800 - 5850 Mc/s, with a cross-reference to footnote 390;
2)

delete the sentence in brackets after frequency band 7250 - 7750 Me

3)
the last three frequency bands to be written in one line, as for
Regulation No. 470J.
The U.S.S.R. amendment was approved for inclusion in the final
version of the document, and page 1 1 , as amended, was approved.
Page R3-12

The Delegate of the U.S.S.R.proposed that the bands mentioned in
Regulation No. 470Q should be re-arranged in two lines instead of five, i.e.
5400 - 4200 Mc/s and 7250 - 7750 Mc/s, omitting all referncesin brackets.
The Delegate of the Netherlands was opposed to the U.S.S.R. proposal
to combine three bands in 470J, as the 7975 - 8025 Mc/s band was an exclusive
one in the frequency allocation table, nor could he agree to the deletion of
the clause in brackets. His objection also applied to the same bands in
No. 470M.
He also objected to the deletion of the sentence in brackets
referring to band 7250 - 7300 Mc/s for the same reasons.
After considerable discussion the U.S.S.R. amendment was put to
the vote and adopted by 37 votes to 2 , with 20 abstentions.
The amendment was therefore approved for'inclusion in the final
version of the document, and page R 3-12 approved.

Page R5-13

The Delegate of the U.S.S.R.proposed the addition in Regulation
No. 470U of three frequency bands : 1660 - 1670 Me/s., 1690 - 1700 Mc/s, and
1770 - 1790 Mc/s, with the deletion of the sentence in brackets*
The Chairman of Committee 5 was opposed to the inclusion of band'
1770 - 1790 Mc/s on the grounds that s u c h an inclusion would not be in
conformity with the text.

s;
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Speaking as the Delegate of Switzerland, he proposed the addition
to Regulation No. 470U of the'following sentence' i "The limits given in
470S and 47CT also apply to the frequency band 1770 - 1790 Mc/s although in
this case the meteorological satellite service is a secondary service".
The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. having signified agreement to the
deletion of the band 1770 - 1790 Mc/s, the amendment proposed by the Delegate
of Switzerland was approved, together with the amendment of the U.S.S.R.
Page R3-13, as amended, was approved.
Pages R3-14.
Page R3-17

Approved.

The Delegate of Italy
suggestedthat
the word"proposals"
in
■operative paragraph 1 of therecommendation should
bereplaced
by a more
appropriate tetm.
The Chairman explained that discussion of Document No. 180 had
revealed the meaning of the word to be "projects" or "intentions".
T h e Delegate of Italy maintained that the use of the word "proposals"
was a grave error.

Page R3-17 was approved.
Pages R3-18
to R3-44
Page R3-45

Approved.
On the proposal of the Delegate of Morocco, the word "recognized"
was inserted, before "private operating agencies" in operative paragraph a).
Page R3-45 was approved, as amended.

Pages R3-46
to R3-51

Approved,
Document No. 207, as amended, was approved.

6.

Miscellaneous -

Date and time of signature of the Final Acts

The Secretary-General said that the Secretary of the Conference
and the Chairman of the Editorial Committee were making desperate efforts
to give all delegates a smooth copy of the final texts.to. be signed on the
following day, and urged that only vital changes should be proposed in the
"pink" documents, the final series of which would be available by 8 &.».•*
on the next day.
In order that the Pinal Acts could be signed in the evening
of Friday, 8 November, he hoped it would be possible for the final "pink"
texts to be examined in the morning instead of in the afternoon.
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The Chairman of the Editorial Committee, in support of the SecretaryGeneral' s statement, urged that all non-essential amendments should be avoided
in order to lighten the work of the Editorial Committee and allow time for the
printing of the documents.
He asked the Secretary-General whether he envisaged signature of
the Final Acts on the "pink" series or on the finalized white documents.
The Secretar.y-General said that in order to meet the time-limits
set by the printers the Final Acts might have to be signed on a corrected
"pink” series, but in any case he hoped to be able to furnish the white
documents to all delegations by Saturday afternoon or Sunday.
The Delegate of Italy felt that a 10-hour delay in signing the
Final Acts was not serious in the case of a conference which had lasted
for five weeks. The question of signing-the Final Acts in an irregular
form should not even be discussed.
The Secretary-General agreed, adding that if the Conference wished
to sign on the white copies of the documents, the earliest time at present
predictable would be 2 p.m. on Saturday afternoon.
The Chairman of the Budget Committee said that in order not to
exceed budgetary estimates by prolonging the Conference, he would like to
suggest that the Final Acts should be signed on the "pink" series of docu
ments so that the Ceremony of Signature could take place on Friday evening,
8 November, as originally planned. Each delegate could then be provided
with a copy of the Final Acts in white d cuments on Saturday 9 November.
The Delegate of Italy said that the Conference should not be too
concerned with budgetary difficulties which were not insurmountable. The
problem must be considered from the point of view of enabling all delegations
to sign the Final Acts on white documents, the more so because of the amend
ments introduced in the "pink" series. He repeated that too much concern
should hot be felt about budgetary details which were less important than
other matters.
The Delegate of Australia suggested that the Steering Committee
should meet at 9.30 a.m. on Friday, 8 November, to decide whether the Final
Acts be signed on "pink" or "white" documents.
This was agreed.
The meeting rose at 7.30 p.m.
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by the Delegation of the Republic of Indonesia (Document No. 208)
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by the Delegation of the Argentine Republic (Document No. 220)

d)

by the Delegation of-the United Kingdom (Document No. 232)

e)

by the Delegation of the United States of America and Territories of
the United States of America (Document No. 221)

f)

by the Delegation of Cuba (Document No. 222)

g)

by the Delegation of Canada (Document No. 233)

h)

by the Delegation of the Republic of Pakistan (DocumemT“NoT 223)

i)

by the Delegations of the Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria,
the State of Kuwait and the United Arab Republic (Document' No. 224)
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by the Delegation of Malaysia (Document No. 228)

6.
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The following countries were represented:
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic o f ) ; Argentine (Republic) ;
Australia (Commonwealth of) ; Austria; Belgium; Bielorussian S.S.R.;
Bulgaria (People’s Republic of) ; Cambodia (Kingdom of) ; Canada; China;
Vatican City State ; Colombia (Republic of) ; Congo (Republic of tho)
(Leopoldville); Korea (Republic of) ; Cuba; Denmark; Group of Territories
represented by the French Overseas Post and Telecommunication Agency; Spain;
United States of America; Ethiopia; Finland; France; Ghana; Greece; Hungarian
People’s Republic; India (Republic of) ; Indonesia (Republic of) ; Iran;
Ireland; Iceland; Israel (State of) ; Italy; Jamaica; Japan; Kuwait; Lebanon;
Liechtenstein (Principality of); Luxembourg; Malaysia; Morocco (Kingdom of);
Mexico ; Monaco; Norway; Now Zealand; Uganda; Pakistan; Netherlands (Kingdom
of the); Philippines (Republic of tho);Poland (People’s Republic of);
Portugal; Spanish Provinces in Africa; United Arab Republic; Federal
Republic of Germany; Federal Socialist Republic of ■Yugoslavia; Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic; Roumanian People’s Republic; United Kingdom of
Groat Britain and Northern Ireland; South Africa (Republic of) mid Territory
of South-West.Africa; Sweden; Switzerland (Confederation of); Tanganyika;
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Territories of tho United States cf America?
Overseas Territories for tho international relations of which the Government
of tho United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland are responsible ;
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; Konya (Associate Member) .
International Organizations;
United Nations Organization; United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization; World Meteorological Organization; Inter-Union
Committee for Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and Space Science ;
Federation Internationale des Editours do Journaux et Publications; Inter
national Broadcasting and Television Organisation; European Broadcasting
Union; International Amateur Radio Union; International Scientific Radio
Union,
Permanent Organs of tho International Telecommunication Union;
General Secretariat, I.F.R.B., C.C.I.T.T, C.C.I.R.
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1.

Announcement by the Secretary-General
The Secretary-General said he would like to start the morning off
on a. happy note by looking back on the past glories of the Union. ■ He had
checked the dates which had been questioned in a previous Meeting and had
ascertained that the Paris Conference had opened on 1st March 1865. The
Pinal Plenary, at which all the Agreements were adopte.d and signed was
held, as he had previously indicated, on 17 May 1865, which was the day
of the month upon which some governments were planning to issue special
postage stamps in 1965* The Regulations went into effect the following
year, namely on 1 January 1866.

2.

Minutes of the 2nd Plenary Meeting (Document No. 213)
Approved with the addition, at the request of the Delegate of
Switzerland. of Liechtenstein in the list of countries represented, as shown
on page 2 .

3.

Fourth series of “pink1* texts submitted by the Editorial Committee
(Document No. 212)
~
~~
The Chairman of Committee 7 introduced the document, which was
a synthesis of all the results contained in the "blue” documents concerning
the frequency allocation tables. These results were presented in a form
similar to that in the 1959 Radio Regulations.
The Chairman took the document page by page and invited comments.
A Member of the I.F.R.B. referred to paragraph.221A and wondered
whether the wording was sufficiently clear, as when mentioning "emissions"
it xiras not certain whether the bands required or the bandwidths occupied
were concerned. The problem of interference might be of importance.
The Delegate of Switzerland said that the bandwidth of emissions
was intended and the Delegates of the United Kingdom. Canada. France and
India were of the opinion that the text, as it stood, was sufficiently,
clear, the last delegate adding that the wording appeared to conform entirely
with Radio Regulation No. 674*
It was agreed to leave the text unchanged,.

Page 06

At the proposal of the Delegate of the United States, it was
agreed to place footnote 281F in the box concerning 137-138 Mc/s, opposite
"spaceresearch (telemetering and tracking)" to refer to that item alone.

Page 07

A request was made from the Delegate of the Congo (Leopoldville)
the name of his country in footnotes 275 and 275A.

todelete
Page 09

It was agreed to change the wording of footnote 284A, upon a
proposal of the Chairman of Committee 5. to read "artificial satellites"
instead of "space satellites" to bring the English text into line with the
French and Spanish.
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Page 21

The Delegate of the U.S.A. referred to a previous proposal made by
the Delegate of the U.S.S.R., by which the second line of footnote 339A
should read 11...for experimental purposes in connection with space research”
instead of "...and space research”, as there were no allocations to experi
mental services, as such, anywhere in the Radio Regulations. This was a-reed.

Page 22

It was agreed to add footnote 352D to the box concerning "aero
nautical radionavigation".

Page 23

The Delegate of Kuwait requested
list given in 350C. Agreed.

Page 24

It was pgreed to add footnotes 353, 354 and 354A in the box con
cerning 1670 - 1690 Mc/s.

that his country be added

tothe

The Chairman of Committee 7 pointed out that it should be under
stood that, throughout the document, whenever the boxes had been left blank,
the
band, as given in the Radio Regulations, remained unchanged.
To
insert
the
information each time a blank occurred would, of necessity, prolong the
work of the Editorial Committee and postpone the printing of the white
document.
To avoid ambiguity, it was agreed-., upon the proposal of the
Delegate of the United Kingdom to include a. note in the document giving this
information.
Page•25

Some discussion took place on footnote 354A, following a proposal
by the Delegate of Morocco that the words "on a primary basis" should be
added in the third line. However, following an explanation by the Delegate
of the U.S.S.R.. that a worldwide and not a regional allocation was involved,
it.wasagreed to leave the text unchanged.

Page 43

The Delegate of Morocco requested
list in footnotes 409A and 409C. Agreed.

that his

country be added to +re

The Delegate of Japan requested that his country be deleted from
footnote 409C. Agreed.
Page 46

It was agreed to add footnotes 407 and 412 to the box concerning
33.4 - 34.2 Gc/s.

Page 47
from the

The Delegate of Morocco requested that his
list in footnote 412E and 412G. Agreed.

country be deleted

With the preceding amendments, Document No. 212 was adopted: .
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F i f t h and l a s t s e r ie s o f "pink1* t e x t s subm itted by the E d it o r ia l Committee
(Document No. 229)
~
Approved without comment.
As all the "pink" texts had now been finally approved, the Chairman
enquired when it was thought that the "white" texts would be available.
In
answer, the Chairman of the Editorial Committee said that the amended texts
would be given to the printers by midday and should be available at approxi
mately 10.00 p.m. He requested delegates to hand in any statement they wished
to have included in the Final Protocol by 12.30 p.m.
.It was agreed that the signing ceremony would take place at
10 ,0 0 p.m. that evening.
Statements for inclusion in the Final Protocol
The Secretary-General said:
"To refresh the memory of delegations
present, I would like to call attention to page 114 of the 1959 Convention
which starts off with the following phrase:
'at the time of signing 1 the
International Telecommunication Convention (Geneva 1959) the undersigned
plenipotentiaries take note of the following statements forming part of the
Final Acts of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Geneva, 1959i 1 *
n
I say this advisedly because I do not think these statements
should give rise to extensive debates. Thejr may evoke counterstatements and
there may be some more presented for inclusion during the afternoon meeting,
but there is no reason, so far as I can see, for long and extensive debates
on the statements some of which may be highly controversial."
a)

by the Delegation of the Republic of Indonesia (Document No. 208)
It was agreed to include the text of Document No. 208 in the Final

Protocol.
b)

By the Delegations of Denmark, Norway. Sweden and Switzerland
(Document No. 219)
~ ”
It was agreed to include the text of Document No. 219 in the Final

Protocol.
c)

by the Delegation of the Argentine Republic (Document No. 220)
It was agreed to include the text of Document No. 220 in the Final

Protocol.
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h)

By the Delegation of...the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland
(Document No. 232)

•

The Delegate of the United Kingdom made a st-atement, the text of
which will be found in Annex to the present minutes.
It was agreed to
include the text of Document No. 232 in the Pinal Protocol.
e)

By the United States of America and Territories
States of America (Document No. 221).

of the

United

It was agreed to include the text of Document No. 221 in the Finsl
Protocol.
f)

By

the Delegation of Cuba (Document No. 222)

It was agreed to include the text of Document No. 222 in the Pinal
Protocol.
g)

By

the Delegation of Canada (Document No. 233)

The Delegate of Canada said that he wished to associate himself
with the statement which had been made by the Delegation of the United
States of America, for inclusion in the Pinal Protocol, and explained his
reasons for so doing.
(See Document No. 233.)
h)

By the Delegation of the' Republic of Pakistan (Document No. 223)

It was agreed'to include the text of Document No. 223 in the
Final Protocol.
i)

By the Delegations of the Democratic and Popular Republic of
Algeria, the State of Kuwait and the United Arab Republic
(Document No. 224)
It was agreed to include the text of Document No. 224 in the Final

Protocol.
j)

By the Delegation of Malaysia (Document No. 228)
It was agreed to include the text of Document No. 228 in the Pinal

Protocol.
Proposal relating to radio astronomy (Document No. 211)
The Delegate of Sweden introduced the Recommendation contained in
the document and said: “In presenting the Recommendation relating to
radio astronomy, contained in Document No. 211, I shall be rather brief.
Before the presentation I should like to say that I am not entitled to
speak on behalf of the co-sponsors of this document. Thus I only express
the views of the Swedish delegation. We consider that radio engineers and
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administrators are greatly indebted to radioastronomers all over the world
for what they have done in promoting the development of technical facilities
for radiocommunications. Radioastronomers have inspired engineers to
design and build big antenna structures and induced the development of very
efficient amplifiers, such as parametric amplifiers and masers, culminating
in lasers, All those devices have contributed to the development of radio
communications and the improvement of our radio services in the interests
of the public,
"
Because of these factors the Swedish delegation as well as eight
other delegations believe that the recommendation contained in Document
No. 211 should be accepted by this Plenary Assembly, Recommendation No. 32
of the present Radio Regulations at the same time being deleted. The aim
of the new Recommendation is twofold*
"

l)

to keep the matter of the allocation of frequencies to the radio
astronomy service and related questions alive in the various organs
of the Union, and

2)

to assist those officials of our Administrations who are responsible
for the protection of radio frequencies allocated to the radio
astronomy service in their tas:.

"
Mr.
Chairman,
I have no more
to add at the present moment,I
only wish to express my hope that the Plenary Assembly will accept the
Recommendation, contained in Document No, 211",
The Delegate of the Argentine Republic very much regretted that
he had not been consulted by the signatories of this Recommendation, since
he, too, would have been pleased to sign it also, on behalf of his country.
However, he warmly supported the proposal contained in the document.
The Chairman had some doubts as to the advisability of deleting
Recommendation 32 from the Radio Regulations, though urging that the new
Recommendation be adopted. This was agreed.

His opinion was shared by the Delegate of the United Kingdom who,
whilst
he was
very glad
to see that the
Recommendation had been unanimousl
adopted, felt it would be advisable to retain the still operative part of
Recommendation 32, namely, "recommends 4". It would appear that the present
Conference had cleared "recommends" 1, 2 and 3. He therefore suggested
that the Recommendation in Document 211 be completed by the operative part
of Recommendation No. 32.
The Delegate of France agreed that such an addition would make
the text quite homogeneous.
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The Delegate of India thought that the Secretary-General had already
taken action on "recommends 4"? "by informing all Administrations, through
the Radio Division circulars, of frequencies allocated to radio astronomy
in various countries. He also recalled that at its Xth Plenary Assembly
the C.C.I.R. had given a list of so-called Class B radio astronomy stations.
For these reasons he did not see the necessity to include "recommends 4"
in the new Recommendation.
The Delegate of Australia suggested that the new Recommendation
be left without any addition, but that Recommendation No, 32 remain in the
Radio Regulations for consultation, in as much as tart of it might still prove
,of value.
The Seeretary-General said that the
to meet the practical points made by both the
and the Delegate of Sweden, as in this manner
dation No. 32 would continue to be operative,
stand on its own feet.

last suggestion would seem
Delegate of the United Kingdom
any relevant part of Recommen
and the new Recommendation could

The Delegates of the United States and Canada supported the
proposal of the Delegate of Australia, the latter adding that "recommends 4"
of Recommendation No, 32 could be consulted for what it was worth.
The Delegate of the United Kingdom was also prepared to accept this
solution, but added talcing up the x*rords "for what it was worth" that, in
his view, "recommends 4"*was still worth a great deal, and he hoped that all
concerned would not lose sight of all items in that paragraph, as some of
the issues in it were very vital to the effective development of radio
astronomy, and their importance should in no way be belittled.
The Representative of I.U.C.A.F. made the following statement:
"As I have the honour at this Conference, of being the spokesman of the
Scientific Unions, in my capacity as President of the I.U.C.A.F., I would
like to take the opportunity offered by the approval of this latest
Recommendation relative to radio astronomy, to address a few words to the
delegates here.
"
I have listened to a great number of debates xvhich have sometimes
been very difficult ones, and I must confess that I was especially impressed
by the great consideration, and the constructive and helpful attitude that
you have shown towards the requests put forward by the scientific bodies.
"
Despite the grave problems raised by those requests, you have
nearly always found positive solutions to these problems.
Only in certain
rare cases have we had to be satisfied with, .statements of your good
intentions - I have in mind, in particular, a certain television band in
Regions 1 and 3 of particular concern to us - but I am confident that these
good intentions will be followed by good actions.
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"
I do want you to be reassured that, for their part, the Scientific
Unions are fully aware of the difficulty of the problems posed by their
demands, which you have been required to solve, and that they will limit
their requests to what they consider absolutely essential to the securtiy
of certain important fields of their research.
"
As the representative of the Scientific Unions, I am deeply grateful
to you for the positive decisions you have been able to take, and I would
like to express to you, on their behalf, my very warm thanks"*
The Recommendation contained in Document No. 211 was given the
same title as that of Recommendation No. 32 of the Radio Regulations
(Relating to the Radio Astronomy Service), and was unanimously adopted.
Report by the ad hoc group under the chairmanship of Mr. Rao (Document No.23l)
The Delegate of India, Chairman of the ad hoc Group, was glad to
report that the Group had completed its task, and that a Recommendation
was being published.
At the request of the Chairman he read out the text, so that
delegates present might already be aware of the wording of that Recommendation.
The Chairman thanked the Chairman of the ad hoc Group for having
been able to complete the work in such a short time, and deferred discussion
of the draft Recommendation to the afternoon session, when the published text
would be available.
The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m.
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ANNEX

STATEMENT BY THE DELEGATE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND NORTHERN IRELAND

This Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference is not competent
to discuss political questions and I regret that the representative of
Argentina should find it necessary to use an international technical forum
for raising purely political arguments. The United Kingdom Government have
no doubt as to their sovereignty over the Falkland Islands and the Falkland
Island Dependencies.
The United Kingdom Government wishes formally to reserve their
rights on this question.
I note the statement of the Argentine Delegate that "non mention
of other territories must not be taken to imply renunciation of the
Argentine Republic’s sovereignty over them” «

In so far as this may be intended to refer to the British Antarctic
Territory, Her Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom have no doubt as
to their sovereignty over the British Antarctic Territory and wish to bring
to the attention of the Argentine Government Article IV of the Antarctic
Treaty to which both the Argentine Government and the United Kingdom
Government are parties.
I request that my present statement be included in the minutes of
this meeting and, since the statement of the Argentine delegate is to be
included in the final Protocol of the Agreement, I will submit a formal
statement for Inclusion in the final Protocol of the E,AeR 0C 0 (1963)
Agreement.

Charles F 0 BOOTH
Head of the
United Kingdom Delegation
8 November 1963
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The following countries were represented?
Algeria (Democratic and Popular Republic of), Argentine (Republic),
Australia (Commonwealth of), Austria, Belgium, Bielorussian S.S.R., Bulgaria
(People's Republic of), Cambodia (Kingdom of), Canada, China, Vatican City
State, Korea (Republic of), Cuba, Denmark, Group of Territories represented
by the French Overseas Post and Telecommunication Agency, Spain, United
States of America, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Hungary
(People’s Republic of), India (Republic of), Indonesia (Republic of), Iran,
Ireland, Iceland, Israel (State of), Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Liberia, Liechtenstein (Principality of), Luxembourg, Malaysia, Morocco
(Kingdom of), Mexico, Monaco, Norway, New Zealand, Uganda, Pakistan,
Netherlands (Kingdom of the), Philippines (Republic of the), Poland
(People's Republic of), Portugal, Spanish Provinces in Africa, United Arab
Republic, Federal Republic of Germany, Federal Socialist Republic of
Yugoslavia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Roumanian People's Republic,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, South Africa (Republic
of) and Territory of South-West Africa, Sweden, Switzerland (Confederation of),
Tanganyika, Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Territories of the United
States of America, Overseas Territories for. the international relations of
which the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland are responsible, Union of Soviet Socialist.Republics, Kenya
(Associate Member).
International Organizations:
International Broadcasting and Television Organization, European
Broadcasting Union.
Permanent Organs of the I.T.U.
General Secretariat, I.F.R.B., C.C.I.T.T., C.C.I.R.
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Report by the ad hoc group on the draft Resolution relating to international
cooperation and technical assistance in the field of space-radiocommunication
The Delegate of India, Chairman of the ad hoc group, introduced
Document No. 231 containing the draft Resolution which he had read to the
Eighth Plenary Meeting. He pointed out two minor drafting amendments which
would, clarify the meaning and, he was sure, meet with the approval of the
other members of the group:
a)
insert "Communication*' after "International Space" in the first
line of paragraph a) under "recognising" and
b)

replace

"the" by "its" in the secondline of operative paragraph c)

There being no objection, those drafting amendments were approved.
The, Delegates of the United States of America, Italy. Spain.
Mexico and Poland wished to associate their delegations with the approval
of the Resolution.
The Delegate of U.S.S.R. said that he had participated in the work
of the ad hoc group;
they had all made every endeavour to ensure that the
draft Resolution clearly showed that the establishment and development of
international space communication systems were within the framework of the
International Telecommunication Union. .The draft Resolution had been given
thorough consideration and in his opinion the resulting text was quite
satisfactory.
The Delegate of F.S.R. of Yugoslavia also associated his delegation
with the approval of the draft Resolution which fully reflected the aims of
the conference. He was happy to see that their hope of international
cooperation and technical assistance in the field of space-radiocommunication
had been realised.
The Delegates of Pakistan and India also associated their dele
gations with the approval of the Resolution, stressing the importance of
technical assistance for a large number of countries.
The draft Resolution contained in Document No. 231 was, thus approved
subject to drafting corrections to the French and Spanish texts pointed out
by the Delegates of Morocco and Mexico.
^Le Chairman thanked the Delegate of India for the excellent work
carried out by the ad hoc group.
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F in a l R eport by Committee 3 -■-B ud get C o n t r o l Committee- (Document No - 214)

At the invitation of the Chairman, the Delegate of the Roumanian
P.R. introduced the report contained in Document No.. 21,4..
He explained that the first two pages summarized the work carried
out by the Budget Control Committee
Annex 1 contained the report of the
working group which had been set up to examine the budget of the Conference.
Annex 2 was a statement of expenditure for the Conference as at 4 November
1963, including foreseen expenditure until the end of the Conference
assuming that it completed its work on the evening of 8 November.
Annex 3
listed the recognised private operating agencies, scientific or industrial
organizations and international organizations taking part in the Conference,
with an indication of their contributory units. As pointed out in Section
2 of the report, the total expenditure left a margin of Sw Fr 5,000
over the budget approved by the Administrative Council..
Section 3 on page 2
of the report referred to Resolution 83 of the Administrative Council
concerning the cost of publication of the Final Acts of the Conference.
It
was for the Plenary Meeting to decide on tie percentage of the composition
cost to be borne by the Conference but, to facilitate consideration of the
matter, the Budget Control Committee proposed that these costs should be
charged one-third to the Space Radiocommunication Conference and two-thirds
to the sale of I.T.U. documents.
It was unanimously decided that the composition costs of the Final
Acts should be charged one-third, against the Conference and two-thirds
against the sale of I.T.U. documents.
The report by the Budget Control Committee was unanimously
approved.
The Chairman expressed his thanks to the Chairman of Committee 3
for his excellent report.
Further statements for inclusion in the Final Protocol
It was agreed to include the texts of Documents Nos. 230 (Mexico),
235 (Argentine Republic), and 234 (Colombia) in the Final Protocol.
S t at ements. b y ,Del ega t ions
The Delegate of Jamaica made the following statement :
"The Jamaican Delegation declares that it reserves the right of
the Jamaican Government to take any action it deems necessary to safeguard
its interests, should Members or Associate Members in any way fail to
comply with the requirements of the Radio Regulations of the Administrative
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Radio Conference, Geneva, 1959, as added to and amended by the Extraordinary
Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1965, or should reservations by
other countries jeopardize its telecommunication services."
The Delegate of Iran made the following statement s
"considering
"
the rapid development of technical progress in space communications,
particularly the problem of the progressive power increase of the various
transmitters on board spacecraft;
"

considering

"
the fact that harmful
terrestrial services;
"

interference may be caused by existing

noting

"
that the power limitation of transmissions from space stations defined
by the present Conference might not in future be respected by any given
country, in view of the possible future increase in the power of trans
missions from satellite stations;
"

reserves its right

"
first, to the exclusive use of all fixed and mobileradiocommunication
services and to the necessary protection of its services;
"
second, not to accept
the frequency notification and registration
procedures approved by this Conference."
The Delegate of the People’s Republic of Poland made the following
statement :
"Considering the agreements concluded at the Space Radiocommuni
cation Conference and the views expressed during the debates in the Plenary
Meetings concerning the interpretation of those agreements, the Delegation
of the People's Republic of Poland wishes to submit its opinion on some of
the main problems.
"1.
This Conference which, within the framework of the I.T.U-,, has
established the.preliminary, principles for the development of space
radiocommunications, may accomplish its historic task if the provisions frequently stated in general terms and in the nature of a compromise - are
judiciously applied in practice in the interest of all countries.
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"2.
Bearing in mind the revision of the Radio Regulations and the
resolution adopted, a planned development- of space radiocommunications
should he available to all countries without any discrimination whatsoever.
"
The technical principles relating to such development must take
account of the ideas in United Nations Resolution No. 1.721/XVi concerning
the peaceful uses of outer space.
"3.
We consider that a fair development of space radiocommunications
can be effected only under the indispensable condition that a world-wide
frequency allocation plan and a plan for the choice of space radio
communication systems is prepared. We hope that the implementation' of the
Resolution adopted (Document No* 180) will lead to the convening of an I.T.U.
conference dealing with such problems within a suitable.time,- not too far
ahead.
"4.

a)

”

”

”

We feel that the frequency registration procedure for space
services adopted in the revised Regulations, which is not yet
based on sufficient experience and on the frequency allocation
principle, should be regarded as a necessary, but provisional,
solution.
For this, all the Members of the I.T.U. should be approached in
the hope that the temporary application of this procedure until
the next Conference will not in future complicate the preparation
and implementation of a genuine plan, for the development of space
radiocommunications in the interest of all countries, especially
the little ones.

b)

Furthermore, in the choice of space radiocommunication systems,
no technical experiments not covered by the I.T.U.-Radio
Regulations should b e ’admitted.
Such-..;experiments might cause harmful interference to existing
services and in the achievement of scientific studies, in radioastronomy in particular.

”
Taking into account our'-.views mentioned above, the Delegation of
the People’s Republic of Poland is prepared to sigh the Final Acts of the
Space Radiocommunication Conference in the good faith that the- implementation
of the agreements reached will be of help to all the nations of the whole
world without exception.
"
The Delegation of the People’s'Republic of Poland would ask for
this statement to be inserted in the minutes of this Plenary Meeting,”
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The Delegate of Cuba made the following statement :
"This Delegation greatly regrets having to intervene on this
subject, but it has no alternative in view of the new documents issued by
the delegations of Region 2.
"
The first interpretation of the dismemberment of Region 2 was
commented on by this delegation in one of the working groups at the
beginning of this Conference, on observing the systematic allocation of
the special services exclusive to that region, while in the other regions
the criterion of division was maintained. And is not this,, we ask ourselves
worse still? The fact that a small country such as Cuba disassociates
itself, as Document No. 221 states, from the decisions of Region 2
signified merely that it is trying to protect its services in an area where,
as is also stated in Document No. 221, there is a greater possibility of
interference because distances over water are involved.
,f
Cuba, Mr. Chairman, is a free and sovereign country which desires
to live in complete liberty without harming or being harmed by anyone.
History shows, Mr. Chairman, that up to now it is always our country which
has been the victim of aggression, and never the aggressor, The insinuation
Mr. Chairman, that Cuba may intentionally cause interference with space and
radioastronomy services is without foundation..
”
Cuba, Mr. Chairman, is a country which is rapidly shaking off the
under-development imposed on it by monopolies and colonialism, and it would
be childish to imagine that Cuba would use its radiocommunication facilities
to interfere intentionally with other services, rather than to place them at
the disposal of its people.
”
Our Delegation. Mr. Chairman,, has had the sad experience-recently
of realizing the unwillingness of some of the nations in Region 2 to protect
its national interests. Region 2, Mr. Chairman, was, as Document No. 221
states, an orchestra which played to the baton of a single composer and
conductor, who was always the same, and today the position is that one of
the musicians in that orchestra has himself turned composer and prefers to
play his own music - music with a national flavour, music of excellence,
progress and complete independence.
"
Cuba is not the only country which has made a footnote; many
other countries have done the same. Why, therefore, Mr. Chairman, mention
Cuba only?
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"
• To.use a- well-known phrase, it would appear to be a sin to make
a footnote. Not so, however, Mr. Chairman : what"is wrong is to endeavour
to become a composer and. not to^ continue playing in the orchestra (minus one)
of Region 2."
The Delegate of the United Arab Republic made the following
statement :
"In Document No. 224 the Delegation of the United Arab Republic
makes a reservation from which it is evident that it does not agree to a
very great extent with the results of the work accomplished by Committees 4,
5 and. 6 , as has been outlined by my Delegation during sessions of..these ,•
Committees-: ~
In making this statement, I wish to emphasize that I am. only
expressing the views of the Delegation of the United Arab Republic... Ih, my
opinion, it was not the fault of Committee 4 that they did not have complete
criteria to produce final recommendations.
It was also not. the fault of:
Committee 5...that.they had to work on such criteria, and in the opinion of my
..delegation it was. too early to do this work.
"
In order to avoid any misunderstanding, I wish to state, that
the Delegation of the United Arab Republic is fully satisfied with, the way
in which the meetings were conducted and thanks the Chairman and ViceChairman of .Committees 4 and 5 and also the Chairman of Committee 6 for
their excellent work."
The Delegate of Colombia referred to his statement at the Eighth
Plenary Meeting that his Delegation has some misapprehension as to the
sharing in the 1,600 Mc/s band. He now wished to state that his country was
prepared to accept such sharing between the fixed and mobile services on the
one.hand and-.the space communication services on the other, provided sharing
criteria, were satisfactory. .His Delegation had therefore submitted the :
reservation contained in Document No. 234.
Miscellaneous
The Delegate of the United Arab Republic asked how. the Chairman
intended to dispose of Document No, 201 submitted by his Delegation.
■The Chairman replied that Document No. 201 would be brought to
the attention of the Administrative Council through its Secretary., who was
the Secretary-General.
The Chairman announced that the signing ceremony of the Final
Acts of the Conference would take place at 10 p.m. that evening.
The meeting rose at 3.35 p.m.
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The Chairman said that he very much regretted the delay in dis
tribution of the Pinal Acts, but hoped that all Delegates were now in posses
sion of a copy in the language they required.
It had been brought to his notice that a number of delegations
wished to see the Pinal Acts incorporated at a later date in the 1959 Radio
Regulations and reissued as a complete text.
If there was no objection, he
would request the Secretary-General to take the necessary action in that
connection.
It was so agreed.
He then announced that the time had come for the signature of the
Pinal Acts of the Conference, and called upon the Secretary-General to
explain the procedure to be followed.
The Secretary-General said that he would be happy to comply with
the instructions he had just received and have a new volume of the Radio
Regulations issued containing the amendments thereto approved by the Space
Conference; the cost would be borne by the sale of the document in the
normal way.
It was so agreed.
With regard to the signature of the Pinal Acts, Mr. Stead (who had
been working around the- clock for the past three days) had explained on a
previous occasion the streamlined procedure which would be followed.
In
front of each Head of Delegation had been placed four sheets of paper each
bearing the name of the country concerned. Delegates were requested to sign
three of those copies, and to print their names in block letters on the
fourth to ensure identification of the signatures.
After that had been done, Mr. Christinat would call the roll and
delegates would approach the table and deposit their signatures; the
Secretary-General would then announce that the delegation concerned had
signed the Pinal Acts.
The Chairman pointed out that signature was not limited to one
person, Head of the delegation; more than one delegate could sign in accord
ance with the credentials deposited with the Conference by his country.
Signatures were successively appended by the following delegations
of sixty-six Members and one Associate :
Member..:
Algeria (Democratic and Popular
Republic of)

Belgium
Bielorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

Argentine (Republic)
Bulgaria (People’s Republic of)
Australia (Commonwealth of)
Cambodia (Kingdom of)
Austria
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Member (cont.)
Canada

Morocco (Kingdom of)

China

Mexico

Cyprus

Monaco

Vatican City State

Norway

Colombia

New Zealand

Congo (Leopoldville)

Uganda

Korea

Pakistan

Cuba

Netherlands (Kingdom of the)

Denmark

-Philippines (Republic of the)

Group of Territories represented by
the French Overseas Post and
Telecommunication Agency

Poland (People's Republic of)

Spain

Portugal
Spanish Provinces in Africa
United Arab Republic

United States of America
Ethiopia

Federal Republic of Germany

Finland

Federal 'Socialist Republic of
Yugoslavia

France

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

Ghana
Greece
Hungarian People's Republic
India (Republic o f )
Indonesia (Republic of)
Ireland
Iceland
Israel (state of)
Italy
Jamaica
Japan

Roumanian People's Republic.
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland
South Africa (Republic of) and
Territory of South-West Africa
Sweden
Switzerland (Confederation of)
Tanganyika
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Territories of the Unites States
of America

Liberia

Overseas Territories ..for the .Inter
national Relations of which the
Government of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland are responsible

Leichtenstein (Principality of)

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Lumembour^

Associate Member

Malaysia

Kenya

Kuwait
Lebanon
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The Chairman made the following statement:
"We have now finished our task and may look back upon five weeks
of hard work. But I feel that we may well be proud of the results achieved.
Ue have in. fact been writing a new chapter in the history of mankind by
setting up internationally agreed rules for the allocation and use of radio
frequencies for space services. To be exact, we have p r o d u c e d a document
of 160 pages.
,!
It has been pointed out that, as human activity penetrates deeper
into space, the need for close co-operation among the different countries
of our globe will increase*
and we have, in a most practical form, demon
strated how this co-operation may be carried out. ITe have created a new
basis for future development in the fields of long-distance telecommunication,
weather service, navigation, space research and for radio astronomy. I have
no doubt that the results of this will be of great practical importance
during the next decades.
n
\Ie should not, however, forgot that we have only created a frame
work and "certain rules of the game" for the orderly development of space
communi cati o n .
n
This is only a result covering a rather narrow field. But we may
have some reason to expect that our success here at this I.T.U. Conference
may set a fine example for a broader international co-operation in space
activities.
,r
The most important factor in achieving the good results at this
Conference has been the excellent spirit of co-operation which lias existed
between the delegations. The Conference was faced with widely''different
proposals at the beginning,
and the agreement reached shows that the
various parties have made quite important concessions in order to obtain
a solution which could bo generally accented. 1 have taken part in a number
of I.T.U. Conferences, but I have never before seen such a widespread effort
to come to a fair solution which would give the best overall results.
"
It has been a groat honour for mo to preside over this Conference,
out it has been a heavy responsibility which I could only face because I
knew that I would get the best possible help and advice from my two ViceChairmen, Mr. Badalov of the U.S.S.R. and Mr. McConnell from the U.S.A.
Through tho two Vice-Chairmen, I had access to tho very finest expert
knowledge in the field of space communication, and the personal good-will
and wisdom cf Ur. Badalov and lir. McConnell gave me valuable gwidanco- when
faced with difficult problems.
"
The main part of tho work, however, has been carried out in the
committees and the working groups or smaller groups.
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"

A special tribute should be paid her© to tho Comnitteo Chairman.

"
Dr. Hicotera has ably guided the Credentials Committee in his
usual fine v a y .
11
Ur. Ionita has taken good care of tho Budget Control Committee and
wo have seen with satisfaction that the expenses in.11 be within the budget.
"
The Technical Committee, under tho Chairmanship of M r . Esping,
solved some very difficult problems - not only of a technical nature but
also tho surprisingly tricky problems which arise in connection with defini
tions in tho new field of space activity.
"
M r . :Klein had the most important and difficult problem with tho
Allocation Committee, and his export knowledge and patience played a
decisive role for the good result obtained.
n
Mr. Autclli worked hard on provisions of the radio regulations
and it was a pleasure to sec how well prepared tho difficult texts wore,
when wo had the ’'blue” pancrs hero in tho Plenary Meetings.
"
Mr. Place had tho hard work connected with the Drafting Committee.
I admire the efficiency and quality of tho work carried out by the Drafting
Committee and I fool that Mr ...Place deserves a special tribute for his
achievement, which is a continuation of the fine tradition of the French
Delegation at I.T.U. meetings.
"
I have had the good fortune to receive tho sound advice, both
inside and outside mootings, of tho Secretary-General, Mr. Gross, and tho
Deputy-Secrctary General, Dr. Sarwato, as well as from tho I.F.R.B. Chairman,
Mr. Gayer, and from tho I.F.R.B. members, and the I.F.R.B. secretariat. I
must thank Mr. Hayes for tho good assistance of the C.C.I.R., which has
given some basic information most valuable for tho Conference.
" ■
I am very grateful for tho excellent assistance given by Ur. Stead
of tho Conference Secretariat. Tho various departments of tho Secretariat
worked;so well throughout all stages of the Conference that it was like a
machine. The.same applies to tho interpretation service, which functioned
so well that one nearly forgot the human effort, linking tho different
languages.
"
T/c must also express our gratitude to the-Swiss Government and
tho Swiss P.T.T. as well as tho Geneva Authorities, for their hospitality
to our Conference.
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"
I sincerely hope tliab our achievement m i l be fruitful in the
development of telecommunication in all regions of the world, and may the
I -T.U.. prosper in the now space era#”
The Delegate of Spain, Dean of the Conference, made the following
statement:
"I am quite certain that I am interpreting the wishes of all
delegations to this Conference in thanking and congratulating our Chairman
for tho competence and wisdom with which he has directed our work.
"
Now that
I have taken the floor I should also like to point out
that, in spiteof the spirit of cooperation which was without a doubt shown
by everybody, little would have been achieved without a skilful Chairman.
"
You have, Mr. Chairman, with your combination of outstanding
intelligence and sound technical knowledge, been able to m a k e the best of
those contributions which'- although very valuable in themselves - would
have lost much of their point without the wise mind which coordinated them.
We are also thankful for those flashes of humour with which you enlivened
thoaridity of the discussions from time to time.
"
I do not wish to abuse tho great privilege afforded to mo on this
occasion nor have I forgotten the great value of time. I shall conclude
therefore repeating our congratulations to you, Mr. Chairman, for your
successful work.
u
Once again, allow mo to say in complete sincerity 'Thank you very
much, Mr. Chairman1."
Tho Delegate of the United Kingdom also wished to pay tribute! to
his old friend, tho Chairman of the Conference . A l l those who had'known
him for a long time had realised before coming to Geneva that he had the
necessary attributes to carry out that most onerous task. He had wisdom,
kindliness, understanding and a remarkable sense of humour and, with all
that, tho necessary firmness in his character which he was prepared to use
when necessary. Also, his aim over tho years had been to ensure that the
I.T.U. played its part in all now developments. All had boon delighted
when he had accepted the task of Chairmanship and tho document which had
been considered the previous day demonstrated his success in guiding and
directing the efforts of those participating in the Conference over the
past five weeks. He had indeed helped to build a most firm and sound founda
tion on which the development of space radiocommunications, including-space
research and radio astronomy aspects, could proceed with confidence. He
prophesied that time would show that 8th November, 1963, was a momentous
day in the history of the I.T.U. In conclusion, ho expressed his thanks to
tho Chairman and all delegates with whom it had been a great privilege to
work. Mr. Pedersen was now the famous son of a very famous father and they
all joined in conveying to him their best wishes and thanks.
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The Delegate of New Zealand made the following statement

:

"It is New Zealand’s pleasure and very great privilege., on behalf
of all delegates present, to propose a vote of thanks to the most important
person at this Conference.
I am referring to you. Sir.

11
Your reputation as an engineer, administrator and international
delegate is such that when, some five weeks ago, this Conference was placed
under your guidance as Chairman, a successful outcome to its deliberations
was assured.
"
As Director-General of the Danish P.T.T. Administration, you have
achieved national eminence.
On the international scale, your election as
Chairman of this Conference was a natural outcome of the outstanding contri
butions you have made at numerous I.T.U. conferences including those at
Atlantic City, Mexico City, Stockholm, Geneva (1959) and many others.
"
My outstanding impression of this Conference will always be the
example you have given of forceful but impartial Chairmanship often lightened
in difficult-moments by your delightful sense of humour, which has helped so
much to promote agreement.
"
I know you will be anxious to say that the success you have achieved
is due to the able assistance you have received from many quarters.
I would
remind you, however, that assistance is most readily given to an inspiring
leader.
"
In bringing this Conference to a successful conclusion, you have
enhanced your high reputation and have added lustre to the. already illustri
ous name of your country.
"
In thanking you for a task well done, I would ask all delegates
present to endorse my remarks by acclamation."
The Delegate of Italy made the following statement

:

"That magnificent institution, the I.T.U., which has done so much
for mankind during 100 years of intense activity has had to face in these
recent years since the Second World War scientific, technical and adminis
trative tasks that have been constantly growing and becoming increasingly
delicate and difficult,
"
These tasks have been accomplished superbly and, thanks to the
I.T.U.,there are now high-quality fixed and mobile radio and telecommunication
services cc ering the whole world.
"
This achievement is largely due. to the work of men who have devoted
their intellectual abilities and time with a great spirit of sacrifice to the
problems of -the Union. They are men who have acquired vast experience in
the affairs of our Organization throughout the years and who have made the
most valuable contributions to it.
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"
It is with great regret and anxiety that we see some of these men
leaving us for one reason or another.
It is now the turn of that very
popular man, Captain Booth. We have been fortunate enough to have him in
our midst during this Conference, but we do not. know whether he will be able
to come, back again. We sincerely hope he will be able to return, but if
this is impossible, I am sure of interpreting the feelings of all those
present, as well as those of his friends in the C.C.I.R. who are absent, and
particularly the feelings of the older delegates here who have worked with
him for many years, in assuring him how greatly we have appreciated his
dynamism and wisdom during conferences and in the C.C.I.R.
I need only add
to this the gratitude of the Union and the admiration and friendship we feel,
in wishing him a long and happy retirement, which has been so well deserved.
Thank you."
The Delegate of France. Chairman of.the Editorial Committee,
associated his Delegation with the tribute paid to the Chairman by previous
speakers and thanked him for the references he had made to the work of the
Drafting Committee. Those composing that Committee had shown themselves
to be an excellent team and they had worked together with understanding,
zeal and, good humour so that it had been possible to sign the Final Acts of
the Conference at 22.45 hours GMT. Thanks were due to each member of that
team, for they had spared no effort during the day or night and many delegates
arriving at the Conference building at 9 a.m. had encountered the members of
the Editorial Committee who were just leaving, having spent the whole night
editing the documents.
It was difficult for him to thank individually those
concerned but he wished to mention the delegates of the English, Spanish and
French languages who had participated as well as the officials of the Union,
in particular Mr. Dellamula and Mr. Petit, members of the I.F.R.B.,
Mr. Petignat and Mr. Winter-Jensen of the General Secretariat and Mr. Matthey
of the I.F.R.B. Finally, he thanked the Chairmen of Committees 4, 5 and 6
who had greatly facilitated the work of the Editorial Committee. Mr.Esping,
who had handed in a set of definitions after four weeks of detailed and
patient efforts, Mr. Klein for the particularly difficult work which had
been accomplished in his Committee and Mr.Autelli who had been first to
reach the finishing post, thus enabling the Editorial Committee to stagger
its workload.
The Delegate of the United States of America. Vice-Chairman
of the Conference, expressed his thanks to the Chairman for all he had done
and particularly for having maintained good health throughout the Conference.
It had been a pleasure to serve under him as Vice-Chairman.
As a newcomer
to I.T.U. conferences, it had been a revelation to him, and a very pleasant
one at that, to see what devoted friends delegates had become through the
years.
On behalf of the Delegation of the United States of America, he
stated his appreciation of the Chairman’s service and thanked all delegates,
without whose dedicated devotion and hard work so much would not have been
accomplished.
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The Delegate of the F.S.R. of Yugoslavia said that throughout the
five weeks cf the Conference and th'eir discussions on space communications,
they had always been realistic since they were technicians and engineers.
A new technique had now been added to conventional radiocommunication
techniques.
It was with much pleasure that he had noted the presence at the
Conference not only of senior experienced engineers and experts but also
of members of the ycunger generation who would continue the work of inter
national cooperation in the field of the International Telecommunication
Union which the former had begun, and step forward into the new field of
space communications. He therefore had great faith in the future work of
the Union to be carried out by all the countries, Members of the I.T.U.
The Chairman expressed his thanks for all that had been said.
The Space Radiocommunication Conference of the International
Telecommunication Union was formally declared closed at 12.50 a.m.
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Destination

C.C.I.R.

P.M.

U.K.

P.M.

U.K.

P.M.

Proposals for the revision of
Art. 7 of the Radio Regulations

U.K.

P.M.

Proposals for the revision of
Art.9 and Appendix 1 to the
Radio Regulations

U.K.

P.M.

Proposal concerning the form of
the Final Acts of the Conference

U.K.

P.M.

Proposed amendments to the Radio
Regulations

Franoe

P.M.

Proposals for the revision of the
Radio Regulations

U.S.A.

P.M.

Proposals for frequency alloca
tions to space radio research and
communications

Nigeria

P.M.

10

Proposals for the revision of
the Radio Regulations

Canada

P.M.

H

Proposals for the revision of
the Radio Regulations

Japan

P.M.

G.S.

P.M.

•1
Corr. 1, 2
and. Add.

2

Becommendations, Resolutions and
Reports

Origin

Frequency requirements for com
munication satellite services

Proposals for the revision of
3
Corr. 1 & 2 Art.3 of the Radio Regulations
4

'
■5

6

7.
and Corr.

8
Corr. 1, 2
and Add
9

12

Telecommunication and the peace
ful uses of outer spaoe
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No.
13

Subscribers tolerance of propagation

Origin

Destination

C.C.I.T.T.

P.M.

time and of echos
14

Radio Astronomy observations in
the frequency band 606-614 Me/s

Sweden

P.M.

15

Proposed recommendation concerning
the calculation of co-ordination
distances for communication-saxellite

U.K.

P.M.

G.S.

P.M.

I.F.R.B.
and G.S.

P.M.

G.S.

P.M.

earth stations
l&

Note by' the General Secretariat

Proposals of administrations rela
1?
•and Corr.1,2 ting to'Art.5. of the Radio Regulation's*'

18

Proposals concerning the Radio
Regulations

Australia

P.M.

20 (Rev) Proposals fori the revision of
Art.l of the Radio Regulations

I.F.R.B.
and G.S, •

P.M.

21 (Rev) Proposals for the revision of
Art.7' of the Radio Regulations

I.F.R.B.

P.M.

Proposals for frequency alloca
tions' for the Radio Astronomy
Service

22

Note of the General Secretariat

G.S.

P.M.

23.

Note of the General Secretariat

G.S.

. P.M.

24 (Rev) Proposals for the revision of
Art. 20 of the Radio Regulations
and Appendices 9 and 10 thereto

;

I.F.R.B.
and G.S.

U.K.

P.M.

P.M.

25

Proposals for the revision of Art.l of the
Radio Regulations terms and definitions

26

Proposals for-the revision of Art.5 of the
Radio Regulations (radio astronomy)

Netherlands

P.M.

27'

Proposals for;consideration by the extra
ordinary Administrative Radio Conference,
Geneva, 1963

Australia

P.M.

*28

Note by the French administration on the
development of space telecommunications

France

P.M.
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29

^ The activity of the Fucino earth station
with t h e ’experimental satellites Relay,
Telstar I, Telstar II

Italy

P.M.

30

Earth station of the Deutsche Bundespost
for the transmission of communications
via artificial earth satellites

F.R, of
Germany

P.M.

31

Proposals for the revision of the Radio
Regulations

Israel

P.M.

32 (Rev. 2 )

Proposals by the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics

U.S.S.R,

P.M.

33 Corr. 1

Progress in the development of space
communication system

J apan

P.M..

34

Proposals for the revision of Art.l,4>
9 and 14 of the Radio Regulations

Australia

P.M.

35

Proposals for Art.5 of Radio
Regulations

Mexico

P.M.

36

Proposals for Radio Regulations

Mexico

P.M.

U.S.A.

P.M.

•37

38

’ 39
40

41 and Add

42

Scientific and Technical progress in
;space exploration and radiocommunication
;by U. S •A*
Traffic Data assembled for the Plan
■Committee

C.C.I.T.T.

;

P.M.

^Proposal to the Conference

Israel

^Report on studies, relating to the
possible addition of new Appendix
,(No. 26 A) to the Radio Regulations

I.F.R.B.

Com.4

Report oh existing and planned frequency
usage of certain frequency bands in
which the existing categories of service
to which the bands are allocated, will
either be eliminated or their status
will be down-graded under proposals
submitted to the Conference by
Administrations

I.F.R.B,

Com. 5

Note by the ohairman of the Conference

P.M.
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P age
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No.
'43

Title
Report on studies relating to the
possible revision of'Art.9 of' the
Radio Regulations and Appendix 1
thereto

Origin

Destination

I.F.R.B.

Com. 6

I.F.R.B.

Com. 7

44

Reserved

45

Report on studies relating to the possible
lay-out of the final Acts of the Space
Radiocommimication Conference

46

Convening of the Conference

S.Go •

P.M.

47

Invitations to the Conference

S.G.

P.M.

48

Situation of certain countries with
respect to the Convention

S.G.

P.M.

49

Secretariat of the Conference

S.G.

P.M.

50

Proposals for the work of the Conference

S.G.

•
:

51

Agenda, 1st meeting of the Heads of
delegations

S.G.

Heads of
Delegations

Suggestions for the organisation of the
work of the Conference

S.G.

P.M.

53

Budget of the Conference

S.G.

P.M.

54

List of documents for the Conference

S.G.

-

55

Proposals for the revision of Art.5
of the Radio Regulations

56

Agenda for the 1st plenary meeting

57

Agenda of the 1st meeting of Committee 4

Com. 4

Com.4

58

Agenda of the 1st meeting of Committee 5

Ocm 5

C o m .5

S.G.

P.M.

Denmark
Norway
Sweden

Com. 4

52 and. Add

59 and Corr Committee structure

60

Report on the activities of the
Scandinavian countries in the field of
space communications

61

Utilisation of telecommunication
satellites for television

62

Basic achievements and trends in space
Reaearch in the Soviet Union

J apan

S.G.

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

E.B.U.
Com. 4
U.S.S.R.

C o m .4

Document N o..243-E
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63

Title
Agenda 1st meeting of Committee 6

Origin

Destination

Com. 6

Com. 6

(Regulations)

'64
and. Corr.

Structure of the working Groups of
Committee 4 (technical)

Com. 4

Com. 4

65

Structure of the working groups of
Committee 5

Com. 5

Com. 5

Summary record of the 1st meeting

Com. 4

Com. 4

Rapporteurs

Heads of
Delegation

and Corr.
66

• -67
and Corr.
68

I
1

Statement concerning D o c «32 Rev.

69

■Structure of the working groups of
Committee 6 (Regulations)

70

;Summary record of the 1 st meeting

.

?1 -

Agenda of the 1st meeting of
Committee 2 (Credentials)

72

Statement

73

Minutes of the 1st meeting of Committee 6
(Regulations)

74

Minutes of the opening plenary meeting

75
and Add
76.

77
(Rev.)
78
79

1

.Minutes of the 1st meeting of Heads
of delegations;

1
4
■l

Bulgaria
Hungary
Poland
Roumania
C z e chosl .0vaki/a
Com. 6

Com. 6

Com. 5

Com. 5

Com.. 2 '

Com. 2

. U.S.S.R.
Bielorussia
Ukrania

Rapporteurs
W.G. 5B

Experimental earth station at
Goonhilly Downs

U.K.

Note by the Secretariat to the budget•
control committee of the Space Conference .

P.M.

Com. 6

Com. 6

Radio Astronomy and space research
services - IUCAP recommendations

Special meeting of the space radio
communication Conference
i
Agenda for the 1st meeting

Com.4? 5)6

P.M.
W.G. 5B

P.M.
—

S.G.
■
Com. 7

Com. 7

S.G.

Com. 3
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80

Agenda 1st meeting of Committee 3
(Budget Control Committee)

Com. 3

Com. 3

81

Proposals for revision of Art.8

India

Com. 6

82

Proposals for formulation of a new
Art. 9 "bis

India

Com. 6

Summary record of the 1st meeting

Com. 2

Com, 2

84

Oscar space satellite program of the
International Amateur Radio Union

W.G. §C

W.G. 5C

85

Statement by the Delegation of the
Republic of Cuba to the EARC on space
communications

Cuba

P.M.

86

Statement

Cuba

Com. 4,5?6

87

Dote by the Secretary-General

S.G.

P.M.

88

Limitation of horizontal effective
radiated power ,(E.R.P) of earth
stations and of terrestrial stations
in bands shared with communicationssatellites earth station receivers

U.K.

Com.4

89

Summary record of the 1st meeting

Com. 3

90

Statement

83
and Corr.

91
and Corr.

Report; of working group 4B

Rep. of China

Com. 3
P.M.

W.G. 4B

Com. 4

Com* 7

Com. 7

*
■

92 (Rev*) ' Summary report of the 1st meeting
93

Situation of certain countries with
respect to the Convention

S.G.

P.M.

94

.genda 2nd meeting of Committee 4

Com. 4

Com. 4

1st report of the W.G, 5C to Committee 5 Amateur service

W.G. 5C

Com. 5

96

2nd report of W.G. 5C to Committee 5 Satellite identification

W.G. 5C

Com. 5

97

Additional proposal for consideration by
the extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference

Australia

Com. 5

98

1st report by the Working Party of
Committee 2 (Credentials)

W.P.Com.2

Com. 2

99

Proposals for revision of .Art. 1

Belgium
France
Portugal

Com. 4

95 (Rev.)
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S.G.

-

000

List of documents

101

Statement by the delegations of the People's
^Bulgaria
Hungary
Republic of Bulgaria, the Hungarian Feople's
Republic, the Roumanian People's Republic, and, Roumania
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
C 2sechoslovaki

102
and Corr.

P.M.

First report of Working Group 6B to
Committee 6

W.G. 6B

Com. 6

103

Situation of certain countries with respect
to the Convention

S.G.

P.M.

104

Summary report of the secor.<i meeting

C o m .4

C o m ,4

Agenda third meeting of Committee 4

Com.4

Com. 4

Statement

China

P.M.

105 (Rev.)
106

107 (Rev.2)

108

109

110
and Corr,

Memorandum on amateur experimental space
satellite
activity
First report by working group
Committee 5 (Allocations)

I.A.R.U.

'

-

to
W.G. 5A

Proposed Ifesolution to the Administrative
Council concerning future management of
frequency bands allocated for Space
Radiocommunication purposes
Terms of reference of the C.C.I.T.T./
C.C.I.R. plan committee

U.S.A.

Com. 5
P.M.

C.C.I.T.T.
C.C.I.R.

111

First report by Working Group 5® ^0
Committee 5 “ Space research service

W.G, 5B

Com. 5

112 '

Second report by Working Group
to Committee 5
(Radio.Astronomy Service) - Telemetering

W.G, 5B

Com. 5

Second report by Working Group
(Allocations)

to Committee5

W.G. 5A

Com. 5

11.4

Third report by Working Group 53 to Committee 5
(Allocations) - Aeronautical Services

W.G. 5C

Com .5

115

Report of :Working Group 4B (part 2)

.W.G. 4B

116

Summary record of.the third meeting

Com. 4

Com. 4

117

Tentative proposals for terms and definitions

W.G. 4A

W.G. 4A

113

Agenda fifth meeting of Committee 4

Com, 4

Com. 4

113
and Add,

W.G. 4B
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119

Agenda-fourth meeting of Committee 4

Com. 4

Com.4

120

Go-ordination procedure

United
Kingdom

Com. 6

United
Kingdom

Com.4

First report of Working Group 4C - Co-ordination W.G'. 4C
distance procedure in the 1-10 Gc/s "band

Com.4

123

Third report hy Working Group 5® - RadioAstronomy Service

W.G. 5B

Com. 5

124

Agenda second meeting of Committee 5 (Allocation 3 ) Oom.5

Com. 5

125

Fourth report of Working Group 5B 1° Committee5
Radio Astronomy Service

W.G. 5B

Com. 5

Second report of Working Group 4C - Sharing
Criteria

W.G. 4C

Com.4

Third report hy Working Group 5A
(Allocations) - Telemetering

W.G. 5A

Com. 5

Report of Working Group 4B (third part)

W.G. 4B

Com.4

129

Summary record of the fourth meeting

Com. 4

Com.4

130

Report of Working Group 5B to Committee 5 ”

W.G. 5B

Com. 5

131

Telecommunication and the peaceful uses
of outer space

S.G.

132

Statement hy the Delegation of the People's
Republic of Poland

Poland

133

Agenda fifth meeting of Committee 5 (Allocations Com. 5

134

Second report hy the Working Group of
Committee 2 , (Credentials)

135'

Agenda second meeting of Committee 2 (Credentials3)Com.2

136

Second and last report of Working Group 6B to
Committee 6

137

Agenda sixth meeting of Committee 5 (Allocations) Com. 5

Com.5

138

Summary Record of the fifth meeting

Com. 4

Explanatory memorandum
121

122
(Rev.)

126
(Rev.2)
and Corr.

127
■128

Draft Resolution - The interconnection of
communication -satellite systems and other
transmission systems

Committee 5

(Rev,)

W.G. ..
Com. 2

W.G. 6B

Com.4

-

P.M.

Com, 5
Com. 2

Com. 2
Com. 6
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Fourth and last report by Working Group 5A to
Committee 5 (Allocations)— Communicationsatellite service

W.G. 5A

Com. 5

140

Summary Record of the

Com. 5

C om..5

141

Statement by the Delegation of the Republic of China
China to the E.A.R.C. to allocate frequency
bands for space radio ccsmmuni.catxon purposes

P.M.

142

Summary Record of the third meeting

Com. 5

Com. 5

143

Report of Working Group 6A to Committee 6

W.G. 6A

Com.6

144

Draft - Article 9

Com. 6

Com, 6

145

Draft* - Article

Com.6-

Com, 6

146

D r a f t .- Appendix 1 MOD

G:>m. 6

Com.6

147

Appendix 1A - Notices relating to stations
in the space and radio astronomy services

Com.6

Com. 6

•148

Draft - 114 MOD § 2

Com.6

Com.6

■149

Com. 6
Draft Recommendation relating to the notifi
cation of frequency assignments for joint spac< >
telecommunication, systems

Com.6

150

List of documents

139
and Add.

. 151
152

fourth meeting

-

. -

Agenda of the 2nd meeting of Committee 6
(Regulations)

Com.6

Com.. 6

Draft Resolution relating to the provision
of information regarding,International
Satellite systems

Com.6

Com. 6

Com . 5

• 153
(Rev*2)

Summary record of the 2nd meeting of
Committee 5

154

Agenda of 7 th meeting of Gommittee 5
(Allocations)

C om . 5

Com. 5

155

Chapter 1-Termirfclogy

Com. 4

Com.4

156

Agenda of 6th meeting of Committee 4

Com. 4

Com. 4

Draft recommendation (Calculation of Co-ordina Com.6
tion distance for earth stations in the
communication-satellite service)

Com.6

Summary record of the fifth meeting

Com. 5

Com. 5

(Rev.)
157

158
(Rev.)

Com. 5
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159 and Rev. Draft Recommendation

Destination

Com.4

Com. 4

Fifth Report by Working Group
to
Committee 5 (Radio Astronomy Service)

Com.5

Com.5

Agenda of the 3rd meeting of Committee 6
(Regulations)

Com. 6

Com. 6

Summary Record of the 6 th meeting

Com. 5

Com. 5

Draft recommendation (Study of modulation
methods for radio relay systems)

Com. 4

Com. 4

164

Fourth report by Working Group
Committee 5 (Allocations)

W.G.5C

Com. 5

I 65

Sixth and last report by Working Group 5B
to Committee 5

W.G..-5B

Com. 5

166

Re commendati on

160, Corr.l
and Add

161
162 (Rev.2)
•163 (Rev.)

to

167 and Add, B.I (First Reading)

Delegatior
of Israel
E d i t .Com.

P.M.
P.M.

168

Draft Recommendation

Com.4

Com. 4

169

Fifth report by Working Group 5^ to
Committee 5

W.G.5C

Com. 5

170

Agenda for the Second Plenary Meeting

P.M.

P.M.

171

B.2 (First Reading)

E d i t .Com.

P.M.

B.3 (First Reading)

E d i t .Com.

P.M.

173

Sixth and last report of Working Group 5C
to Committee 5

W.G,5C

Com. 5

174

Agenda

Com. 5

Com. 5

175

B.4 (First Reading)

E d i t .C o m .

P.M.

176

B .5

(First Reading)

E d i t .Com.

P.M.

177

B.6 (First Reading)

E d i t .Com.

P.M.

178

Summary record of the second meeting
of Committee 2 (Credentials)

Com.2

Com. 2

172 and Add,

of the ninth meeting of Committee 5
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Com. 2

P.M.

Chairman of
the Conference

P.M.

179

Report by Committee 2 (Credentials)

180

Draft Recommendation

181

B.8 (First Reading)

Edit.Gom.

182

Summary record of the 7th meeting of
Committee 5

Com, 5

183

B#9 (First Reading)

Ed i t .Com.

P.M.

184

Draft Resolution relating to space vehicles
in distress and emergency

W.G. 5 ad hoc

P.M.

I 85

B. 10 (First Reading)

Edit.Com*

P.M.

186

B. 11 (First Reading)

E d i t .Com.

P.M.

187

B.

Edit.Com.

P.M.

188 .

Rote by the Secretariat

S.G.

189

Summary record.of 2nd meeting of
Committee 6 (Regulations)

Com, 6

& Corr#

7 (First Reading)

P.M.
Com. 5

-

Com. 6

P.M.

Australia

190

Proposed amendment to document Ro. 171

191

Agenda for the 3rd plenary meeting

192

International: technical cooperation and
assistance in the field of space radio
communications

Delegation of
S.F.R. of
Yugoslavia

P.M.

193

Declaration by the United Rations

United Rations

P.M.

Summary record of the third and last
194
194 and Rev. meeting of Committee 6 (Regulations)
195

Agenda for the 4th plenary meeting

196

R.l (Second Reading)

197

Agenda for the 5th plenary meeting

198 and Rev Memorandum by the Secretary-GeneralSituation of certain countries t&th rospect
to the Convention
199

Summary record of the Uth Meeting of
Committee 5

200

List of documents for the Conference

P.M.

P.M.

Com .6

Co'm.6

P.M.

'

E d i t .Com.

P.M.
P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

S.G.

F ,M,

Com# 5

Com. 5

,
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P.M.

201

Roto by the Chairman of tho Conference

202

Agenda for the 6th Plenary hooting

P

203

Agenda for tho Tenth Hooting of Committee 5
Allocations)

Com. 5

Com. 5

204

Report by tho 'forking Croup of Committee 3

W.G. Com. 3

Com. 3

205

Agenda of the Second Meeting of Committee 3
(Budget Control)

Com. 3

Com. 3

206

E.2

(Second Reading)

Ed.Com.

P .1.1.

207

E.3

(Second Reading)

Ed.Com.

P.M.

208

Pinal Protocol

Rop . of
Indonesia

P.M.

209

Agenda for tho 7th Plenary Meeting

P.M.

P.M.

Statement by the U.S.S.R. Delegation

U.S .S.R.

P .11•

211

Proposal by the Delegations of Australia,
Belgiumy Canada, U.S.A., France, Luxembourg,
Motherlands, United kingdom, and Sweden
relating to Radio Astronomy.

Australia,
Belgium,
Canada,
U.S.A.,
France,
Luxembourg,
Rethorlands,
United kingdom,
Sweden*

P.M.

212

R<4

Ed*.Com.

P.M.

213

Minutes of tho Second Plenary Meeting

Rapporteurs

P.M.

214

Report by tho Budget Control Committee

Com. 3

P.M.

215

Minutes of the Third Plenary Meeting

Rapporteurs

P.M.

216

Proposals by Belgium, Spain, France and
Portugal for the amendment of Article 1
of the Radio Regulations.

Belgium,
Spain,
Franco,
Portugal.

Com. 4

Agenda for the 8th Plenary Meeting

P.M.

T> T .r
-s. # 1 . . #

210
and Rev.

217
and Rev.

(Second Reading)

-

P.M.

. j ..~ .

■
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Agenda for the 9th Plenary Meeting

P.M.

P.M.

219

Final Protocol

Denmark,
Norway,
Sweden,
Switzerland.

P.M.

220

Final Protocol

Argentine R e p .

P.M.

221

Final Protocol

U.S.A. and
Territories of
the U.S.A.

P.M.

222

Final Protocol

Cuba

P.M.

223

Final Protocol

Rep. of Pakistan

P.M.

224

Final Protocol

D e m . & Pop. Rep•
of Algeria
Kuwait
U.A.R.

P.M.

225

Summary Record of the 9th and Last Meeting
of Committee 5

Com. 5

Com. 5

226

Summary Record of the 6th and Last Meeting

Com. 4

Com. 4

227

Summary Record of the Second Meeting of
Committee 3 (Budget Control)

Com. 3

Com. 3

228

Final Protocol

Malaysia

P.M. '

229

R.5

Ed.Com.

P.M.

230

Final Protocol

Mexico

P.M.

231

Draft Resolution

Ad Hoc Group

P.M.

232

Final Protocol

United Kingdom

P.M.

233

Final Protocol

Canada

P.M.

234

Final Protocol

Colombia

P.M.

235

Final Protocol

Argentina

P.M.

236

Minutes of the Fourth Plenary Meeting

RaToportours

P.M.

237

Minutes of the Fifth Plenary Meeting

Rapporteurs

P .M.

238

Minutes of tho Sixth Plenary Meeting

Rapporteurs

P.M.

239

Minutes of the Seventh Plenary Meeting

Rapporteurs

P.M.

240

Minutes of the Eighth Plenary Meeting

Rapp ortours

P.M.

241

Minutes of tho Ninth Plenary Meeting

Rapporteurs

P.M.

242

Minutes of tho Tenth Plenary Meeting

Rapporteurs

P.M.

243

List of Documents

218
and Rev.

(Second Reading)

-

-

